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INTRODUCTION.

The major purpose of the pre occupational track of Manitoba's

ABE program is to enable students to get firsthand information about the

World of Work and to get information about themselves that will assist

them in crystallizing an occupational, choice. The program is based on the

model contained in Figure I which represents a developmental approach

to career decision making.

The Model

The model is based on the assumption that occupational choice is

part of the career developmental process whichis viewed as ora aspect of

human develOpment. Knoll (1970) suggests thatareer development is a,

continual process of compromising between the liiitations and reality

opportunities of the world of work and the knowledge one has about one's

self. Bailey (1971) states that career development includes all workrelevant

experiences and activities before and after entry into an occupation.

Occupational choice, therefore, is only a part of 'the process. Proponents

of the theory of career deVelopment as opposed to those who support the

trait factor theory of occupational choice suggest that in every occupation

there are people possessing a variety of personal traits, while every person

is equally suited to a variety of occupations (Zaccania, 1970). Trait

factor 'theorists maintain and operate on the bdiis that,for each individual

there is one specific occupation for which he/she is especially suited and

the purpose of assistance in occupational choice is to determine what this

AM.11.4:4.4.0.14.441444.......
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occupation is.

The'purpose of this program is to assist the person in finding

an occupation with whiCh he/she will be satisfied and which Will meet

his/her needs. tOr most people there will be a number of possible occupations

available to them at the time they will be in the program. It is hoped

that this occupation will not be viewed as the.UltiMate, but rather that

it is seen as a part of the individual's ongoing career develoPment process:

The: program is *Signed tomove-studento from an.Awareness stage

through an to a Preparation stage. Unity consists of

-four main areas ofoctivity; 1) students first .will become aware of the

implications of different occupetional-chOices thtough on examination of

the life-style or role required by various occupatiOnal choices-, 2) Students

will gain an understanding of their:strengths and weaknesses, 3) concurrently

students will explore a series of career clusters which will prOvide them

with an understanding of the World of Work, and 4) students will learn'

decision making skill's and use them in expressing an occupa4onal preference.

Crites (1969):suggests that an 9smationpLagevence is an expression'of

what a possible future occupation might be and differs from occupational:

choice which is an intention to enter a specific'6ccupat*on.and from

occupational which is fantasizing what an occupation might be.

Upon expression of an occupational choice .,arrangements will be

made for.students to engage in a real exploration of an actual work situation.

The major purpose of the exploration is for the student to find out firsthand

whether the role required by a worker in the occupation preferred is one

that he/she would want to adopt. This will be done by assignihg students



to 4-Ape4:ific worker.on a buddy system and having the student observe':

the worker and the role required of.hitqher for-A three to Illie-tday-perib&-

Students may also be given the option of exploring_an occupational training

PrOgraivin a similar manner subsequent to the work exploration if they

wish to find out what is involved in training for the-Preferred occupation.

This exploration system is based on the concept that real experiences;

are a great deal more meaningful.to the student:tythe vicarious experiences

,- reading pamphlets and other sources of occupational information, listening

to tapes, watching .films and film strips, etc.7 that are usually the major

part of career decision programs.

Upon completion of the occupational exploration activities the

student should be counselled on an individual basis by the person:who,is

primarily, responsible for this-part of their program. Examples of those

who would counsel are the teacher in a rural area, preocCupational.track

coordinator in an-Urban setting, a college counsellor, or a combination

if poAsible. The purpose of this counselling is to assIst the student:

in determining if he/she is ready to move towards an occupational choice,--,

either the olcupation-explored or one that is front the same cluster-And

similar in nature. The student.who is ready is then at the stage where he/she

has made.a tentative occupational choice and proceeds to study job search

techniques on a group basis and to make indepth study of,the occupation

on an individual basis. The student who is not ready to make. a tentative
4.

occupational choice will return to Unit Z and study another career-cluster'

and engage in the exploration of ,another occupation.



Upon completion of'the job search\technique and indepth study

of the occupation activities the student should have either crystallized

her/her occupational choice or else be recycled through the process. A

student who has crystallized his/her occupational choice will then be

given assistance in implementing the choice. This will consist of helping

him find a job, obtain on-job-training, or enrolling in the occupational

training program needed to help him develop entry skills into the chosen

occupation. Another important part of the process is giving assistance

to the student during the first three months after he has left the program.
. .

This assistance will be mainly supportive in nature and is designed to

help the student overcome any difficulties he might encounter in coping

with his new occupational situation.

The model suggested is a tentative one and the order of.the

activities would appear to be a logical one. Implementers, however, should

feel free to experiment with the activities suggested and adapt the program

to meet the needs of, their students.

Points to Consider

The following points should be considered in operating the program.

Deye1'oping If possi,ble before starting the students into"the

program their awareness of the world of work should be increased. This can .

be done through the use of films, film-strips, television or field trips

to large plants or businesses which feature a broad spectrum of occupations.
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The focus should be on the broad spectrum of occupations available rather.

than 'on .a specific 'occupation. Development of awareness .will vary from

'locale to locale and should be suited to the\students and the locale.

The Awareness stage should not be viewed as a'one shot effort.

Methods.- The methods selected for use in-the prosram are based on the concept

that the type of student `in the program will benefit more ftoM active rather

thanAmssive participation Discussions And real experiences are featured,

The program includes some group work some individual, work, and out.Of

schooIwork.

Time frame. The_program is designed to run forapproxiMately 50 hours in

school end at least one week out of school. The 50 hours in school will be

spread over a number of weeks and will be offered concurrently with the other

elements in the ABE program.

Instruction orientation. Teachers who will be involved in the delivery of.

the program will participate in a two to three day orientation to gain an

understanding of the program and-to become familiar with the materials,

Materia.suseditt. The focus of the program was to develop ,a

conceptual model that is appropriate for ABE students. Little attempt was

made to develop original materials or resources but rather the program is

designed to utilize materials that have already been developed. Some of

these have been adapted in an effort to meet the needs of the ABE students.



Purpose of the szarm. The major purpose of the program is to assist the

student to becom' gainfully employed and to remain employed. The majority

of students in ABE prograMa have not gone on to occupational traininv

courses at institutions and the program should not focus on further

institutional, training but rather on the many occupations that are available

to students on a direct entry basis from. an ABE program. Remember the

best thing that can happen 'to a student is for him/her to get a permanedt

job in the occupation of his/her choice. This can occur at any time in the

program - the completionof all parts of the ABE program should not be

seen as a necessary pre-requisite for graduation.



SubjesIJ

Objective:

Format of

Activities:

To work or not to work

t;

To provide an opportunity to discuss the merits

of working/not working.

To-deiermine whether to remain and work in the community

or to MVO and work away from the community.

Activity I.. To work or not to. work?

Source: WIALLtxpossijainManual
pp 109 - 123
Adapted by Larson

Time: Approximately, 1 hour

Sae Appendix 'A°

Acti vii ty. 2. T stay or not to stay?

Source: L M. Larson

Time: Approximately 50, - 80 minutes

See Appendix '13°

Conclusions: As appropriate

Rel. ated

51Laigim: I. fife Skills Coaching Manuai

L.M. Larson
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Activity I: TO WORK OR NOT TO WORK?

Appendix 'A'

Raad the story of Valentine Hates His Job aloud to *the
class. Discuss ihe question raised at-the end. Use the,
video tape, if available.

2., Ask"the students some* all of the following.questiong,
some of which could lead,to class discussion:

a) What do you get out of a, job besides money?

b) What satisfaction is there from knowing that you
have done a job well?

c) How important is it to .do what you really want :to do?

d) What happens to people you know who enjoy/do not, enjoy
their work?

Why do those who do not enjoy their work continue to work?

Where do they get their saiisfection?

Suggest that each person consider whether he/she
wants to work/not work, and why.



LeEson: Debatiu the I : To Work or Not to Work

Script for Audio-tape; Valentine Hates His Job

As .he stood beside the dusty road thumbing a ride, Valentine

wasn't sure he had done the right thing in deciding to look for a

job in the city... It's true he had often been on welfare in the last

few years, but he loved his small town.

"But I am a damn good worker," he said strongly to himself as

yet another car roared by, covering him with a cloud of dust.. "I

may be poor, but I like to be my own boss.-What do:these guys from

Welfare know? They aren't even their own bosses, but they tell me

got to work -- at any:old job. -my wife don't even understand."

He became so gloomy that he almost turned to go back home when a

farmer stopped and offered'a ride. He hesitated, gulped and got in.

Valentine' eventually found a place to stay and registered with

the ManpoWer tiffice Withiwa few,days they phoned and said they had

A job sweeping floors. Valentine took it and showed' up for work the

next morning.

His supervisor gave him a broom, showed him where to begin and

left. No one paid much attention tAJ him after that, except to yell

at him. The constant noise bothered him and he didn!t like taking

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



orders from everyone, The pay wasn't much, compared to other jobs-,

but it was better. than Welfare. And it was.nice to be able-to say,

"I have a job at the Mill," even though he didn't feel he was doing:

much.

As time went on, Valentine decided he wasn't really happy. There

did not seem to be much purpose in his work; besides, he felt his job

was looked down on by those same people who had told him he must work.

Finally he decided that they must have made a job for him to get him

off Welfare. Funny though, he thought, "They didn't make any jobs

high up " ,In his mind he would shout at the Welfare Worker, "What

kind of lousy job is this? You creeps can have it. It's no good for

me."

But Valentine plugged away at it. He figured he'd likely never

be promoted sinco he had hardly any education, but he wasn't goini, to

pack it up yet. The way he figured it, the guys that he saw running

around in the white shirts making all the money weren't very happy

either. He heard them complaining that they 'had no say', that the.r

jobs were boring. He noticed they had to follow orders just like he did.

"What is everybody killing themselves for," he wondered, "if they

don't even feel that what they are doing is worth something besides a

pay cheque? There must be something good about steady work that I



don't understand yet." He kept: working for the money, still trying

to figure out the whole thing, but he missed his friends and family

One day, at the. beginning of sumMer, he watched almost sadly as he

saw some men getting ready to go fishing, Someone even teased him

about "making good in the big city." "To hell with it," he thought

suddenly, "why should I stick at this lousy job? Perhaps I could get

another job, one I'd like!" But Valentine worried that any job he

could get wouldn't be much different. The thought of staying sickened

him, but he was undecided. He didn't like being called a bum and having

his wife'and friends nagging him about being lazy.

Just then Valentine noticed a friend looking at him curiously,

He decided to tell him his problem and ask his advice. He explained

his thoughts about not liking the job in spite of the money and about

how he liked being on his own much better.

"Do you think I should stay here at a job I hate, or should I .

pack it up? I've got to decide pretty quick."'

If you were his friend, what would you advise?

SOURCE: We Skills Cop.agAL.chlival

pp 116 - 7.



TO STAY OR NOT TO STAY

Ett11 I. Break into groups of three or four

Appendix 'B'

List the reasons for staying in the community to work

(approximately 10 minutes)

Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of remaining

(15 - 20 minutes)

List the reasons for !flaying the community

5. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of leaving

(15 - 20 minutes)

Each person take time to consider his/her own position

with respect to remaining in/leaving the community

to work.
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01,Litaitt:

Formai of

Activities,

PERSONAL ROLES

To provide an opportunity to identify various roles and

the way that time and money are, spent as they are related.

Activities 1 - 3 Identifying Personal Roles.

Source: TRANDS, OUTING A C JULY 1974

Time Approximately 3 - 50 minute sessions

See Appendix A

Conclusions: As appropriate

Related

Materials:

1, 'rRANDS, ____,_jgAlarieCreath-4,, July, 1974.



AELLMJI.L.1.: Exercise I: Ten Persons I Am.

The instructor first explainSthat the r,!:ercisis will help
each student to answer the question, "Who:Am I?". He should-7
explain that all people fill several roles as they pursue the
activities of their everyday lives. A man might be-employed-in:
a garage: to the Owner he is an employee, to another employee
he may be the foreman; at home he is. the husband and father;
his friends see him one way, work associates yet another. The
students are'io develop a list of the different roles they fill
in their dai ly lives.

Each student tears a sheet of paper into ten pieces about the
same size and then writes on each a role he considers important
in his life, in the form, "I am a II

6,.........~.6.6.6.666.1.186momo

Each student examines the ten sheets on which is listed one
of the persons he has identified as one of his roles, asking which
one would cause the least disturbance if he removed it from his
life. The slip of paper is to be placed face up on the table or
desk before him.' From the remaining nine he is to make the same
choice and place this slip on top of the other and so on until
he has the role which is most important to him on top. The
instructor should also do the exercise with the students.

When all students have ranked their roles, the instructor asks
them to form a close circle. The instructor will model the behaviour'
desired from each student by reading the first, role he himself
discarded, explaining to the group why it was first discarded,
then moving to the next, stating why it is where it is and so tgl,
until all ten roles have been exposed and explained. The
instructor should display a feeling of trust and emphasize the
importance of each Tole to him. He should display real concern
for the roles in his life and the order in which he ranked them,
thus helping the students to follow his example.

Each student in turn explains his series of roles from least to
most important as the instructor has modelled.

During the exercise, the instructor should draw attention 10
feelings about the stated roles, about Involvement,. about concern.
for the right answers, about making choices, and about what has
happened in the group. He should support those students who
hesitate to read their "Ten Persons" or who have little to say
about their feelings when they do read their slips. He might
say something like, "We would like to meet the persons you are.
Remember, we will not judge the persons you describe and the
order you place them in. Your list may help others to find
assumptions' ihoy make about themselves."4,



6. After each person hasp Introduced the fen persons in
his life, he should list them, placing the most important
one at the top, on the form, Who 1 Am and What I do that
Shows It (PFE 1). (Student forms are in the Career lamill
Workbook,)

The lists are to aid the students in understanding relationships
in their own fives, and how these help or hinder in attaining their goals.
For this reason cch student should be encouraged to make final changes in his
li which will make if more useful or accurate, by changing the order, adding
new roles, or rewording them if they wish to do so. The finalized lists will
help them'ioLidentify some of the strengths and inconsistencies in their lives.

102

Activity 2: Ial012.1_100111110....211

BaukaLuspenaLL.one

Each student will need two sheets of notebook paper. At the top
of one he writes, "Ten Ways 1 Spend My Time" and on the other
"Ten Ways I Spend My Money". These lists can be made at the same
time, as working on one reminds the person of answers to the other.
The list should reflect the person as he usually uses time and
money. If he is working toward a goal in his. studies, school*

might be a very important expenditure of both. The students should
be told they.will not have to tell others of the behaviour they
record.

2. After, their lists are completed, all students should rank them,
not by their importance to the individual but by how much time or
money was spent on them during the last month.

3. After they have completed both lists and ranked thew the students
should record them on the form, 1SW LILALEJAUttliblAVEL1120.

I
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Act ivit3: camnarison of Robs and behaviours

4

1. on the form, Reialin Behaviours to Roles, using: the Information
from the form,--Who I Am and What I Do That Shows It, each student
.lists his ten persons in order in the first:coluMn..

2. Then in the spaces following each role, each student writes in
the second column the number of each way he spends his time in
support of that role. Some behaviours support no roles and
should be recorded at the bottom of the form opposite the
heading "Supports No Roles".

3. In the same way, each student fills in the third column with
ways he spends his money in support of each role and at the
bottom if no role is supported.

4. The students then study the relationship between their listed
roles and the ways they spend their time and money to note I#
the roles they listed as most important in their lives are
supported by time and money. They may note inconsistencies and
make comments like, "It means I have some wrong views of myself;
I might have to change some of my behaviours; I have learned
some things I did not know; the exercise, took me by surprise."
They should be congratulated and asked to consider ways of
changing their behaviours to fit the roles that they consider
Important. Some students may want to change their rank
ordering of "persons they are" as a result of the exercise.
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Sur,.eject;: ROLE ANALYSIS

I. To identify desired roles and to analyse

supporting and hindering behaviours.

To identify ways of changing behaviours to

make a chosen role possible. .

Format of

Activities:

Activity 1. Identifying Desired Roles

Source: TRMDS, CreAting a Career, July, 1974

Adapted by L.M. Larson

Time: Approximately, 50 minutes

See Appendix A

Ac.Ilyty..2.. Role Analysis

Source: TRANDS, Creating a Career, July, 1974

Adapted by L.M. Larson

Time: Approximately 50 minutes

See Appendix B



RELATING BEHAVIOURS TO ROLES.

4411111111111110111/111111111MOINNIMIMIliorenownom1111111MINIIIMINSIIIIII 111111111MINNIIMMINIII1011110911111141/11111011161111111111110140101111111111.1111141111111011111111MIMPOMMINIMINW

TEN PERSONS
I.AM

THINGS I DO WHICH
SUPPORT EACH ROLE

THINGS I SPEND MY MONEY.
ON WHICH SUPPORT EACH

ROLE

1MI

WMONOMEMNI1MNIIrMild
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Activity IDENTIFYING DESIRED ROLES

Appendix A

Methoc( I. Each person )isis ten peronS he/she wants to be

NUmber the ro[e6 in order from the role he/she could
most easily live without as number 10, to the most
important role as number 1.

Enter the roles in order on the form provided,

U1211112ELM294WILLISLELESLIITZ

4. Complete the last 2 aolumns using the form from the
previous lesson as to the behaviours and the ways.in:
which time and money are spent to support the desired_
roles.

5. Pompare the lists as to how the desired roles and the
ways, time and money are spent to see If the behaviours
support/don't support the roles.
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Appendix A

RELATING MY BEHAVIOURS. TO MY FUTURE

fccilvily 1 1.1
: 4 44

t

PFE Obmt

TEN PERSONS
I WANT TO BE

THINGS I DO WHICH
SUPPORT EACH ROLE

THINGS I SPEND MY MONEY ON
WHICH SUPPORT EACH ROLE,

.ramiroommomimmePommommerememposomanwoomiPporoommy

I

J.
:"

10

u ports no roles
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In this exercise students will be given the opportunity to list forces
for and against progress towards achievement of a particular role they
would like to fill, and they will consider ways in which they can change
the course of their lives into more personally satisfying and fulfilling
ones.

1. Each student selects his most important role related to family
and his.most important role related to occupation. If any two
family roles are closely related, such as "I want to be a husband"
or "I want to be a father", they can be combined into "I want to
be a family man", for example. Wheh the two main roles are selected,
the students will use the family role in the rest: of this exercise
and retain the occupational role for use in Topic IV, Unit 3.

2. On Role Analysis Form 1 (PFE IV-1) each student writes in his
chosen family role space following "I want to. be a

.". Then from the form, kUqirallypglTrilgLAIJiKIFAWJL,
EgFreted in Exercise 1, he records those behaviours which are
"Forces for Progress" and "Forces Against. Progress". In addition,
he should try to identify other behaviours as strengths and weak-
nesses which may aid or oppose the satisfactory achievement of
the role he has chosen for analysis.

On.Role Analysis Form .2 (PFE IV-1), using the family role chosen
in Step 1, each student then identifies those things which can
and cannot be changed. The instructor should first discuss the
following points with the class:

a. Some factors in the lives of all persons can be changed
while others are more or less fixed. They may be fixed
because the person physically cannot change them or
because he does not or will not change them. The purpose
'f the form is to help each student identify and classify
these items.

Students may begin the list by looking at the forces
which are against progress, since they may make the goal
unattainable. Students may want to consider changing
some of them.

As factors are identified which can be changed, the
student should ask himself, "What will it cost to make
this change? What will I gain if I made this change?".

d. For the forces which cannot be changed ask, "How will
this affect my goal? Is there any way I can make this
factor work for me?".

Each student then lists the things that he has decided he can change
on 11229.11121ysiliorm 2 to tioleAijiLlsiiinni 3 and lists ways Of
changing them. He should consider both advantages and disadvantages
in making his choice of ways to change.

4.)
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ROLE AaLYSIS FORM

e.4.11111111111111

PPE IV*1

DATE41100.11.4 .04/1~~wwwIllifaMOMON.IIINIMANO

I want to be a
ft

Problem: In what ways might I make

progress towards my roles?

11.2.1S2fgrtoirla§.

Strengths I Have

Th!Lalatinalftsauta1

Weaknesses I Have

rrnammoorromilvamosonamenrIO

4111111111111111111111MIUMMINIENNI.11111111111011111>
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ROLE ANALYSIS rORM 2
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I want to be a
Problem: What things can I change to

make this role possible? ,

.21191L That I, Can Chanae

snivamorvimmiseamommuummummunamon*,

'Itiairrnissratteis>

ismovimmommumiramiok

itairmlopuismummosimpagroloomosermoormaa>

ibmismsftavoloosvarmimmaswommossommuirmis>

.....innatizatjlannot Chase..

sgesusi;smaiwommaimmissonsworemaisle

olgummirsameurrivoninsirimmormismourips.

44ausentusimrmiummeemmimmusilimmre

wOrwestrwrarsarimistsrawasorrisamorsimb

ilerrimmissiraimmirmarmalrerlmimill

4
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ROLE ANALYSIS FORM 3

AWIONNISPNOIMMOMIIIMOIPM100011111.1~1111011.0011110

PFE IV »1

DATE ,

I want to be a
Problem: In what ways might I change the

things to help me reach my role?

Things Thati Can Change Wa s I Can Change Them

emormawatessamswammormowars;swarers>

ausummulawaimeammasimmiimourionesim>

inimsormasevarnowspoimpO

sammiturarirmssummommuhmkompolusarmara0110.

Ommiwairrissiorisimemmseimmormarmairamm>

1111MMI1111111111111110110.1111111111110MIIIIISIMINIIII

041110.111111111,1111111111miumvirsisamsarreamousim

oterromainormiumwmararmomomismie

4111INNIONiagoismiraMalanaiimalmallMININIS

41111SUMMEMirmisraill0,1111M.M11111111111111110.

414sonis101118111101111111111110

illOwarreameaturnstrommumummorimmiril

10111111011111111111111111111110111111111.

4111111111111MINIMININIMMOINIIIMMOSINIMMI110111110

IOW

4.16W
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104

sub,iect: SETTING CRITERIA
.

. 5211101X11 To examine questions whiCh can influence occupational
choice.

Format of

Activities:

Activity. Understanding Criteria

Source: TRANDS. Creating a Career July, 1974

Adapted by L.M. Larson

Time: Approximately 50 minutes

See Appendix A

,A,,,EtkLix,j... Establishing criteria

Source: TRANDS, Creating a Career, J147 1974

Adapted by L.M. Larson

Time: Approximately 50 minutes

See Appendix 8

Conclusions: As appropriate.

Related

aatel

01.111m, TRAMS, Crea n a Career, July, 1974.
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Activity 1: Setting Criteria.

Method:

w21..

622.9.11114.2.

1. Each person should write or, verbally discussthe

meaning of 'criteria,'.

2. Questions to an-twer:

a) What are criteria used for?

b) What can each person use_to help in setting criteria?

Questions to be answered indtvidUallyor discussed in groups:

*a) What are fixed things in my life which I would be

unwilling to change?

b) Is there any person or place I do not wish to leave for

short or long periods of time?

c) Is there any region whero I wish to remain or would not

be happy to live in?

d) What do I want from life ?.

e) Do I want to do light'or heavy work?

0 Do I prefer indoor or outdoor activities?
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104

Ativi 2s

Method:

Appendix B

Have a brief discussion of each of the categories on the

attached sheet.

Give cne copy of the sheet establishing criteria to each ,person.

Ask them to list i':trier each category the desired factors to

look for to A .,10t in point forT

Ask the student's to keep the sheet in their file to be used as a'

general guideline in choosing ..n occupation.

Mehtion `.hr, ;g critGria arf, gubject Change and should be

. mo,Afied as chanres arp made ill the person's life.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Physical. This could apply to goneral'physical

ctrqnh or endurance, presence of a physical 1isabilit,?..4nolldA44.

:dekneso, loss, of somebody member, or any physical factor whiOri

mist bo befolie making a choice.

'nctichal. This concerns one's emotional balance and evenness of

make-up and the ability to uit:hstand pressure, noice, crowis, and

lflw:Uneas.

3. eta l.. This includes the human contacts a person wishes to

maintain to the extent that they determine decisions. 'They,

could be contacts with family, friends, groups of associates,

or even the desire to be rerno''ed from social contacts.

.4. :location. Theconsideration of where the person wants to live:

the east, vest, populated south, or isolated north: city or

farm; whether he wishes to be indoors or: outside most of the time.

__tom. Th.!: lonsideration of what one expects to receive as 4

result of his activities. For work, it'might be a salary of a

certain ievel, satisfaction of accomplishment, or social statue.

From leisure activities also most people expect some type of

return for investment of time and energy..

Lotalp..9 Activities. The consideration of the amount of physical

energy one wishes to expend at work or leisure. The range can be

from heavy lifting or a strenuous activity down to where one may

be reouired to use only light physical efforts.

7. MI/nation and Trnirlaa This inc11,qes a consideration of the

posotbilittes for thn leVel and type of education and train it

tohich i.r iAttuiratte 1.:y the student.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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-3, F. l'AR 1,T3IPTO CRITERIA
s- .....P. ..!

Appendix B

,14....14110.00"....10.... . , walmars,....006.I,MAPY600010/1.00.0011.1011010111R44111114.1MWOOMON41/90WINO,41~1101114 MI"

.10,~11111.1.6114.

1:1.1VIir r
I .. I

90.001M11.00.9*-

kilitom -.1OP,10 11.1.,..... 410.0.
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...../1*./.011.alarnevowerawevowswinenwr,

planneftwoosommilomP .1. mosap........ows........pravugswaymopminwposoirotermempalMOMINbro

SOCIAL

LOCATION

411111111161111,11111M.M10440

RETURNS

PHYSICAL
A CT TVITT FS

as.a, mec t I
1. t.

111' I

61 461144010141 44.Imommi111
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UNIT 1

IT EM B

lob

Terminology for Self Understanding and Job Selection,

Objective: To become aware of the terminology used for self understanding

and job selection.

Format of.

NOTE: Activities are suggested in order of usage.

Activit I. Defining terms

source: Parnell, Dale et al Teacher's Guide to,SUTOE,

pp 14 - 15, objective I

Adapted by L.M. Larson

Time: Approximately 50 minutes

See Appendix B

;.J

otiviIy atatthIlLlaSzakka:

Source: Parnell, Dale et al maer,..21204.;_jtosiz
pp 18 - 4

Adapted by L.M. Larson

Time: Approximately 50 minutes

See Appendix B



Conclusions: As appropriate

Related _,

Materials:

Origin: i., Teacher's Guide to SUTPIE

(Adapted by L.M. Larson)
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fttC.thdty..1: DEFINING TERMS

Form groups of 4 -* 6 and ask each group to discuss and

record their definitions of the following terms:

a) success--

b) aptitudes

c) interests

d) personality 'traits

e) physical assets

f) values

g) physical limitations

h) achievements or accomplishments

2. Each' group appoint a spokesman.

Have each group join one other group and the spokesman

read the definitions aloud.

4

3. Discussion about the definitions of both groups.

Try to compile a list of similarities and differences

from the lists.
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UNIT i,
ITE,,,M B

106

Aiv,ity 2: Questions to Consider

Aplendix B,

0.2129d: I. a) Form groups of 4 - 6, preferably people you have not

worked with before.

b) Discuss and record in some way the views of the group on

the following questions. Use a 50 minute session for 'the

discussion of each set of three questions:

Seth

Set II.

a) How does an individual's aptitude influence job selection

and success?

b) How do a person's interests lead to occupational opportunities?

c) What effect do values have on satisfactory job selection

and success?

a) Why is self understanding of personality traits important

to wise job selection?

b) How does awareness of physical assets and limitations

contribute to suitable job choices?

0) In what way do past achievements contribute to finding the

right job and succeeding in it?

2. Each group appoint a spokesman, Two.groups join and the

spokesman reads aloud the views as recorded.

General discussion of the views of the two groups.

Tho lwo sets of qu'astions In Method I could be answered verbally
or in writing by each individual,
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54O_IP;t

Objective:

Fbrmat of

Activities:

NOTE:

Activity

MIMININDWildwoloamswINIMINWOMP

Related
'Materials:

*

Self Appraisal

To differentiate, identify and define individual interests, values

personality traits, physical assets and limitations and achievement

Activities are supTested in order of usage.

Find Your own Interests

Parnell, Dale, et a].

Teeacherlo Guide to SUTOE, June 1969

pp 161 -3
Adapted by L. Me Larson

Time: ApproxiMately 50 minutes

See Appendix A

Source:

Self Evaluation

Source: Parnell, Dale et. al

Teacher's Guide to SUTOE

pp 165 - 7

lapted by L. M. Larson
Time: Approximately 50 minutes

See Appendix B

As appropriate

4k)

Parnell, Dale pt al; Teacher's °nide to SUTOE
AdattpA t M tArenn
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-31-

Activity 1: FIND YOUR OWN INTERESTS

Method-1. Distribute one copy of.the attached Survey of Interests

to each individual.

Method 2'. Ask each person to keep the completed form In his/her

own file folder (which should be.supplied).

4
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SURVEY OF INTERESTS
MPIR100110.0MMWM101101~011011110100

Appendix A

Name Sex Age

When at school last my two. favorite school subjects were:

1) 2)

II. My three favorite hobbies are:

1)

)

3)

omenrosem wismosrawsroes.www.........reowsmnftiolowiriMilasiMOMMIIIMISION elleMIMIAMINUMII4011101010111100111611.11011

GMMITAMsamovalarwatovemelmookuwellilftWomMaWlemieSsarreMirmeaft,101MINIIVMunipffam91,00.1110/1MOWIMNIPIANOININIMM~IN

r..
III. The skill I feel best aualified to perform is:

IV. The course of study or special training that appeals most to me is:

MO. .7SOINInm.~~111114

/ have been told.by

that I am'espeoially good at-

VI. MeMbers of my family and/or friends have suggested a career as

re, and I feel it would b
40111MINNIIIIMMISIWWW11011101111=11111111116.,

alliaalimanal~01111.10awyMeedueesvoriMmimirliftiorWOMMININOWN1161111110111111111WiliosiVisliwNWO

VII. The work I would really like to do for a living is

MaiwstwriM*~M*aMO/is^waw~..***Mor.r...r.40Mirerlaarrietheftwearraii.gea i.404WW4eimersiemapselbisajNI

Why?
4Msosammesi riiiar.b1.4..6A0M1a611..MftbilftI.Nkft.OMM 1.4.0.rdwarraftrommiwafm".140.6144.ammumwsimiiAmois

wil41waowwwwweigehoomparomiliaireadviMmkokomesem..awromoralwormau*NoWimmorpromrivarlarrebussio

1R



Interests
Tall Wel.

Appendix A

VIII,Members of my family and/or friends who have done this kind of work
are



.034..

rve of
n eres,s
nITEMTTN....

XII. Check the appropriate column for the following:

Appendix A

1. Am .I the type of person who can follow instructions to the

letter?

2. Do I mind being told how to do a certain thing?

3. Do 1.like doing a task exactly the same way each time?

4. Am I exact in the things I do?

5; Do I always remain calm when--

A.. a test in school?

B. Having plans suddenly changed?

C. Losing an argument?

D. Losing something important?

E. Participtting in a sporting event?

6. Do I state my ideas clearly, verbally. and in writing?

7, Am I accuraY; in my oral and written work?

8. Do I enjoy writing?

9. Do Z enjoy speaking?

10. Do I most enjoy workingty myself?

11, Do I most enjoy working with others?

12. Do I prefer working outdoors?

116 Do I enjoy meeting new people?

YES

004111...4



Survey of
interests
Farad.

14. Do I enjoy working with my hen

15. Would 1 rather design new products rather than
repair old ones?

16. When l take a Permanent job, the beginning

salary will be more important than possible

future raises'

17. Advancement, to me, means increasing pay

more than status or social acceptability.

Appendix A

18. Short hours and "good" vacations have more appeal to me than

concern about security and retirement.

19. Am Z more concerned about what x.think of myself than of what

others think of me?

20. Do I feel more challenged than threatened when confronted with

decisions and responsibility:

21. Does having a job and family appeal to me?

22. Does it seem important that my wife/husband should hold a job

outside the home in order to help the family's standard of

living?
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UNIT I

ITEM

107

Activ!Ay.2.. SELF APPRAISAL

fitthod..11. Distribute one copy of the attached SaLgalua'4,..14,O,n,

Method 2.

form lo each individual.

Ask that each person keep the completed form In his/her

own file folder (which should have been supplied for

Activity I).



SELF EVALUATION

Besides obtaining information about careers, occupations, and jobs and the training

they require, you need to consider yourself before you can make .a decision as to

what kind of a career you should choose. It is very important to UNDPRSTAND YOUR.

SELF as well as.possible. How can you? The answereto two questions would be most

helpful.

Mutt do I 4ed-to know about myself?

How do I find out?

Consider the following six areas:,

1. Your achievements or accomplishments

2. Your interests

3. Your aptitude's

4. Your personality

5. Your values

F. Your physical assets or limitations

Appraise yourself in terms of these personal characteristics. Here are two ways.

1. dance. The followingcheck list is for your

use in evaluating yourself. Tt is not a test,

neither is it complete, but it does provide

way for you to get before yourself on one page

some of your own ideas.about yourself.

22r2LEecale.21Ata,.....wationct nu; Your "parents,

your friends, classmates,' your teachers ank.others

can be very helpful in sharing their appraisal of

you They may evaluate the record you have mads.

They may Aldo tell you what reaction thdy have:to

you, as a person. Perhaps you will want to dhow them

your comileted check list..

* Adapted from State of Hawaii, Department of Education.



MT ACHTEVEMENTS

Appendix B

How well have I
done in:

Science

Very
Well

.

Well Fair 11°..!
! have I '.

lo)get

r--
Jery
Well Well Fair

r
i ov

r'n.

Local .overnment

11111111111111
ININNININIMI!!!!!!

MN
ww.......

.......

----.4".

117ema acs
; 11111~ iiiii Mini Spec y o her

activitiesliports

1

Mill
aliniiii.

IIIIIIII

MN
communicat ors

':.

..........."......................

Mechanical work
Off ce o.s
Sel n io.s 61::::::::::
Manua abor 1111M111011111111

MY INTERESTS

How well doI likei7

OM..

Very

Much

7-----V;;77E76Wwelrdo
SOMO Little Bade

I like: Very
Much Some

Very
ittle

No
tats

ICo mee-- e #:44.:. .........,.........

I

Servin- Peole

Mathematics
Wirat 0". ..................d.

,-

Pipallaitla.
P nning an
oranizin

=ERE
IIIIIIIIIIIIII
1111114111111111110

art, an.
literature

'

Hobbies . s.ecify ................................_.........

MY AMITUnES

How good am I at: Very
Good,

aWalam~ONUat

Gaol Fair
How good am I at: Very

'Good Good Pair .

;..

.....
Form.n. men a p c tires

...............
giaing an, wr np. MIN

Sizing up a situation
ciuickl.

is ng figures an.
s bols
eakin e ore rou.s

11 ...........

40 fa

.

.

Solving prob ems by
reasoninp
spee. an. Tammy
in assemblin.

Draw n . an a n np.

11111

Nu
MN

......,

.....

MY PFISOMMXTY

I believe that I am:

.

..........**M.011*I

Yes No
I believe that I am: Its No

4 . s

........

. a

...)

.. ,

..

Well liked by.most people

Ito 1 as a sa es-Irtrip'e
mi

JO 4* WRIMMOSOM~0~0.14101*
One who treats others so their.
feelings are not hurt
BO erecrby teirrtriir ftiThrir""
succeed

A.

,. coeprFITEToist'riti'rirt""7"".
benefit b it . One who does things well and

promptly even if I don't like. to
do them

.

r.

Able to tackle tough problems
And :succeed

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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How important
to me is:

Money
Secur y

Home: ife

service

others

MY VALUES

Mu Some Little I don't
know

How important
to me is:

Holding offices
Persona
a earance

Appendix B

Very Some Little I don't
know

wenswell*Vooloo

eeping
standards of
personal
conduct

MY PHYSICAL ASSETS OF LIMITATION

I ihould consider the following physical assets or limitations when selecting a vocation:
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Sub ect: urve in rkettlie Jinja.

Objective: To list Jobs, hobbies, interests and analyse

them into skills.

. Format of

Activities:

Activity_ I. Surveying marketable skills

Source :. Life Skills Coaching Manual pp 458. 65

Adapted by L.M. Larson

Time: Appro.ximateli 2 - 50 minute sessions.

See Appendix A

Conclusions: Which of the marketable skills had you considered

marketable before this analysis?

Related

Materials:

Otisku Life SI...1111L=tch
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Method:

Surveying Marketable Skills

. Read aloud The Case of Karen

(pp 461 - 2) on attached sheets.

A er_gp...111.)56.

Use these questicis for discussion:

a) What did the counsellor see in Karen's story?

b) What skills does Karen have?

c) What jobs or training might Karen's skills qualify

her for?

d). What skills are common to several jobs?

e.g. - working with other people, organizing facts

3. Distribute to each student a copy of the form

sir....xmAtIshvtoSkills and suggest that the left!hand

column of each section be completed.

e.g - jobs, bobbies, community Interests, home interests,

Machines

4. Break up into groups of 2 - 3 (preferably with people you know)

and try to complete the right hand columns of the form.



Method

cont' d.

-42"

Appendix A%

As a class, list skills which apply to various

students.

Suggest that the small groups complete the last

section of the form, Myjarketable Skills.
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The Case of Karen

Appenoix A

Karen, aged 32, is married and has four children aged 14, 10,

8 and 6. Her husband, Ken, has a steady job, but his income is barely

enough for an active family. Now that the children are all in school,

Karen would like to go back to work to help him out.

. .

She has often thought about going back to work--but wonders where

she could get a job. She quit school when she was in Grade 8. She

worked as a grocery clerk for awhile, then as a dispatcher at a taxi-

cab company, but that was years ago. Since then she has been a house-

wife. Karen wonders what ever happened to her dream of becoming'a nurse;

that's what she had wanted to be from the time she was a very young girl.

Karen decides she really wants to go back to work. She thinks

Manpower might have some ideas of what she could do, or at least tell her

where to look for a job. She makes an appointment and goes to the Canada

Manpower Office. The counsellor asks her a lot of questions: "What work

expirience do you have? Do you have any hobbies? Any special interests?

What have you done since leaving school?" Karen tells about her family..

She tells about her interest in children. She explains that she often

helps out at the Community Club when babysitting is needed or when

teenagers want help with a project. Karen tells about her efforts at

handicrafts .sucir as sewing, knitting, crocheting, and making stuffed

toys,

H.

,Do



As she tells about these things, Karen feels more and more depressed.

How on earth could her interest in children or handicrafts be of concern

to the Counsellor? Any mother could do those things. How would that

help get her a job? Karen is surprised when the Counsellor sounds inter-.

ested. She is even more amazed when the Counsellor asks her to come back

another day to take some tests to find out more about her abilities and

skills. The. Counsellor even tells her that she could probably apply for

several different kinds of jobs or could take training.

Karen starts home feeling more cheerful, surprised that the Counsellor

sees so many possibilities when she thought she had so little to offer.

At home, she sits down and makes a list of the skills and advantages

which the Counsellor might have had in mind. She starts out with "I can

cook, plan menus and budget household money. I can drive a car and use a

sewing machine.. can be depended upon to do things I promised to do,

like babysitting at the Community Club. I suppose I could say x can handle

emergencies-like keeping track of taxi-cabs or phoning the doctor when a

child falls ill." Karen decides maybe the list might be useful as a start

for a.job application or job interview. Since the counsellor showed inter-

est maybe she should take d better look at the skills herself.



Itist e 50s hobbies, 'communityhn0'.other interests in the left

4:kt,t

My



SKILLS OTI-1ERS HAVE TOLD ME I DO WELL

THINGS I LIKE TO DO
AROUND THE HOUSE SKILLS 1 PERFORM WELL

4..*msewmftwasemewoaromA00,...4mMeNbulre.MM..rowbuOIOW!.

6114.11.0.64,1weamow40/.1.1100

6014.11001116.01116.01416.11



;silACIIINIES I CAN OPERATE SKILLS I PERFORM WEleL

APP9011 A

Look at the skills you listed. Copy the ones you think might

help you get or keep a job.

MY MARKETABLE SKILLS

1.11.J A..2:......4.1.1/..1,6U14.....



AgelmultsileitmamOsalim

911221111: To provide an opportunity for each individual to assess the

self-appraisal forms completed in the previous lesson.

Format of

Activities a

ActivWes arc swested in order of usage.

AllallY 1. Evaluation of Fnrms

Source:' Parnon, Dale et al

Teacher's Guide to SUTOE

p. 19, Implementation #1

Adapted by L. M. Larson

Tile: ,Approximately 5D minutes

See Appendix A

Activity 3,

0onsultation

Source: Parnell, Dale et al

Teacher's Guide to SUTOE

p. 19, Implementation #4

Adapted by L. M. Larson

Time: Approximately 50 minutes, perhaps more as activity would be

conducted outside of class time.

See Appendix 13

Istlataa2Eara
Source: Parnell. Dale.et al

Teacher's OdIde to SUTOE

p. PO /mplimentation #2 under Objective 3

Adapted by L. M. Larson

Time: Approximately 50 minutes

r,nP AppprAix C
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continued.111001.01011,00

Activitzl. Strengths and Waknesses

Source: Parnell, Dale et al

Teacher's Guide to SUTOE

p. 21, Objective 4, Implementation

Adapted by L. M. Larson

Time: Approximately 50 minutes

See Appendix D

atizilyji Self Understandinp.and the Effect on

interaction withothers

Source-: Parnell, Dale et al

Teacheris-Guide to SUTOE

p. 22, Objective 5, Implementat3on

Adapted by ;4 M. Larson

Timel Approximately 50 minutes

See Appendix E.

Conclusions

Related

Materials:

#2

As approprtate.

Perhaps some general discussion as to any similarities and/or

differences between, self, appraisal and the three aonsultativas.

This might be done in small groups (4 . 6).

Parnell', Dale et al

Teacher18 Guide to SUTOE

Adapted L. M. Larson



Appendix

UNIT I

ITEM B

Activity 1.

Subects EvAlnation'of Forms

Method: 1. Provide time for individuals to review the

Survey of interest form and theiSelf-EValuation form.

Class discussion to evaluate the forms as to whether
or not all necessary aspects are included for an
adecuate self-appraisal. Compose a list of aspects

which haVe been omitted.
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Activity 2.

242E1:

Method:

Consultation

r

Suggest that each individual consult with three other.

people who know him well in order to discover how others

view his aptitudes, interests, personality traitsvvalues,

physical assets and limitations and achievements;

e.p. parents,'close personal friend of his/her own age,

minister, family friend, employer, etc.

Develop a check list rating sheet similar to form 8,

.using the same basid categories to help the student:in

gatheringinformation on how others view him. One

copy per, person consulted.

Return completed rating sheets to file .folder with

appraisal forms.
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Activity 3.

Subject:

Method:

COrlp0:3i n' nrori i.e

Appendix C
emrsesimmommniestelpuleme

This activity conid he lone individually or in small groups (2 m 3).

Using all of the information collected in the file to this

point,

0-47.. Survey ofTnterests

(31.1% FValuation

ThreP Consultation Check Lists

. Place the cmmpleted profile in the file folder.
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Astkata.

Individual Profile.

NAME

SEX

-53-

My achievements or accomplishments are:

My interests are:

My aptitudes are:

My personaiityindicates that I could:

My values indicate that I.:

My physical assets or limitations will allow/not allow me tot

ti
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Activity 4

-54-

lalast: Strengths and

Aggeadb,..,49.

Method: This activity could be done as an individual one or

through class discussion.

Complete in narrative form the attached page of

questions.

Ask. that the answers be attached to ihe question sheet

and included In the file folders.
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2111116112...9011.5.11E.

apendix, D

I. What courses am I taking now or could I take*to develop

my present aptitudes and interests?

2. A. What hobbies or interests do I have that could lead to-

a careeri

B. Are there some that I would like to pursue if l

3. What extra-curricular programs and organizations are

available in the school or community through which I CoUld

develop myself?

4. A. What experience have I had in the past through volunteer

work, summer Jobs, odd Jobs, full-time Jobs, hone

responsibilities, to develop my occupational potentials?

B. What such experience could I take advantage of in the

future?

Other:
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..FININVO.11

Appendix 1

Activity 5.

Elt12211 Self UnderstAniin And the Effect on interaction with others.

Me, Chad: This activity could be doe individually or in small group0J4

AiscunionS

.1

1. 1

histribute a core of the attached sheet of ruestione to each individua..!

2. Ark that. the answers he recorded on paper and attached to the cuestimn

sheet.

Include this information in the file folders when completed.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

V"
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, Appendix E

QUESTIONS

1. Revic:w: What basic knot... needed by any person for
nuccess in a job and in ow society? How can this be acquired?

Reviei? .What skills are needed by any person for success in a...job
in our society in gateral? .How can these be accuired?

3. What attitudes are needed for :lobs and for living in society? \

Fo...; are th'ey Acnuireri? (Discussion optional).

What habits are needed for success in a job and suCCOOS 1 attic
society in general? (Discussion optional):

Why does an individual get alonibetter with himself if he
understands his own strengths and weaknesses?

Why does a peroon get along better with others if he
understands himself?

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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KNOWLEDGE OF THE

WORLD OF WORK THROUGH

CAREER CLUSTERS
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Itt2AS1.:- ,AwarenesS,Of Career Ciusiere

.,.-

oklettal To develop an awareness of the purpose for ,a

way., in which. career clusters are grouped.,

N. Use of Career Ciusters Occu-atIOnarPreference

One of the prOblems laeed:by students in chooSing-an
occupation is that there are indfyudual occupations
ihan-a6 individual can reasonably expfOrel .0otal of
over ;5,000 .are llettcrin the. U.S. Dictionary of OCCUpationeTY
Titles,*-One,,.Methodof:reduCinglItfs taskjvthiOugh'expfOring
clusters of ..careers"; occupations:which have been put *ether
beCaUse of SiMtlarriies.HThese similarities may be based upon
a nUMber Of..diffarent criteria; (I) OlassifYing occupat4Ons
baSed on common .knowledge and.skiireleMents, 12) clatsifying
occUpaliona.on the basisof similarity of activity or behaviour
elements, and -(3) classifying occupations In terms of basic
human attributes.'

Two. cluster systems haVe been selected. because thay404140
a. reasonable base for occupations which .are attainable in The time-
frame people in an Adult Basic EduCattOn program may.:reasonabiy
expect to be in training befOre engaging in an occupation,

. _

The'first cluster sysiumli'thePone used by the State
Illinois andoontains fiVe occupatIonal=clustersfai-.Applia
Biological and Agricultural; Business, 'Marketing and -Mandgement
Wealth; industrial. Oriented; and perSone and 11,0blid Service.
Details of occupations and training'ietiVities within each cluster:
are contained in the book Vocational and yeohnical.....Education

'0.229E-122ASEALatiatigILIIIIJILEAJIILLII The second
system utilizes a tree cluster method and contains six oacupatIonal
cluStuis -- clerical related; health serV4iie;- , machinery;
mechanical and repair; sales; and personal service,

Ootn systems are based on classifying occupations on common
knowledge, skills and activities. The choice of the cluster system
to be used is up to the individual who Is responsible for Conducting
the,,prOgram -. choose the one you feel most comfortable with.,



II is suggested that many Aciyit Baslc EdUcation ,students
will start the program with an occupational PretPrence*: The
use of career clusters should broaden their out100 as to
what is available and that their needs-can be met Otraugh,a
variety of:occupations.

Format of

ctiv,w, Bess

Activityr,,,l.evelo in Awareness of Career Cluster

Source: A.E. Sainty and,L.M. Larson

Time: 'Approxtmately 2 -50 minute, sessions

See Appendix A

Conclusions: As appropriate.

pelated

Materials:

Ori int E Sainiy



Activa4.1.

Mlothod:

1 si sess 1 on

Ettfaal.

"'","-^-",77-77,7

Developiaghmgr9ness of Career Clusters

y be done indiViduatly or in small groups (34).

Suggest that the,students bring'
ofof t- '3 dozen 'Individual jobs.

Y

newspaper want ad clippings

Oue, 151aple ?r, .tape to index cardsc,or 8
cut Into four Pieces

, ,

cluster- 24 each l!ri.':tcs same 'manner cit

1/2 x 11 paper

*air 'own choosing.

Ask each person', (or group) to explain the reason's POhind the
,method of c,iuster,ingused above.

P w,

Introdtice.the' Oiaf in industry. thi)re'ard three broad methods
used I n .developing dacupat ivla I `c lusters or grouP"S.

2nd session 'I.

c 1 ass 1 f y 414 Jobi according ,to' common knowledge and skills

classifying jobs on the,basii at sijoilaiactivities or
behaviours

,

I) '' c 1 an 1 fying jobs n terms of baSi c. aptitudes, interests,
and physical cPpacilies ,

(this method holds the most,prOmrse for this program).

Compare the above three groups used in industry with *lima' developed
by the students.

Show.projectuals on display Sheets on the five or six clusters
(of either cluster system). information about each follows.
(See Appendix B and C).
Streros that the clusters are based on similarities in the work
performed, in the skills and knowledge required of the worker, in

the tools, machines, instruments, equipment usedo and in the role
(life style) of the worker.

Have the group form smaller groups of members. who are interested
in the same career cluster.

Ask the groups to discuss from their own viewpoint oft

a) What are.the roles required of WorkerS' In the cluster?

`How are these roles similar .and how do they differ?

eig, Wages, free 'time, hours, travelling involved,

social life, community involvement

b) .Which.of the ocCupatimns in ihe cluster are available In their
home location, or in the-location they wish .to live in?

eirv
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CLERICAL rava nc Gun I °to s

..Secretary

Oa te Procl:Ls.1

1,tookkeq)ing

,00 ,- St en o grapher

4"*".%.Offi ce MOM ne Operator

Shi pp i rig Receiving Operator

Recent ionist -

Ca shi er .......,..

' u 1ptaittilt Uporat or

Telephone Operator

Post Office
Clerk Hotel

Inform ti on

Typist

Vile Clerk



MITT
1,141.*hie

aftPIVIAIHM,

61540.4

HEALTH :f,MitTIC4I OCCIIVATIONS

clensnd Prartf.i L Nurse

Ai pend 11?

(room* Opt, i te;:h 1
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Appendix 1M

MECHANICAL AND REPAIR

Auto Mechanic

Auto Remit.

Welder 011%,

Auto. 041:1 Repairman

Service StAtion

Service Station AteAkt,

Business Machine Repair

Air -coriciitioning Repair

-""IP44,41,

liadio,Rapair

,Snail Appliance
Auto jockey

Car Washer

BEST COPY AV ABIRE
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71 1141 C

110 SALES OCCUPATIONS.)

Appliance Sales

Automobile Sales.

}Retail Store Clerk

Department Store

Grocery

Dry Cleaning

\ 1/

Counterman

Auto

Hardware

Construction

'
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PERSONAL SERVICE occupApopp

Assiztant

'Hairdressing

Barbering.

Short-or'; .,r Gook .0-4N

Whiter-Waitress

Pantry Worker
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Appendix 0

LIFING OF TYPICAL JOBS IN EACH OF THE OCCUPATIONAL AREAS

tkpl)yliolcrical and

Veterinarian Aide
Kennel Attendant'
.Farmliechanics:,- Machine Operator.
AgricultUral Mechanics

SerViceMan.
Partsman.

Equipment Mechanic

Agricultural Products
Product Grad :r

Product Salesman

Floriculture - Floral Designer
Landscaping . Grounds Keeper(

Business. Marketin and
Marla

File Clerk
Clerk-Typist
Transcribing 'Machine Operator
General Office Clerk
Display Worker
sales Correspondent
Key Punch Operator
Stenographer
Salesperson
Window Decorator
Demonstrator

atElft.21220.11211

Dental Aide
Lboratory Aide
Fealth Aide
Purse Aide
Cmriatrie Aide
ton tal Assistant

Yodical Laboratory Aide
tiurse Assistant
Oecupational Therapy Aide.

D212211122.21:1=442421L141.

Auto Mechanic
Diesel Mechanic
Radio-Television Repairman
Graphic Arts « Compositor

Job Printer
Offset Press Operator

Photographer
Plate. Finisher

Watch Repejrman
Electronic Occupations
Metal. Working Occupations
Electrical OccUpaticons

22220...2BE

Cook

Baker
Chef
Food Service Worker
Desk Clerk
Bellman
Recreational Aide
Child Care Aide
Day Care Assistant
Garment Factory Worker
Alterationist
Library Assistant
Teacher Aide
Counselor's Aide
Butcher
Waiter
Cosmetologist
Laundry Operator

Source: Board of Vocational Education and tkhahilitation,
An Articulated Guide for Cooperative Career Education
(,SIrlin75717rarg5rD.v eion 5711MIlliariiinTchnical Education) p-i)h

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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2112120: 10.15.11.12.2.121.iala

Objective: To follow the steps of the decision-making process in making .

a decision as to what occupation to choose.

Format of

Activities:

Activity 1. TherDecisionMaking Process

Source: Danish, S J. et al

.311212111212JaisktisaaLLamisici01nsoc0.-,t..,041
(Southern Illinois University: Siudent Counselling
and Testing Center)

Adapted by G.E. Sainty

Time: APpronimately 2, hours

See Appendix A

N B. Specifically relate the decision making process,to the

choice of moving, planning.in the community to work.

Activity

(/-

Occt.

Conclusions: As appropriate

Related

Materials:

Origins: Adapted from Danish, S.J. et at

(Southern Illinois University Student: Student Counselling.

and Testing Center)
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THE DECISIONMAKING
waliummulliNkersMWMONOWIllmPNINPIUMINIreadaw

(



One of the purposes of this course 10 to help prepare you for the occupational
and educational 4ecisiOns that you will have. to rake: To Mao,' etudente make.
choids,s based upon the immediate necssity of making a decision without, giving very
much attention or thought to all (of., ;the factors that are involved in a 41001010n.

A.good decisfon is defined as7'one "in which the person has considered -the
possible alternitive actions, the probable outcomes'.of each, the pretP0143,it7 or
success of each and willing.to,,take'T;the .responsibility for the de0i0tOnn

:educational ocOpatianal decisions cannot be preeer0e4for 'yeti by

some one sled, yoU must. work towards your future through a,..realistio look .*t yOttra0l '

and b7;,beoj;iine..'ai,i pctii6.11 0 r4I and ocUpational opportuntiet.

To help your deciiions it is advisable for you tio foltow a step . by

step procedure that hasbeen.,triert by many people and .has.been he]tpful to them..''
ThiS',prodess,' wbiin':up01`0064::'and used can assist you inmaking a yocatianal', an
educational, or any type':'Of decision. One thing to remember is that Is are in

charge of any 'decisions to be made. You may seek help and advice front.ethei people
and other sources', but the final decision oust be made by you.

There are'.seVeral steps involved in the decision-making.proceess

'Defining the problem

P. Gathering information
3. Weighing the evidence

4. Choice of a plan, of action

5. Taking action on your plans,

6. CLsrifiCation and review of plans

Defitiing_ttoblem

A decision point is reached when you become aware of a 000 .00blern .

and see the need to Make a decision. Before you can solve a problem'i, ACIWOOri
you have to know what the problem is. You must be able to interpret the entire
picture so that tho problem.is clearly understood. The problem you'are face4 with

is to establiah a career goal and to make an occupation preference that will help

you move toward your career goal.

Adapted from Danish, 8.36 The

Southern Illinois University, Student

Selfmtlelp Vocational Decision*Making Booklet.

Counselling and Testing Pontos ,



Ont.....tELL4.1formation,

Now the probleM is defined. What is the next step? Thiwis the in.;.4'44

activityof decisiontmaking iniwhich-youthinkabout all of the possibilities

relateci!tcythe prcOlem and the ,decision. YoumustioOk for all thealternatives

oPen.to:yoUiefore youmake'a decision.. This is done bycollecting relevant_

infortation Some areas importantAO educational and vocational dedision7making

which ghoul be investigated are

.attributes' and health

( Leisure experiences

(3):! Work mpertences

:,90,4ons; of ,parents, rt,:.:.ati vest

15) itrilitesand.-0WrIclatc1V:

(6) ._$tudythe amount of time and .efficiency of your studying.,

(7) ,Needs

(.4):; Academic ability and achieVement

yti(9),.f'Personality traits'

;(10 3ntierests
(11) Occupational and educational ,faCts (information about occupations

requirements of different 'kinds of jobs, educational level necessary 04..

Wei evidence

You should consider all of the alternatives open and how they are

related to you. This step is the one in which each bit of inforMation gathered

is considered separately and then as a whole. You should be able to evaluate

where you stand concerning the above individual areas and.to the total picture.

4. Choice of a Plan of Action

In this step you choose between the alternatives open to you, rememberint,

that the informtion.you gathered will vary in importance to you. In this step you

should be able to answer the followingcuestions:

a. What is the best vocational choice you can make?

bA What are other good choices?

c. Wbat is the best educational course to folloW?



Tikin _ Action on Your Plans

In this,,step you take action on the plans you ,made in step number L.
How o.tin implement these plans? (education,. training. immediate emp3.oyment,

-c ,ari.<<cation and RevieW of-Plans
mommeopwwwwworamoersteiwierwoweeetmorwmumaan*

In this step you make periodic examina tions of your choice and plans.
!Youshould continually check to make sure youit decision is the beet one possible

at . the time You may have to review your decision 'due to new information and new
O.xPertenc es , Thererpre; at times, you sztri:see:the,41164to alter,your plans. Also.,

.

review4rit,,, will Fee that deocesion.malcink-procesa 3eacls46 soutid plane
and yOu.:will':ht:ve .1.60.64.1 reaoons Why pia decided Upon the educational and vocational
ob

A .1,on.makinp step :v. 'olcail Listing then -mat help member:
.

write the ,steps` without referring back t& earlier pages) ..

00:ithing is not clear, f,,a back and review the procei and clear up 'the

itemembor that there are many' factors involVed in making a deOision. Some are
of' more eienificanoe- than others,, but l should he Considered as they relate to you.
As an individual ,tiicti may pia oe d if ferent utti:0 of Imphabia on the Various faotera
&spending upon how they'.re4ite'io youi 116wever, all shou d 1,e looked at before e
clear pi e4,11.e can be seen,,,,: As you investigate the various factors. nnke sure that
you do not reach a decision until 'you'bonaider all fdOtors and how they relate to you,



The reas:m for including this lesson was'to ecquOnt you with a procedure' fo,ti
. . .

resolving problems which yott may have. In the next two units you will learn much
more about yeueself and about oceupations, As you study these units keep in mind
that what you, are'learning (remember, step 2) is part of the information which you
will use in unit four when you decide on a tentative career preference.

APPLICATION

Now .1f:it's see how well you understand the process of decisionemaking, Below

you will read about a person named `Joe who has a5 problem. Once you have read the case
study, complete the exercise. on the next page. Class di.scussion will follow.

Joe, wh.) is 251 has always,been able,. to work welVwith
his hands. Joe. le 't schoel at 18 during grade 11 and since
then he has had many different jobs, most of them requiring
very little skill.' Joe usually found that he could do his work
faster than his fellow workers. Two years ago Joe. got married
and lit months later became the father of a boy, who is now his
pride an,". joy.

Three months ago, after being unemployed foi two monthe,
Joe got a job making cardboard boXes with eight other'itten4 He

is well paid and enjoy the work. Joe finds that he /can easily
make twice as many boxes in a. day as anyone else, but all the
men get paid the same. One of the other men has suggested' to
Joe that, he slow down and not make as many boxes. What should
Joe din?



5. Takin Action on Your Plans

In this step you take action on the plans you made in step number b.

How Pan nu implement these plans? (education, training. immediate OrplOpent,

etc.)

Clarification and ReviAw. of Plans

xn thit step you make'periodiC examinations of your .choice and plans.

You shOuld continually check' to make sure your decision is the best one;possible`:
at the time. You may have to review your decision due to new:information_and new

experiencel 7nerefore,,at:tiMPf YollM47A9,:the need-t0:alter4Ourigene: Als0

revieWirt will help you seerthat theHdecision.making prodest leads to sound Sons

and you willhave son cal. reapons why you decided upOn the educational and vocational:

oh ectivp1 pl'At you

steps i clear? -Listing diem -may help -you to remember:

(Try to write the steps without referring back to eor14r pages).

1.

2.

3.

h.

5.

6.

If everythino is not clear, po back and review the process and clear up the

uncertainties.

SUMMARY

Remember that them-are many factors involved in making 'a decision. Some are

of more sipnifiCance than othert, bUt all should be considered as they relate to you.

An an individual you may place different amounts of emphasis on the various faotore

depending von how they relate to you.. However, all should be lOokedet'before a

0ear pio4,9-A can be seen, As you investigate thevarious factors, make sure that

you do not reach a decition until you consider all factort and how they relate to, you.



The re4nnn for including this lesson was to acquaint you with aprocedurti. for
resolving ,problems which you may have. In the next two units you will learn much
more about yourself and about occupations. As you study these units keep in mind
.that what you are learning (rember step 2) is 'part of the intonation which you
will use in unit four when you decide on a tentative career preference.

APPLICATION

Now le:It's see how well you understand the process: of decision making. Below

you will read about. a person named Joe who has a problem. Once you have read the case
study, 'complete the exort: Ise on the next page. Class discussion will follow,

Joe, wh.) is 25, has always seen able to work well with
his hands. Joe le 't school at lA during grade 11.and since
then he has had many different jobs, most of them requiring
very little skill. Joe usually found that he could do-his work
faster than his fellow workers. Two years ago' Joe got carried
and 114 months later became the father of aboy, who its now his
pride art' joy.

.Three months ago, after beinL' unemployed for two months,
Joe got a job making cardboard boxes with eight other men. He

is. well paid and en ;Joys the work. 'Joe finds that he can easily
make .twice as many boxes in a day as anyone e3.se, but all the
men get paid the same. One of the other men has suggested to
Joe that he slow down and not make as many boxes, What should
Joe do?

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

,,
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Stpns in deoision-making,process
011.MIIFINer1."01.0i.+,.........*IMO.wilowoPOIO...1~104.0

1401"."Val,

1. What is the problem?

What 4 nfornation do you have?

3. How do you evaluate this
information?

Yout.Tdeap
ersia~feeirrof

AssaramellopfliMMIIIPPNIRMWWIPIMM

Ubat are t le possible

alternatives for Joe?

What are the consequences of
these alternatives for Joe?

What action do you think Joe

should take?

4*******Ileallkowsmados.6.114iMata. a +a solosbalob wrirearimmismospowahomsoww *gm ea*.



Subfect: Case Studies

Objective: To provide an opportunity to relate information about case

histories to occupational possibilities.

Format. of

Activities:

Activity Case_ Studies

Source: Counsellor's Resource Book for Small Grouis in
Guidance

Unit 312, p 8, #4b, 5a, b, c, & d

Adapted by L.M. Larson

Time: Approximately 50 minutes

See Appendix A

Conclusions: As appropriate

Related

Materials:

gr1211: I. Counsellor's Resource Book for mail Groups,

in Guidance.



1ELIYI.11Y I Case Studies

-79- 029.04.47.A.

preak i no sma I I groups (2 4) to discuss the following.

Case sfudies. J

i. Brian has always been 'interested in mechanical His

friends and family always, ask.hiM to fix things that break.

down because-he usually does a good job. Brtan'havdtfficUtty

preparing speeches and writing papers for English end other

subjects. He does not want to attend a university or a

community'coliege.

Can you think of'any jobs relatedjto.Brian's interest in

mechanical things which he might, invesilgatorWhere can ho

obtain training for these jobs? How long Will the training

take? What salary could Brian-expect to get when he begins working?

2. Barry was bored with Adult Basic Education and left before.

completing Adult VIII. He subsequently has had a series of Jobs

which have included stock boy in a super market, farmhand and,

mail clerk. Now Barry is married, has a family and is still frying

to find the "right job". Barry has'wishedmany times that ha had

tralhed to become a draftsman or an accountant.

Where can Barry obtain training for these Jobs? Will he have to

quit his present JOb? How much will the training cost him in each

Job? What are the employment possibilities? What salary could he

make in these 6'cur8ilOnSljk
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3. Joyce is very talented in art. She is an excellent poster

deSigner skIlful dressmaker and accomplished took. She

would like tOenome a fashion: designer. Joyce completed'

Grade eight before she left school and 4annottake 'further

traiming.

IA what occupation might.she find satisfaction for her

aptitudes and interests? Whatinformation:cou!d you give

Joyce regarding these occupationi?

4. Kevin is having difficulty in his Adult Bas10.14catiosubjects

and has decided .to quit. He MOS athletics and outdOor

activities and last summer before returningto school was a

camp counsellor. Kevin gets_aiOng well with all people,

inCluding'hisiteachers. He is president of the Student Associail00
,

and of the sChool,n4WspaPer staff. He anloyed selling

advertisements for the newspaper. Kevin is not interested in

attending a university or a community college.

Are there any types of further education he could take? In what

fields of work do you think he might be successful?



t,

Chbosin a career cluster

0,Lect ye: To select a career cluster to explore.

Format of

Activities:

Ac;i,vit, y, I. Choosin a career cluster

Source: G.E. Sainty

Time: Approximately 50 minutes

See Appendix A

Conclusions : "`' Arrangements to place the student in an occupational

exploration .situation 'should occur as soon as possible

after this activity.

Related

k3terIa 5:

Origin; I. G. E. Sainty



Appendix A

UNIT 1

ITEM

113

Activity I,. civ222 iriLacar..ser.atater.

Met, hod: I) Have students review individually the informatiOnammaaied-On

themselves.
f.

.2) Have students took at This knowledgia in the tight of the career

Cluster studied and, decide if they Wish to furtherjxpiore

/hat cluster in a real situation.

3) Arrthnge with individual students for their placement in to

work situation within the cluster 11111.1 if possible the specific

occupation preferred. This should be done by the person

responsible for coordinating the Occupational exploration activity

in the specific locale.



. OCCUPATIONAL EXPLORAT I ON.



UNIT II

ITEM A

.64.

Subject: Ossu,alionaLE2splat...l.ion

ldenti.f in .Ex Ioration'5tations

The identification of appropriate occupational exploration

stations in business, AndUFtrY, or government should be done ahead of the.

time-students have declared an ocCupationalprefer0ACO. This should be an

:ongoing process with new stations being continously identified -Mlle.

theoretically it is desirable:that this be done by a !pedlar do-ordination,.

in many locations this will not be_practicai:and the selection of the places

-mill have-to'he'doneiPy"the'tadher whols:retponsibis for the students. :The:

types of Places:selected Will depend on the .specific location and the to-,

Operation received from prospective employers., in approaching employers, the

following must be stressed; (a) The purpose. of the exploration is for

students to gain an understanding of :the type of behaviour required. to functiOn.

in ihe Occupaillhe foCus should be on the attitudes needed and there shotd,

be.a minimal effort to Orient students -to the skills needed -in theAiccUpation4\,

It should be,stressedtthat the students are not coming to work but rather to

observe.

(b) The exploration will work best if each student is assigned to observe a "buddy"

who' Is a,regular worker. The exploration willies/ for a week. Any attempt

by the employer to make the exploration a series of special tOurs'Should be

`discouregedi However, a quick tour fo the plant will ehlp the student to see how

his/her buddy's job fits into the tote! operation.

(c) Students will attend for five working days and during regular working hours

(d) The students should not be paid by the employer for the exploration.

4 sow ASS



10)- 41'a .prospects Ve empioyerShows interest 1 n part i i pat 1 ng, glVe b m

copiesOf the following ',three forms:

I) :Sty4Sht-opettionnaireof Employer/SuperVttor Expectations

ii) 'student Questionnaire of Employee Optntons.

Employer-Or SupervsortS Evaluation of Student

If an employer indicates an interest in participating in the ,

program, record details of the firm name:of the contact person, phone

number, occupational areas that can be explored; and any other relevant details

on a card and put into a card file. Before sending a student out foil his

occupational exploration, be sure the employer is still interested in participating.

A list of possible sources of exploration stations follows, It

includes (a) Employers in the province who have participated in On0Job-Training

with. Canada Manpower

(b) List of manufacturers in the Interlake Region

If you need assistance In locatinglossible exploration stations

in your area, contact the Adult Basic Education supervisor at your 00090 who

will assist, you. Your local Canada Manpower manager or locallbranch of the

Chamber of Commerce may also be able to assist you in finding suitable stations.
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Company Type of Work ' tEducalion Itemilre..,

Employment
OpportuoitleS

.NOW
. . .

Nay ..

.

Work '
Expetlence

.

ilhititvatin
!NCO International
Nickel Company ..
(continued)

Skilled Trades

Semiskilled Nudes
Underground

Milt

simile,
Refinery

.

........_.

Journeyman
Ticket
on.the.) oh
Or, 12 preferred

Main', Mechanic
and Electrician

Driller
Master
Scooplrem °pinto,
OrindIng Mill
Operator
urnaceman
*lilt and crusher
operator

4,37/Id,
4.411/hrr?

J.9I./hr,
19 Iiiir.
3.91 /ht.

4.00/hr.
3,99/ht.

-.1.111/ht.
WINNIPIO
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Company Type lit Work Education Required

Vmpinyment
Opport unlike

. NOW Salary.
Work

tat:Wenn Oblervelliin

ti ti per ct Ole Itld, t

(Comet") (continued)

-4-7. .

Loorvri, semi.skiiled
and skilled Workers,
heavy equipment
operators truck drivers,'
boilermenomilmenance
men.

.

,

......... ...
.

Canadian Broadcasting
Cutts, CDC

katlio technician

Ts. Technician

Announcer .

Stenos & Clerk Typists

(4.12 &I eslinicel
Inst.
tii;I 2 & I uclinirat
Training & 1-Aperience
ILA. t

civil or 1 tprefetably
one years office
experience

Good

Good

. Minded
(loud

.

Nit No '.

Iludson'attrY Co.
Retail Store

ft'
Management Trainee

.

Junior positions and up -

.......m.............................."
cominerce, Ads
ItoniciF c..

Or. -12

300 to start
Yes Nit

,......................................

CPTelecommunications
(Btendun agency oleo).

Ftlectronie technician
Clerks
Stenographers

Line Construction

Min. Gr.- 12
Min, to. 1 t & typing ,

Min. tit, t 1 & typing
and shorthand
Min. tit. I I

No vacancies
.

3.00 /hr,
up to' I 30
weekly

F..II, Price Minuted Uting
Division r

Sheet Metal and
Aluminum
txtrution' Assembly

Blurting tate
1,91/ht.

+wausarearrue...........*

Yea

,

Yea

Nu

YetT. talon Co. Ltd. Munimiment
Soles. Merchandising
Personnel, Operating

Min, of tit, 12

Canidlan Imperial
hank rit Commetce

Clerical and Management
Positions

Min. of (Ii, 12

ouli.....111111.111M.401.1101/04.1W

1200
6600
8100
8125

..1'

Nit

Yes

No

No .
...orb

Public Sento
Commission
(CinedLan Govetnment)

Aectionting
Adniiithttation
Economics /Statistics
Computer' Science
Medicine: doctor. dentist.
nurse, denial hygieniti,
medical tah, technologiAl

II. Corn,
lliiie, 'segue
M.A. of M.S.C.
KM:.
17riteccional and
ceseral other I ypes of
technologiAt

41

luivellent

..1111./.../.1.46.106.1.,l.da.b...I...AlaIMII/N.Nlla.O..

Invelinte Syndicate

t

Accounting
(la kill Steno; tying&
I impute' Opetatort,
t looptilor Pr ogrammutt.
key Punch Ilpelgioly, plc

...........----........................
Kinage111011, I !Aimee
and c lerical Wine
1 mployees

11.1.A.

iir, 12 Min,

........

MI 1 as well Ai Com
11.t ont. and has
Admin. from
colhiliiiiiity College

.

Yes Yell

flifont0 DotnInion Dank I vpiCti, toilet!
Wool Positions and

Management Develop,
moist hisillim4

"till
In

100t1

ammikrimM.1111Wilarallais*MI
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company , . Type of Work
.

Education Required

Employment
Opportunities

NOW

,'-1s,

1,,

Sai\t`f
Work..

Expetience Observation

Arnold Otos, Transport
Ltd.

Clerks, Mechanics,
Highway Drivers,
Bookkeeping
Machine Opeintnrs

High School

, ,

..
,

Monarch Weer of
Canada (Branches,
Steinbach, Pottage,
Den umlaut, Peguis Plant)

Sewing Machine
Operators, Warchnuse
Helping . cutting room

pressitta dept.

Paulin Chambers Co,
Ltd. .-

Nomskilled Female
2.34/Itt.

Mule
2.101/to-. .

No ti.:

Canadian Liquid Alt
(Drench In Thompson)

Sales/Office
Shipping, truck Drivers
Prnduction Plant

Or. 12 ..

Or. 10
Limited due to Moil
staff turnover

Starting *platy'
,,115/111,

,,,,1

i
Vet .

City of Winnipeg

'

Clerical (I) NO
Civil or Electrical P.ng,
Laborer (temporary)
Poilcemen

Cr. sl
11,Sc. ',.

None
tit, 12

....--......-

Few
. Eew

Some Opportunities
Some

.

313/mo..
739/no.
3.07/hr.
647/mo.

Dank of Montreal Clerical and Management Min, Or. t 1 Vole!

Burns Hoods' Butchers, Laborers
. . . Nn NO

mint Aetolpace (1960)
LLtd,)

Mechanical and Electrical
Engineeting
Mechanical and Electrical
Technology
Typing and Steno

11, Sc. or M,Sc,

2.3yr. 1 ethnology
C4Stit,sa

Cir. I I and 12

Vaelable 1800

6300

3300

Dominion bridge

..,.............,...........-.........----------
Ntonlinhe Telephone
System

Civil Png.
Accounting
Draftsmen
Consttuct inn L

Shop ' 1-'40e'"

.

Tradesmen . Otters. .

Weida*, tom %AO!.-............
Eliatricul Engineering
.lectronles technology

Cletk
Cler k Typist
Craft Apprentice
telephone Operator

11,Sc.

14,1.A.

Cr. 12
fir.10 or 11 toil will
consider ptactical
esperlence and
initiative,

.

NU No

..--...........................04.
11.5i... LP,

tecliiiii at collelte find.
oi. 11

Or, II oith typing,
(it, li
tic in

......-a-......

ya:
.

Ww.........10a101......4.4.............4.14..
Macleod&

Mara...a.

Office Clerical
Watehousing

tit. II and up 2140 and up
323 and up

Yea Yee

.......N.........,...*.s...........
Simpson Sears 1:crinolines, Markel ing

Hoc Admin. Commetre
Design

Iligh Si too I moi,,
to and including
College graduates

Unlimited Veit Vti

Canadian National
Railway Yes No

BEST COPY AWIlliBLE
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The following table lists the manu

factoring and .processing industries in
the Interlake region, The October 1971
figures are those Of the department of

Location

Arborg

industry and commerce, The July figs
ores were tabulated by the Interlake, .

Development Corporation, The fact
that the, study was carried out in July

Manufacturing Firm Products.

may be a cause of employment differ.
encos in some industries, It is signif
icant to note the changes that have
occurred.

Arnes
Ashern
Chatfield.
Clandeboye
Eriksdale
Fisher Branch
Frazerwood
Gimli

Inwood
Lockport
Lundar

Peguis Indian
Reserve No. 1B
Riverton

St. Laurent

Selkirk.

North Star Coop AssoCiation
Office
Cheese Plant
Cr'earnerY'
Locker

Scientific Feed Limited -
Arnold's Hatchery & Feed Mill .

Arbon,' Bakery
Viclir Supply
Sigurdson's Ice Augers
Ashern Creamery
Chatfield Creamery'
Heath., J.R. Co. Ltd.
Eriksdale Creamery & Locker Co, Ltd,
Fisher Branch Creamery
Frateri,vood Creamery Ltd.
Calvert of. Cahada Ltd,
Gimli Bakery
Gimli Construction
Saunders Aircraft Corporation Ltd.
Alwest Marine
Danforth Estates Ltd,
Duha Plastics
Gimli Furniture
Johnson Boat Works
Inwood Creamery
Red River Brick & Tile
Maple Leaf Creamery
Lundar Bakery

Peguis.I ndian Reserve Garment Plant
Riverton Cooperative Creamery

Association Ltd.
Thorarinson, Kris
Riverton Boat Works
St. Laurent Co-operative
Rice Sportswear
Freshvvater Fish Marketing Corp.
Ideal Woodcraft Ltd,
'Interlake Woodcraft Ltd.
Ptirvis Boat Works
Universal Woodwork
Manitoba Rolling Mills
Abex Industries Ltd.
Electro.Knit Fabrics Canada Ltd,
Selkirk Redi.Mix Co. Ltd.'
Selkirk Co. Ltd.
Selkirk Machine Works .

Manclak Metal Processors Ltd,
Park Furniture (Crown operated)
Lakeland Dairies
golkirk Publishers
South View Bakery
Selkirk LurnhOr Co. (clock Div.)

66" Mal Octoloy 19Y2

Industrial ,Employees
Classification Oct. July.

Code 1971 1972

Cheese, butter, bactin, cured meats

Livestock feeds
Chicks, poultry, eggs, feed
Bakery products
Prefab houses
ice augers, jiggers for fish nets
Butter
Butter
Fish meal, fish oils, pet food
Dairy products
Butter
Butter
Distillery
Bakery products
Transit Concrete
Aircraft
Housecruisers
Wines
Plastic products
Furniture
Shipbuilders
Butter
Brick
Butter
Bakery products

Blue Jeans

tis

Butter
Dressed lumber, sawdust
Steel fishing bOats, barges
Wood products
Outerwear
Fish processing
Furniture, store fixtures
Furniture, Store fixtures
Metal boats
Wood furniture, windows
Ingots and rolled steel
Steel castings
Fabrics
Transit Concrete
Refined silica sand
Steel vaults, commercial boats,

steel fob.
Metal Shredding
Park furniture
Dairy products
Printing

ifltalpry products
tiff veto blocks

FC 12
.3
11

4
3

FC 5 8
FC 2 2
FC 4 8
RCM 10 15
CR 2 2
FC 2 '3
FC 1 7

I:C. 4 7
FC 2 3 .

FC 2 2
FC 2 6
FC 110 125

:3 10
RCM 5 5
ME 80 304
CR. 26 13 .-
FC 5 4
CR 6 6
CR 4 5
CR 12 12
FC 2 4
RCM 25 32
PC 2 4
PC 2 6

TA -20 N.A.

PC .2 0
RCM 2 0
ME 12 6
RCM 12 NA
TA 25. 20
PC 140 9
CR 6
CR . 3
CR 20 16
CR 4. '4
RCM 550 650
RCM 177 139
TA 125 175
RCM 16 10
RCM 31 35

ME 1 20
RCM 10 40
CR 25 25
PC 15 15
CR. 7 13
PC 8 13
ACM 4- 20,



1C f cad

Stonmall

(.2An Carhide
Vrn`211,13tril1!c COnlparly

Dz,,?rwood
Stc,n,:v;a!1B010.,..,,

Bristoi Aetos!loco Ltd,
(6 Miles south,,,v,1 101,Nel)

Mrs.'
Puhlishine Ltd.

Mrs.' K. s

Flexon I n!lustrtes Ltd,
Sheer %!',Ast. Hosieiy

Teuton Bakeries Ltd,
TOW,on Creaticry
Ellison Feed Mill & Hatchery'

Teuton

Beier Lumber Company
Dominion Hat t Cap Ltd.

Code to Industrial Ciasr,itication:
FC Food Products and chemicals (inuding 4% ?el mills, seed cleaning)ME Machinery, eaolomert and c'.ect `ogles (Inc iudinri transportation P.nd farm equionient)CR Consumer cools aj q.creat lomat 0, oalicts (Acn,Cling rnOblie nOrn('S, bOlt5, Drin!ing, etc.)ROS0`.1C4 41n0 COP;t.tie on i,lt,pgI'S (incluttme) ChnCteio, metal, /10t;Sni,J)TA Tortillas and aonaret

Name Change Ideal Woodc rat t Ltd. ( 11.17 I) to liter ia"...e Wonder:0 t Ltd. ( 19/;,)

Liquid air
Foundry sands, incluttrtal minerals
Printing
Bakery products:
Rocket propellant

Printors-
Pi77.1

Coloper trailer S
Plastic products
Ladies' seamless nylons
Bread and allied-pi:0(16(3i
Butter
Chicken and turkey poults,

grist and feeds
Pre.Fab Homes
Hats zind caps

RCM G

RCM 5
CR 4
FC 2
F.0

CFI 11
FC 3,.
CR 2
RCM 12 12
TA 60 30
EC 4 3
FC 3

12
NA,

7

2'
60

13
12
3

1 3
,,RCM 2 1

TA 10 1.1

Ck BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Employment by Classified
Manufacturing and Processing Industries

Employees-July 1972

Location

Arborg
Arnes
Chatfield
Clandeboye.
Eriksdale
Fisher Branch
Frazerwood
Gimii
Gunton
Hnausa
Inwood
Lockport
Lundar
Pawls Indian
Reserve N0,18
Riverton
St, Laurent
Selkirk
Stonewall
Teuton
Winnipeg Beach

Food Products
& Chemicals

39

7 .

3
2.
6

139
5

4

10

0

37
74
11

4

Machinery,
Equipment

and
I et tr onics

Mao

394

6

20

Consumer Goods
& Recreational

Products

Resource and
Constructi.on

Materials

Textiles and
Apparel .

AA.

2

36

68
'16

15

ad*

28

2

32

0
N.A.
903
12

1

N,A,

29
175

41

Oct, 1971

25
2
1

4
2
2

239

2
25
4

20
16
37

1154
89
80

54
2.

7

7
3
2
6

507
5
2
4

32.
10

N,A,

29+
1200
'102

53
4

Totals 348 339 122 990 245 1700 2041

Source: Interlake Development, Corporation 'pp66ae7

1 ,4 -met

Mai Oetnhot 1912 - 01



Tellin students Aat, Is Ex ected of Them Durin the Actual Work

Situation Exploration.

It is essential that students know what they are expected to

do during Their 3 - 5 day exploration. Before they go out they must be given

the same information which has been given to the employer, as outlined in

Section I. (a) PLrpose - understanding of the type of behaviour expected.

(b) Work on a 'buddy' system

(0 Will be for 3 - 5 working days .and for regular working hours

(d) Will not be paid by the employer

Students will:be given copies of: 1. Information to. be

,

Obt....areclj2y.:_,.....theStuder....rt and 2. SiudentEvaluatiot....LeAttldfiluallion
and the forms, explained to the student.

'Students will also be, given a coprof the form Exploration Station

etcleeet filled in with the information which applies to their specific station

visit.



Student sName

Name of Company

-94-

ExELARhijiijIL......ALaor EE

Address of Company

Name of Supervisor to Report To f

Dates to Report

Working Hours
(You wilt work the
regular working hours)

Lunch Arrangements

Transportation Arrangements
(to get there)

lammerrommrarsomoressolorowlelwalammwroWIPPOIIMINONIFORWpwwwwerre

Dreis to be worn

Who to notify if absent
or late

111111Meleft..AMINYMIMPO011WIIS

Phone No.

Special Instructions

1*ftrol=4PmeaftrerwelergrarmimmirlempOrrININMirromm

MIMMOOMM.11.0.4.1.0.1M.M.MIIIIN10~0111100.WpbelligligempuOimius

0.6morrmmiliMisowstan~aMMIftafta.lusSOINtle.A101ONOMIMWOMOMOINWOMuniasTamM
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UNIT 11

ITEM A

formin the Em to er

The supervisor must be informed two car three days ahead.

that John Doe will be reporting, Preferably this should be done in person.

If this, is not possible, then a phone call maybe appropriate. At this

time obtain all the information necessary to fill in the student cplor...atiDort

Station Fact Sheet.

g29131.S2-11Y12.0129.1916.

Personal contact with the employer should be made ddring the

week the student is participating in the exploration, if at all possible.

Thisrill provide an opportunity for a review of the objectives of the

exploration and also highlight any problems that.might have been encountered.

As More and more students go through the program, the need for this personal

,contac may be reduced. During the visit the supervisor should be given the

gp..ysorStionofStuderrtiloetvt form. 1f the 0511 is not made

this form should be mailed or delivered to the employer. Arrangements should

also be made at this time for the form to be picked up at the end of the

exploration period.

individual

Upon completion of the 3 - 5 day exploration period, the student

will be in a position where he/she heeds 4o get it all together". Some students

will be in a position where they will be sure that the occupation they explored Is

the one that they would like to enter and are at the stage where they have made

a tentative occupational choice. Others,will have decided that they are not



interested in the occupation explored, whilei'others will be Undecided.

All three groups of students should be individually counselled by the person

who was in charge of their exploration experience. The purpose of the

counselling session is to assist the individual to come to a deasion about

his next step.

If he has already decided that he wishes to enter a specific

occupation, he is ready to proceed either to exploration of the training

institution or to Unit Ill, which consists of an individual in-depth study of

the occupation concerned and group study of job search techniques. Students

may have made this type of a decision but have received a very poor report from

employer concerned with the exploration. This report must be discussed with

the individual and a decision reached as to whetherthe student is in touch

with reality. Students who appear to be out of touch with reality should be

referred for professional counselling, if this is available. If professional

counselling is not availablo discuss the case with your supervisor as soon

as possible and arrive at a joint decision on what to do next.

If he has decided that he is not interested in entering the

occupation explored, the reasons >for this should be discussed with him. Use

the reports the student has made out and the .121BiLts.kaltA.,....tioEnnofthe

Student to assist the student in gaining a realistic picture of himself.

Perhaps his opposition to the occupation is really ati opposition to work itself

or a picture of himself as a person who is not going to be able to succeed.

Deal with the person who is undecided in a similar manner. Remember the major

options open to the student are:

I) to study in depth the occupation explored

2) to study in depth an occupation from the same cluster to the one explored

3) to explore an occupation from another cluster

4) to participate in an exploration



if*

UNIT !J

ITEM f;

Some counselling hints. The following are a few suggestions. that

May help you in counselling students.

(a) Do, not pose nor pretend that you have "the answers ".

(b) Try to be warm, honest, sincere and genuine.

(c) All counselling situations are based on the idea.of rapport

a'good working relationship:

(d) Focus. on the present problem (the occupational choice process) and

try to help the person solve it.

(4) Focus on 'what the client has learned from the prodess.

(f).:Use terms understandable to the clteni.

(11.) Discuss beginning jobs.

(h) -In lOoking at other occupations, stress similarities and differences.

(i) Remember the studentshould.be planning his own occupational

development.

(j) Focus should be on the process of choosing and not on the life long choice.

Stress that both the student and occupations will continue changing and.

chooSing. Process is dynaMic and not static.

(k) Stress that students' self appraisals in, two years will be different.

(I) Student's picture at himseir should be in touch with reality.

(m) Put the emphasis in the interview of the infividual's self-acceptance,

his reaction to the situation, and his ability to make use of his

potentialities.

(n) Don't talk too much. Key skill of a counsellor is being able to LISTEN.



UNIT II

ITEM A
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12111121.4W11114.111

Organizing exploration experiences. within the.training

Institution should be considerably simpler than organiting them with

imployers, Basically ihesaMe steps should bOollowed as for the

employer, and the purpose and operation will be similar.

The steps are:

(a) Identifying training sources
(1) Explain purpose
(1i) Explain buddy system
(iii) Length of time 2 days
(iv) Show forms -instructor's Evaluation of Student

Student Questionnaire abOut Training=
Institution

(b) Tell students what is expected ofthem and giVe

details of report times, etc.

(c) Inform instructor when student will report.

(d) Obtain Instrucior!s Evaluation of Student,

Decisions about whether or not students will explore the

training institution Will be made during the counselling sessions with individual

students. A further counselling session will be required upon completion of

this phase. It is not anticipated, however, that there will be a significant

number of chances in occupational choice at this stage. The ilk) dayi will

primarily tend to serve as an orientation to the occupational training course.
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ellin Students What is Ex ected of hem Durin

TJ:aJjLingjrjsjiiUtlor2Eu12Lation

It is essential that students know what they are expected

to do during their two'day exploration. Before they go out they must be

given the same information which, has been given to the traininginstliutiOn

Instructor as outlined in Section 6.

a) Purpose.- understanding of the time of behaviour ekpected.

b) Work on a "buddy" system.

Will be there 16r two days and for the regular number of hours.

of 'training.

d) Will not be paid by the training institution. .

Students will be given copies of: i. Student Duestionnaira bbout the

Training Institution and 2. ....,lobTrilyclWite

InellailltELUCLISI and the forms explained to the student. Students will

also be given a copy of the form 1....nrainia11121111dleactheti..../t filled In

with the specific information which applies to their occupation.

1



Student Name

Training Institution

Address

»I00.

witocasnikaimacaaigg

:1

Dept.

Course

Name of person
to report to.

Dates to report
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ITEM A
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occupational Exploration

Jbgu9sszhlLalth2,jrnployjz.,..s_eEx acts

The foll6wihy are itulosor exzectaLicAs of emnloyees. Employees
who meet these expectations are generally considered to be "good"
and that a satisfactory employmnt situation is the result for
both employees and employers. Discuss each of these.

1. .Skills. The knowledge and the abilities to perform assigned
1W5-are knoTn as skills. AlT-365s require different
skills at different levels. Knowing and being able are the
basis for any employment. They are necessary to get and
keep any job,

DeRehdabilitv. An employer who provides a person with a
Tib iiFyin6 For some type of productivity. One of the
more important 'alines that he expects of an employee is
dependabWv, or the willingnest of that person to produce
what he has agreed to. Dependability can be displayed by
being at work regularly; being on time; sticking to an
assigned task; abiding by company policy; making an
honest account of company monies and materials and meeting
work deadlines and schedules.

Industriousfless, Industriousness is knowing your own job,
and getting-Mt without being prodded or constantly watChed.
An industrious person is a self-starter who can work with a

minimum of supervision and can use initiative in starting,
and finishing a task.

Enthusiasm. Enthusiasm is a genuine interest in the job that
Causes FTerson to enjoy the job and to make his association
pleasurable to those around him.

Decision - Makin,. The ability to make a decision and carry
t through is the mark of a wature individual. It involves

getting the facts, consider* the consequences, and applying
judgement before one acts. Employers may give directions,
but no matter how detailed divections or procedures are,
employees have to make decisions. Employers expect good
judgement in decision situations.
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Workio Habits. The quality of work that a person produces

is often FeTEfed to his working habits, Good'employees

maintain habits such as neatness and accuracy,

Friendliness, The employee who is friendly by nature and

rho EW get along with others Makes his work and the work of

those around him easier. Most employees are going to spend

about a third of their day at work. They appreciate this .

time being spent near a friendly person, rather than a grouch.

Mdmork. Closely ;iled with the quality of friendlines
he ability to work with other peciple toward the

accomplishment of an assigned task. One person who is

uncooperative can destroy the effect of a large team of

people. Teamwork involves:

(a) Not shirking one's portion of an assignment

(b) kespecting the work and the contributions of other

members of the team.

(c) Not seeking personal advancement or recognition from

the work of the entire team.

Attention to Safotw ractors. t!,-. a man is working with

a group of people, his actions Q.:J observations might not

only keep him from being.injuredi but other members of the

staff as well. Carelessness to safety factors can disrupt

entire oprations, cause injuries, and cost employers

unnecessary expense. An employee should remember always..

to leave his working area in a safe condition,

10. ARDIArtnit, Thrfirst mark of good appearance on a job

is to be dressed appropriately for the job you are to do.
Some jobs require a business suit, while others require

heavy close-fitting clothing. Good grooming is alSO

important. Appearance involves dressing and grooming in

such a manner that you do not seem out of place while yOli

Are on the job.
.- .4p. 40..1.10,1

NOTE: These points cars be used as a basis for deciding whether or not

the actual work situation would be satisfactory to the student,

Source: TRANDS, CreatiquSimpl, July, 1974,

Topic VW. Unit I, Exercise 2, pp 325-6
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!tom A

Job Ex ectations .7 What the Em toaumtal

The following are 10.things that employees expect to find and
experience in'any.job. Not all Jobs have all These. characteristics,
but these things can be thought of as average conditions and ones'which
probably result in a satiefactOry Job from the'eMOloyeels point of view.
Discuss each of the ten. These points may serve as a basis for deciding
whether or not a particular work situation would be satisfactory to the
student or not.

I. The Mature oLJhc4pb. ,Employees find that the ideal job is
one/that matches their personal qualifications with those
regOred.by the job. The match should include physical
abilities, interests. emotionaLneedsaptitUdes, abillilet and
training.

2. WorkinConds1ons of the first conditions that an employee
can expect on The job is to'be provided witha safe, clean place

to work. Although some types of work will be associated with
certain hazards, it.ls.:the responsibillty'of the employer to Sea,:
that unsafe conditions are reduced to a minimum and that each of
his employees...is provided with the proper *dots and equipment
to perform quickly and efficiently the tasks he is hired to do

:5. HoLrsoiLlork. Employees prefer Jobs that have regular working
hours. Jobs that have regular hours (even though shift work
may be involved) that allow for a well-balanced life including
time for family activities and recreational are
usually chosen even when the opportunity to earn more goes
with longer hours.

4. ..y.Paand011its. If is quite normal for jobs to be
evaluated in terms of pay and other benefits. The pay should
reflect the employee's skills, abilities and training. Sometimes
benefits provided by the company are worth more to the employee
than the actual salary. In examining a prospective job, a
person should become as familiar with the benefits associated
with the job as with the basic paw schedule. Benefits include
such things as vacations, pension schemes, sick leave, profit
sharing and others.

1,1
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5. Advancements at Work. One aspect that often affects a

person's outlook toward a job is the opportunity that

the job affords him for promotion. Workers are usually

better satsified if they are fully aware of the basis

on which promotions are made. Often, employees expect

employers to seek people for management positions from

the existing staff before looking outside the company.

1,

6. Future Prospects. Closely associatdd with pay and other

immediate benefits is the consideration of what future

prospects the job offers its employees. Employees ask,

"Will it provide steady employment"? "Is it reasonably

certain that the job will be able to provide for the

future, for the growth of my family, and for my

retirement"?

7. WorkiplDsociations. Most jobs provide employees with
benefits that have nothing to .do with the salary. These'

include off-the-job, recreational and social activities for

the staff. Our work life occupies 'a major part of our

time and the people we associate with at work form a
social group which is very important to job tatisfaction.

Besides the informal associations, there are often

company social Clubs, recreation clubs and in some cases

professional or trade associations.

8. Participation.. An employee likes to be able to make

suggestions to solve nroblems which arise in his work. In

this way, he can contribute to the success of his group, his

job and the firm he works for.

9. Supervision. Conscientious and fair supervision where an

employee feels that the supervisor maintains his best interests

at heart are essential for employee satisfaction. He must be

able to feel that he can go and discuss his job and any
difficulties he is having on the job with somebody in

authority.

10. The Company, A worker gains prestige as the company he works

for gains and holds prestige in the community. In order to

have the maximum benefit, an employee needs to pick a company

of which he can be justifiably proud.

Source: TRANDS, CreatinuLateltoluly, 1974.

Topic VIII. Unit I, Exercise I, pp 3234

Adapted by L.M. Larson
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UNIT II

JIMA

1111.11111104MIMIIIMMIMII

Name of busines

Address of businm:

Phone No.

w105

wloysasa saw sceamaangLi gums,
Name of Student

alINOMOSOMMOOMMO.SIONOMMINISOMONIO

1101.0.04.11.161110441~01.1111M.0410110m

Name of contact perJpn 0.0.111.....4.1041.11.00.10......... MIN1840~MNIMIFOOOMIWORMIONIMMOINNI0~~~NINNWPONO

resitinn none ro.

Please check one of the columns for each of the-following questions.

/
1111111111P111177.7

111111.

TIM

1. illas dependabls

2.- Directions wm folloded to the Letter 4.

11111111OlieWMOIMall......1010.6.01004.0.4.0.064.40.0000.1MIS.M.04.....~Mi.~.04.~

3. Accepted being told how to du a :.lertain thing

exactlyThe task was performed exac-4.
, NMNM5. Personal appearance was neat aLd appropriate

6. The person was on time 6.

7. Responsibility for assigned jobs wasshown 7.

84 Directions were followed willingly

NM
MEI .

9. Constant supervision was unnecessary Mal
Po' Was he/she pleasant to work with? 10. 111.1
14 Showed friendliness to the other members of the 11.

staff
,

.

1



4

...............................

NO
SONZ
TIMM

12. Shomd friendliness to the employer. ,

13. Were jobs completed when started? 13.

14. Willing to learn new skills?

..........0.0...........NWMIP6.01. ...4..4......1.0$11~1....40.11.1,.......0.0.

15. Worked without becoming bored or discontented 15.

16. Could stand up to pressure 16.

17. Basily upset 17.

............,-...............MVOWPOMS~M~sw

18. Nervous 18.

.
,

----------------
19 Respected fellow workers and their jobs 19.

...............................................................................

20. Cnoperated with fellow workers 20.

.......................----r..

21. .Usually understood directions given 2:1.

----.--------------------------.-
22. If directions were not understood, was willing 22.

to ask for more details

23. respected supervisor and the job he has to do 23.

1111EMINNIMMISMS~WOMIONSMIOWile*O~..4~11.41.06.0PA.. 41.6.44~.~INOW~/111WMOOMOMMOMNBeallMaralagaMhillinraMlaS,

24. Could accept criticism 24.

15. Coul:' -.Accept praise

...........................

26. Give rotice borore le-vin 26.

27. Missed for reasons other than illness 27.

Z8. Anger affected the working ability 28.

,

:% Irerrective on the job due to alcohol and/or . 29.

,.....,..,..dru"sk...

.

1



owergasMixiMMammasinommarsamierommiewwwwwwwwwwwwwwinamme.
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".P14.71

.tis!hr..

30. Failed to do job.4oll and resulted .in
.rerrinand and or .dismi5sal.. . .

Accident caused due to carelessnocs

Summary of perfOrm.vc
10.1101.11M111.01101101111111110.1.1.1.01101111111111.1.11106.

41101111811111WMVP

aorspossamtarseNs811**111~IMPROMWO

011Wew 411.111111011111111100,011MINIIM

RINEMEMISIONINIMMIMMOMMOWNIII~W11.4.00..~600.-*MMIMINpli.011. 1110111111111.

. Recommendations

.0..w......m.mmisamonmewasommempqramosaisw.mmoimeoPmeiv

aneweisimpremsmerboemos.oevaiss.seamewourr.4...r.omormrsinmeremmerviessE011001NIPP104101*

Oromemarer~ofterdimslors ow.erwarsooverawasemsoarwawasawawmaroponmeariarwaisowIrm~lalaimpw*40~asnro.

morsoloweram004.00041N0004NNINIS

emommISOMMPAINIF.10ortortIMONII.N..momegilagagepe.:10~04~/Varaprwaramothurarsenewasaapeopo

Source: TRANDS, Creating a Career, July, 1974.

Topic VIII, Unit 2, pp 328-9

Adapted by L.M. Larson



STUDENT FORMS FOR THE ACTUAL WORK

SITUATION EXPLORATION.

Information to be obtained by 'the student.

Student evaluation of the actual work situation,



UNIT I I
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Repagnov jkagosjhjmu3Y STUDENT

Note: This form is to be completed by the student as a result of

interviewing the employer and recording the answers.

Part F StudentQuggionagimal22122grasavisor's Expectations,

Name of Business

Address

Name of. employer

Phone No.

Name of Student

4.1111111111101=11.11NOMIII11.1 emiremesiseeimmpo

What skills do you expect the emplOyees in this occupation to have?

How important is dependability in your employees?

imonmerisomowarrarierrarrosir.arramoo.MirsrseaftwalirearinvorseseWwPaeotweiholta

3. What qualities Would you expect in a dependable employee?

vilwaimmenlimmiempolorMaiwassloommliOrmem

4. Do you expect your employees to work without a lot of supervision?

Yes No
11..01466016,..11m660

If Yes, in what ways?



-i 1

much Initiative do you expect from your employees?

wmoirromesommormpmemwsovaimmwmPAERIMPIMONNIRwawpwraw.

6. Is enthusiasm a desireable quality in your employees?

Yes No

How is it important? (for a yes answer)

Do you expect your employees to make decisions?

Yes

If Yesi how and in what ways?

No

...0.110.MIN../.0m1010110.4ftww

8. What work habits do you expect your employees to practice?

How important is friendliness amongst employees?

awamerearensiorrumreamdell=ftwirimaarftrasswinewiftsammaramorlyeralirmimsdleilibmft

What effect does it have on the work?

arrawaratailraverign.faromemar.ftrawerows00.0.00,0110~ammdasmaimaweramankkm

10. What teamwork would be involved in this occupation?

amilianNYMBOIMOSSIMINOIMI11111111



II. What safety precautions do you expect your employees to follow?

12. How do you expect your employees to dress on the ,job?

Immwarawasmr4apjftiperiarewsmampalerommonlmilmOlainsliSmernewMPOINNNIrilliNummoseWilismori~MOPINWNIIIP

. M 4 a



UNIT II

Part 8 Student uest i re about Em loyee Opinions

Note:: This form is to be completed by the student as a-result of

interviewing the contact person in the actual work situation

and recording the answers.

Name of business

Address., 7

Phonc No.

Occupation

Contact person

!WOwereareali

aollaWailmMa

What does the job consist of generally?-

oswarearlivriamsawassraamererrassareamarareepow--

aMINOMMPOIMMINOMMIN.......b..0.0101.1MMIIMPIPO

Sr

Phone No.

2. Is the work- Chiefly manual, mental or a combination?

Do job tasks vary or is the work repetitive?

ailihriri1011161111.11
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4, What types of equipment are used e.g. tools, machines, materiels?

b. What are the working hours regular, overtime holidays, etc.?

flooltulltNIMONININOMPOANIMINSINIMMINOWNIONMW 0...m~mowymalsorattrmowayamsomosvaiwowoosomsmifittramoinvisettomostoarlomitw!SwirffitrIfot

OMOONOINIMIONOIMMONIMMONOMIMIN.SIT -. .TUJ_

6. Does the work involve chiefly sitting or standing?

7. Is the pay satisfactory?

Yes

If No, why noi?

No

8. Whet are the average earnings of people who are experienced In this

occupation? .irocamswastaantromarmatIffaleMittlotePtpas**4041.11adttatattittwaloWINWatta

9. Is the work seasonal or on a year round basis?

10. Are there frequent lay-offs due to work interruptions or strikes?
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11, What benefits era included? (e.g. pension, sick benefitt, etc.)



17, What are the future prospects of this Job?



UNIT II

I TE14,i
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Student Evaluation of Actual Work Situation

rnrt A This form is to be completed by this student while he/she

is out for occupational exploration experience in an

actual work situation.

Student Name

Dates involved in an'exposure situation:

40.0.1.11=0.101.0.4.01.000.1.ar 410111111MISVIIMOINSOMIIMMINNIdOONNIMOR

Name of industry or Business -

Address

if

Phone No.

Name of Buddy .

Position Phone No. marararawstainnoweiremaIsmasearisi~~IMMINIIMe

....._amel,tiorttuelw0 (check one)

I. Valuable in deciding occupational choice

2. Require more exposure in a particular area (specify)..........

3. Require exposure in other area (s) of the same occupation (specify)



111101111NONERIMOINPIN
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Would 1 to explore other occupation. (s) (specify)

MOM...*.m.~M~M.1.

-- general outline of the work performed, no,

of people connected this job directly.

000.MMOMOO.0~~eftwabore...m..pw. wwwwpwoursewOMMov

.1

4......sommombropeenromerrm;

Working conditions inside, outside,' temperature changes, noise
and, v.Xration, hazards) ventilation, hours, lighting.

OremlowawmoremineeanaPrormaremaraworr.......rmwerromeammemersairrime*:

Om.

Advancement nossibilities -- line of promotion, wdges, rate of
prOMOtion,

411000100Wmolft00000Wma00000000"4"4"14""mmw""'""1"0"."401m4mwmil".""

01.11104111111101.11110V

virMiirsewspoessoOMMOOMPANWO

Fatum21912211.1,:- trends rate of. change

Pav_aild,other_benefits vacation, pension, sick benefits

41101.01116 41. ..amIrembeimrailaa. .1181110*
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Work onantations;

(a)

(b)

-118-

employers -- function, purpose, size

employees function, entry requirements, social time

r

ParticOar qualifications:

(a) formate and female
(b) age

(d) physical, mental, social moral
Id) special skiqs
(e) special tools required Y'

(f) legislation affecting occupation

wiroolmemimeeelloIPMINSImmesloom00.0

0.11.01.1101.1101Nways.mftellmllYomont#411...dalumnispowon0011.1M00.4.0.........0.

'00.010101011108811111,01110601001601111011

C tificateess,,di 1 was other crgsktplvect :
(a) general education

I. necessary

II. desirable

(b) special training

I. necessary

II, desirable

III. training centers, - schools, on the job, other

(c) experience

I. necessary

II. desirable



Part

Other: 7.119-

(a) methods of entering
(b) use of special employment agencies

(c) length of time before skill is attained
-union or apprenticeship rules

(d) participation in solving problems related to the job
(c) supervision, amount, kind, someone to talk to
(f) working for a company of which an employee can be arms(

.

Each student is to complete this part of the form based on

his/her observations of the contact person in the actual

work situation.

Was 'his /her personal appearance neat? i.

2. Was he/she conscious of appropriatd dress? 2.

3. Were his/her work. habits neat and orderly 3.

4. Was he/she 'usually on time? 4.

5. Did he/she feel responsible for jobs,assighad

to himself? 5.

Did he/she try to perform Jobs assigned to

to the best of his/her ability? 6,

7. Did he/she follow directions willingly? 7.

8. Could he/she work without constant supervision? 8,

9. Wee he/she pleasant to we with? 9.

10. Was he/she friendly to other members of the

staff and the employer? 10.

11. Did he/she complete jobs which were started? 11.

as
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12. Was he/she willing to learn new skills? 12.

13, Could he/she continue to work without becoming

bored, or discontented? . 13.

14. Could he/she stand pressure? 14,

15. Was he/sh's easily upset or nervous?

16. Did he/she respect fellow workers and

their jobs?

17. Could he/she cooperate with fellow, workers? 17,

18. Did he/she usually understand instructions

16,

given to him/her?- IS.

19. If he/she didn't understand instructions,

was he/she willing to ask for more details? 19.

20. Did he/she respect the supervisor and the

job he/she had to do?

21. Could he/she accept criticism? 21.

22. Could he/she accept Praise?

23. Did he/she ever quit tithi giving the

supervisor notice? '
24. Did he/she ever miss work for reasons other

than illness, which put the employer In an

uncomfortable positior? .

25. Did anger make a marked change in 'his/her

working ability?

26. Was he/she ineffective on the job due to

drinking?

24.

25.

26.



27. Was he/she ineffective on the job due to drugs? 27.

28. Was he/she scolded or dismissed for not doing

a job well? 28.

29. Did he /she' have an accident on the job due

to carelessness? 29.

Source: TRANDS, Creating a Career, July, 1974.

Topic VIII, Unit 2, pp 328-9

Adapted by L.M. Larson



INDIVIDUAL COUNSELLING

I. Training Institution Exploration.

2. In Depth Study and Job Search Techniques.

3. Looks at another career cluster.



Dates
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Instructor's Evaluation of Student

Name of. Student

Institution

Dept. Phone No.

Course

00.1011101010.0111111110101FINPIMINI,PIONIVAINIONWOMMIPONM

Instructor
Oullaimimareerr10.110MONNaorrawarro4.111.0ftellyergslIMINO

Contact person. - Phone No.

Please check one of the columns for each of the following questions:

.

.

ta VO

s

,140

-TIVESAIVAPAIMWMP MOMPIMIIIIMNION000440401,41MMMalga00MIIMPOOftwftIM so.041MPVIP.SOMMOV.Pealgal AINVOINONNINIMMOr

1. Was dependable
....................................M.IMINI 411111111.0~.11IPM10.00IMMINIMINN

20 Directions Were followed to the letter 2.
VanallaillellINIMININNINIPAP.4611.100.001101.400011~11~1....e....,

3. Accepted being told how to do a certain thing 3.

allimmisoN~Ilmillow".11411001001+WbolasPow

4. The task was performed exactly

Personal appearance.- was neat and-appropriate 5.

6. The person was on time 6.

7. Responsibility for assigned jobs was shown 7.
.. .

it. Directions were followed willingly 8.
.

..........................................

9. Constant supervision was unnecessary 9.

..... A
.. .

..........w.........................u,..

4. WA6 he/she pleasant to work with? 10. .

.

Li. Showed friendliness to the.other members of the 11. i

, ____-4
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IRE NO
#(43

TIM,

12. Showed friendliness to the employer 12.

1111111111

13. Were jobs completed when started?' 13. IIIII.
14. Willing to learn new skills?

1111
15. Worked without becoming bored or discontented 15.

11111

111111111111

IIIIIIIIIIIIII

11111111111M

16.
.

Could stand up to pressure .16

17. Easily upset "' 17111111111111

18. Nervous' 1C.

19. Respected fellow workers and their jobs

19.
.

20. Cooperated with fellow workers
20. 1111111111111111

1111111111111111111111111
21. Usually understood directions given

21.

22. If directions were not understood, was willing
to ask for more details

22.

23. Respected supervisor and-the job he has to do 23.

11.1

111111111

11111

24. Could accept criticism 24.

25.
1111111

25. Could accept praise

26 Gave notice before leavinT 26 1111.

27. Hissed for reasons other than illness 27.

28. Anger affected the working ability
284. 11111111

29. Ineffective on the job due to alcohol and/or.
dru_s

29. INN



.
NO SONE

TINES
............,

30. Failed to do job well and resulted in
re rimand and or dismissal

30.
.

1
,

Accident caused due to carelessness

Summary of performance

MAIIMIUMNSIMOMIONWONOMP.0400.1.040..0.0....0..001. 04.01.0.010eOPheONNIPOUIPM101.6.1110.11.4.1.001118

Recommendations

1111ORMIMINIIIIINOWIONINIONM1410001

immelawairromismisrameeraromrsomemlipamemioNINIMEMMIMMIIPIPPIPIMOro.441111MINPION

Source: TRANDS, Creating a Career, July, 1974..

To0c VIII, Unit 2, pp 328-9

Adapted by L.M. Larson

t.7
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Student Forms for

agininaLIELLiall211321 oration

Student Questionnaire about Training

Institution.

Student Evaluation of Training Institution Visit.
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,usaa

riem C

Note: This, report will be completed by the student during the

. exposure to the training institution.

Student about the rain tu ion visit

Part A The student will interview ihe instructor and rt.:0rd the answers

on this torm.

Training institution

Dept.

Course name

Instructor
AMOVOMIMINIINOMIWW~MMININIMINMVIMMMINIIINONFOMMISO

Phone

Length of course

What skills do you expect your students to have before entering
the course?

What skills do you expect from your students wheb they have finished
the course?

If How important is. dependability in your students?



4. Do you expect your students to work without a lot ,of superyision?

Yes No...... .....

If yes, in what ways?

How much initiative do you expect,from your students?.

faMINM.Mwevonowl/MM01re.mIMOIMMIIMImalIMPS/POIMIOMM.ONNM.',1160111111INIMIINWIMIIIIIISIMIIIIIMIN010011/...IIMMNOIMIsegalle

6. Is enthusiasm a desireable quality in your,students?

Yes

If yes, how is it important?

No

......beftwarrammorrowramovomrsiveswerao..Ame.rearrarmarsmor~..~«...0, ONWPINIeellt

What work habits do you expect your students to develop?

11=118.IWPSI.OM=IIIWIMMUMIIIMMak

6. How important is friendliness amongst students ?'

What effect does it have on the learning situation?
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10, What safety precautions do you expect your students to follOw?

11, How .do you expect your students to dress?

12. How much time is spent on related academic subjects?

13. How much time is spent in the lab or shop situation?

14. How are the marks allotted?

15. Is there time provided for individual help where needed?

16. If you wore going to recommend a student to a prospective employer,

what characteristics would you stress?

110.001MMI~IIMMONOMMAINOOMMIMINIIIIWAMMINKIWNSISIMIMMISIMMOMMOW~110111WAMMONMINUMBNIMMOOMPOWIIIIIMOMMIllelli

14t



c,

Part B This part Is to be completed by the student as he/she

Interviews his/her buddy in the training institution.

Contact peron

Phone No.

0141,%0.01.111011MOMMOlooNftom.me.,M1M11101101141W ownwprawMPO

ormoMmineeIMIIpftlNON.1 mOMINS.pi.Oww

I. What are the conditions of the training situation like as far as
you are concerned?

2. What are the hours of training in this course?

3. How much and what kind of supervision is there in this course?

Is individual help available if you need it?

ftrrftrowrarratorNowelWmii.iWINIfterftgi.MoranuoriOrtleibirwroWoisftbramaehMOISMONdWhilj

How mach time is spent on related subjecis?

buisvolwaraemillimlambri.owborwrammow

6, How much time is spent in labs or a shop situation?

.11.40*.seile&W/M4J40/0/4&M,M.........r

1,41(ili



If accomodailon is necessary for training, is any available through school

contacts?

Yes
W.114.0.1.0.1.10

8. Where is the information available from?

No

What does the instructor expect from you as a student?

How much and what kind of supervision do you have?

10. What skills aro you expected to have before entering the course?

II. What skills will you have at the end of this course?

12. What credentials will you have at the end of this course?

13. Now are you expected to learn?

Group Instruction

Individualized instruction

Other (Please specify)
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I4. What are the job prospects after this course?

:wasemmmibellelb.0101111.011110011101wPAIIIIMPPROINNOMMII.Nowl

'15. Can this training be obtained in other locations?

YGS

If yes, where?



b) special training

I) necessary

ii) desireable
ill) training centre

location

-cost
fl me involved

special equipment

experience

i) necessary
ii) desireable

WOWNWINONIAMOMMftme91.....101.111.01ammaswermsommormsokswisousraissorsomi

Other

en111111111101Melelmomor
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UNIT 11

Visit

Pa,_ rt A This part of the form is to be completed by the student while

he/she is out for occupational exploration experience in a

training institution situation.

Dates in the institution
amlionorroraNdriamilelamatelle110.0110111111MINelleffir 1111101111.111111101.1111111111.111M11

Training institution

Address

Phone No.

Dept.

Course

instructor wwwwwwwweraemsftwambsommommorussieri.

Contact person

Phone No.

Evaluation of ex osure situation (s (check one)

Valuable in deciding occupational choice

Require more exposure in a particular area (specify)

3. Require exposure in other area (s) of the same occupation (specify)
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Would like to explore other occupation (s) (specify)

"tuof 'the -- general outline of the work performed, no. of
people connected with this 'training directly

401110mlumNOWellaWNPINOMEMOWNINMONIMINIMPAIIMS.

Working conditions Inside, outside, temperature changes, noise and
vibration, hazards, ventilation, hours, lighting

emerarmaeworsaamaaftwariffirseIres~wpreme....

41.010.01.11MIMIP.M111011tele

Particular qualifications

Aft11.0.1.110.. mmararaseamoisMONmeaMNIINIMMOOSNION INNEMOINIMINION*

a) for male or female
b) age
c) physical, mental, social, moral
d) special skills
e) special toots required
Tf) legislation afiecting'occupation-

MilballftleMmINIIIIIMIPM110100,11.00M111MENIWINASSOMmIlMOMMeranill

CartlfIcaieso-djplomas and other credentials required:

a) 'general education

1) necessary

11) deslreable



UNIT 11

Part B This part of the form will be completed by the student based

on his/her observation of his/her buddy in the training

institution.

Was his/her personal appearance neat?

Was he/she conscious of appropriate dress?

3. Were his/her work habits neat and orderly?

4. Was he/she usually on time?

5. Did he/she feel responsible for Jobs assigned to
him/her?

2.

3.,

Did he/she try to perform-jobs assigned to-the'
. ..best .of his/her ability?. 6.

7. Did he/she follow directions willingly? 7.

8. Could he/she work without constant supervision? 8.

9. Was he/she pleasant to work with? 9.

Was.he/she friendly to other members of the class and
the instructor? 10.

II. Did'he/she complete Jobs which were started?.

12. Was he/she willing to learn new

16. Could he/she continue to work without becomill
bored or. discontendad ? 13,

146 Could he/she stand pressSre? 14.

15. Was he/she easily upset or nervous? 15.

16. Did he/she respect fellow workers and their jobs? 16,

17. Could he/she cooperate with fellow workers?

111
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I

16. Did he/she usually understand instructions given to
him/her? 18.

19. If he/she didn't understand instructions, was he/she
willing to ask for more details? 19.

20. Did he/she respect the instructor and the job he/she
had to do? 20.

21. Could he/she accept criticism? 21,

22. Could he/she accept praise? 22.

23. Did he/she ever leave the class for the day without
givingihe instructor notice? 23.

24. Did he/she ever, miss classes for reasons other
than illness? . 24,.

25. Did anger make a marked change in his/her working
ability? 25.

26. Was he/she ineffective in class due to drinking? 26.

27. Was he/she ineffective in class dueto drugs? 27,

28. Did he/she have an accident in class due to
carelessness ?

Source: TRANDS, Creating, a Career; July, 1974.

Topic V111, Unit 2, pp 328-9

Adapted by L.M. Larson

es 'No
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UNTIL

ITEM A

jiaggfuc iaggutugun

Introduction

The section on teaching specific Job search techniques may be

handled in three ways:

I. Use the ife

See Appendix A

Refer to

Student Personnel Services, Cogagellgr126222.zugWitforal.....W

222s101tddanceer

Unit pp

See Appendix .8

Contact local branch of Canada Manpower Center and ask filet:

a) Someone from that deparient come to the class4pnd deliver the

federal Creative Job Search Techniques course. 41"
b) The C M C train the classroom teachers to deliver the course

themselves.

The use of video tape and role playing/in a Job interview situation

should be investigated and used if practical. Try to obtain as an InierVIOWOM

someone who has been involved in hiring and'have the students interviewed by

this person as if they were actually applying for a Job. A replay of the

interview using video tape.can be very revealing for the student. Ute of

personnel officers in the local setting can often be arranged,
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ILELL!! .412.15162.212410.1214

133134bn: Applying for a Job

Time: 14 hours

Overview

agpjtad 1).44

In this lesson, students practice skills used in applying

for a job: using "Help Wanted" ads,.completing application forms,

writing letters of application, writing resumes, and interviewing

employers. They use their skills to apply' for a job or for further

training placement.

FislaraLBEL1.1 red,

,"Help Wanted" sections from current newspapers

Projectual:

A copy of lejtcroftline for each student

A copy of Sa...21,1ilteket21 for each student

A copy of Joe Letendre's Case Study and Resume for each student

Advance arrangements with staff members or employers for the

simulated interviews.

Lifel_LIALt2atilnr....,LatuAl; Life SKIII series;

Department of Manpower and Immigration, Saskatchewan Newstart,

Poince Albert, sasKatchewan, 19,13, pp 549 563
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Advance arrangements with staff stenographer to act as

public stenographer

Video equipment

Objective

The student sompatisallapsliali on .Arm, writes a letter

atapslicatipl, writes a resume of education and job exprience,
.4 1

practices interviewing, an employer, interviews an employer, to

ls of or anixin
anc---LPL'""ttl-qAkt'

Stimul us

The coach states the lesson objective: students practice applying

for a job-by filling out application forms, writing letters of app1ica-

tion and resumes, practicing interviewing skills and interviewing an

employer about a job or arranging for further training. He tells the

students they spend a week on these important skills.

The coach distributes "Help Wanted sections from current newspapers..

He asks students to study the.advertisements.



'22.111L01
Time: 3 hours

The coach asks the students to collect all the written

materials they have completed: application forms, letters of

applicatlen and. resumes He asks students to read the.material

and make alterations fora final draft. .

The coach says, Some 'Help Wanted' ads request hand

written application forms, letters and resumes; but if they do

not, you could have them typed." The coach asks studentsto

name persons in the community who might do this. He makes sure

they know about the services of a public stenographer. He

:suggests that to find out how to use the services, one of the

students visit a public stenographer to have his application,

letter and resume typed and to report what happens. The coach

make:: arrangements with a staff member to act as a public

Stenographer for the rest of the group. Students visit the steno-

'grapher and explain what they want done,

The coach tells the students that to practise an interview,

he has arranged for staff members or employers to interview them.

He reminds them of TIP. The coach videotapes the interviews.

Evaluation Time: 2 hours

When each student has participated in a simulated interview

with a staff member or an employer, the coach invites feedback *OM



the Interviewers. He plays the videotapes. The coach invites each

student to comment on his own skills or lack of them and to invite

feedback from others. When the student identifies the need for

practise of a specific skill the coach stops the tape and helps

the student try alternative behaviors for that situation. Afte

analysis of each student's interview, the coach asks the student

to identify his strengths and weaknesses in the interview situation.

He provides further practise of skill training as required.

When students feel they can handle a job interview, the coach

encourages them to make arrangements fora real job interview or

an interview for further training: they mail their letter of

application or phone for an interview; they check their application

form and resume and carry out the interview,

Students who do not get a job from their interview report

on what happened. They complete forms and letters for other jobs

and continue to practise interview skills. The coach encourages

the students to support each other until all have made arrangements

for jobs or further training.
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Evocation

4

The coach asks, "What facts do the ads give?" As students

respond to the question, the coach watches for them to take

leadership; if this does not occur, the coach says, "Someone should

record these facts on the flip chart." The coach contributes to

the conversation to develop a list of items such as; age,

education, health, references, marital status, hours of work,

special certificates, special interests, ability to, meet people,

energy and ambition, company benefits, male or female; references,

date available, apply in, person telephone apply in writing,

send resume and so on.

When the group has compiled a net, the coach seeks a

summarizing behavior'from the students. He tries questions like

these: "What facts do' we bawl What-can we do with a list of

facts?" If no one responds, he says, "When we have a list of

unsorted facts, we usually classifythem," tle.proPoSes categories

such as these: facts' about the job, facts about the applicant,

how to apply. The coach says, "Mark each item about the job

with a 'j,' each one about the applicant with an ,sat i, and each

one on how to apply with an 'h.'" If some items do not fall,into

any of these categories the coach asks the group to create a

new category,



The coach remarks, "We found these facts from a study of

many ads, Most employers require these facts even though a

single ad may not specify all of them. In this lesson, we

practise ways to present information the employer wants: we

complete application forms write letters of application, write

resumes and practise job interviews." The coach postS a list

of these activities.

Objective Enquiry

Part - Apilication Forms Time: 1 1/2 hours

The coach moves the lesson directly into practise: "Let's

do the first item, application forms. To satisfy the employer,
.

we must `'meet these criteria:'

1. The form must be accurate.

2. The information must be complete.

3. The information must be honest.

4. The form must be neat.

5. The written directions must be followed.

6. All responses must be typewritten or in pen and ink.

The coach distributes a variety of application forms. He

asks the student to compare the different ways the forms ask the

same questions: for example, forms request information about

marital status in ways like these: "Marital Status

or Check items which apply to you Single, Married,

Widowed, Soparatjd, Divorced." He
.:;(5"
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initiates questions about the parts of the form they find difficult:

."What does 'ehronic ailment' mean?. Do you put '1 wear glasses'

under phySical. disability'? If you live common-law, dO you say

. you are single or married? How do you answer, 'Why did you leave

your last job' or 'Reasons for leaving last job'?"

r '

After this discussion .the coach asks each student to take

one of the forms, "Complete the form as well as you can and put

an sx'. beside those. items which trouble you. Try it yourself

first,_then get help from another person. Help each other find

:,solutions to the difficulties. Use the multi-media kit as a

resource." The coach draws parti ular attention to bond

applications, noting that many companies require this. He points

-out that the John Howard Society or the National Parole Service

can sometimes arrange bonding for applicatip With .a criminal

record.. He tells them that not all employers may know of this

possibility, and therefore the job applicant should have the

.information. He suggests those concerned should get this

information from one of, these organizations.

The coach asks each student to get application forms for

further training or the Job of his choice. The student may

haVe to make a special trip to get the forms, or write a letter

requesting them. When the student has these, he completes one

form for criticism by the group and saves the second for later

in the lesson,

A

1 :a 'V



Part II - Letter of Application Time: 1 1/2 hours

The coach says, 'We'll do the next item on the list writing

letters of application." He refers them to. "Help Wanted" sections

from current newspapers asking the students to recall the facts

they classified in the evocation. He shows the projectual,

Windego Mining Co. Ltd. "Look at this ad. If you wrote a letter

of application to answer this ad, what points would you refer to?"

The coach recoris what they tell him on the flip chart.

The coach distributes the 1.1LterofAngie

and the Sample Letter of Application to each student. He explains

how,to organize the letter: "As you see on the outline, this

letter of application has four paragraphs or parts: a statement

identifying the position applied for; a statement of the

qualifications of the person applying; a statement about enclosures;

and a request for a personal interview at a convenient date."

He says, "We can write a letter of application for one of the jobs

at following the pattern shown in the

sample. We can work on the flip chart. Each person can come up

in turn and add a part._ I'll start by putting my own address

on the letter." The coach directs the group to continue working

in this manner until they complete the letter, He encourages

questions and comments.

1W)



The coach asks the students to write a letter of application

fur' themselves. "Earlier in the lesson you filled out an applicntion

form for a job. Now write a letter of application for the same job,

If you feel unsure about writing the letter of application, get

help or use the materials in the multi-media kit." After the

students complete the letters, the coach asks the students to

exchange them. "Look at the letter as if you were the employer

receiving it. Does it tell yoU what you want to know? Apart

from the words, what does it tell you about the person. applying?

Would you give this applicant an interview?" Following the exchange

of feedback, the coach tells the students to make any needed changes,,

He tells them to keep the letter for later in the lesson.

Part III - Resumes Time: 2 hours

The coach tells the students that "Help Wanted Ads" sometimes

ask for a resume. The coach writes the word resume on the flip

chart and explains that a resume is sometimes called a work history,

or a:work profile. He explains that a resume gives the employer /

a short summary of a job candidate's qualifications and experience,

The coach shows the projectualindeoMitigCoiLtdp HO'

distributes copies of ...............ESLjttLJoeLetendre'sCadandResume,.... The

coach asks the students to read the case study and resume, He

helps them discuss what skills the job asks for Joe's skills, and

how he shows these in his resume.



The coach asks each student to describe his education and

work history by writing a case study about himself. Using the

Case Study and Resume for Joe Letendre as a model, as well as other

.samples in the multi-media kit, the coach asks each student to

prepare a draft of a job and education resume for his own case

study.

The coach asks, "In what ways might you present a poor work

history to improve your chances of getting a job?" He might suggest:

"If you held a number of different jobs, you could say, 'I gained

experience from a series of temporary jobs;' or 'I have experience

in a variety of different job situations;tor you could tell more

about the job you had the longest or in which you had the most

success. If you never had a ,job, you might list hobbies and

interests and tell the employer you have skills related to the

job you want. If you were fired from your last job because 'you

often came late to work, you might say so, adding that your record

in the past month shows perfect attendance. If you lost your job

because of drinking, you might tell what steps vou have taken to

overcome your drinking problem. 44

When each student completes a draft of his resume, the coach

asks the students to form triads. "Compare your resumes and ask

for feedback and suggestions. Use materials in the multi-media lkit

to help you," The students amend their resumes after criticism and

prepare a draft for typing.
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Part IV - The Job Interview . Time: 2 hours

The coach writes these words on the flip chart: "When an

employer interviews you for a job, he looks for someone to do a job

for him. He does not hire you because you a job, You must

show an employer that he needs your services as much as you need

the job."

The coach says, "We've talked about applying for a job for

some days now. You've prepared an application form, a letter of

application and a resume to help you get a job. Now, what happens

when you go for'the interview? Let's have a role-play to see what

we know. I'll be the employer! Who volunteers to apply for the

job? Who volunteers to video us?" The cctich prepares the volunteer

for the role play by talking about what job the student wants.

Following the role-play the coach writes this acronym on

the flip chart:

- Time

Jr - Introduction

P - Prove

He says, "In an interview you have to Come on time; you must

introduce yourself and move to. the employer you are the person

for the job. The coach plays the videotape of the role play. He

encourages students to comment on the introduction, 14E10 iMpression

would the employer get from the introduction ?" He plays the rest of

the skit, saying, "In what ways did show the employer

he should get the job? Did he prgve himself by showing his skills?
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that about his posture? What about his voice? Would he dress

this way for a real interview?" The coach also asks about his

part, "What did 'I do as an interviewer? What else might I

have done9"

The coach suggests each student practise introducing

himself to an employer. He asks students to choose partners,

taking turns so each student acts as an employer and as a job

applicant. The coach videotapes each student role playing his

introduction to the employer. The students examine and

criticize their actions as recorded on the videotape and practise

the skill until satisfied.

practise than others.

Some students may require more'

The coach refers student to the .quotation and the acronym

he wrote on the flip chart at the beginning of the session He

says, !'The 'Po in TIP indicates the importance of proving to the

employer that you have the skills, he needs," The coach tells the

students to work in triads to discuss t1,- role play how they could

PROVE to an employer that they have the skills he needs. He sugiests

they use the materials in the multi-media kit for ideas, He tells

the students that they practise the whole interview in .a simulated

interview later in the lesson,
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Lesson: A lying t9r a lob

JIL9213.11

Your Street Address
City, Province
Date

Name of Employer
StreetAddress or Box Number
City, Province

Dear

Request for an interview

Since'rely yours,

Your signature
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Lesson: etavingiarLict

Sample Letter of .A iication

Personnel Manager,
Electrical Repair Shop,
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.

Dear Sir;

410 - Tenth Street East,
Prince Albert, Saskatchewan
November 9, 1970,

Please consider my application for the job of Electrical

repairman, advertised in Friday's Star Phoenix. ,,I believe_ that
my training and experience have prepared me to handle the job
to your satisfaction.

I am 30 ,years old,, married and have two children. I comm
pleted my,,grade ten at the. Prince Albert Technical High School
in May of 1964. Since then, I have taken a 32 week Electrical
Construction course at the Prince Albert Technical High School.
For the past four years I have been employed by Mr. J. Doe as
a helper in his RepairItRight Electric Shop. I have also
worked as, a transit operator and a maintenance man.

Enclosed you will find a ,complete job and personal resume
which includes references . ,1

I would appreciate an opportunity to discuss the job with
you at your convenience.

Sincerely yours,

Robert Smith



Lesson: 6221yillioLut

Case Study of Joe Letenare

Born in'a small community, Deep Lake, Saskatchewan, in August,

1942, Joe Letendre grew up in that settlement with his parents,

Armand and Marie, and 4 brothers and 3 sisters. Joe's father earned

his living by fishing trapping and wood cutting. Joe attended the

Settlement school and completed his grade 8. Joe learned to play

the fiddle from his grandfather.

Living in a community of people with several cultural beck'

grounds Joe was able to speak French, English and Cree fairly well

Joe loved to go hunting for ducks and moose in the fall.

In 1962, Northern Lights Saw Mill Co . Ltd., opened a plant

near Deep Lake, and Joe got work' as a pulpcutter. In 1963, he married

Rose Simard, a local girlfriend. In 1964, on April 18th, Joe and

Rose had a baby boy named, Thomas Armand Letendre. In 1965, on

July 17th, Joe and Rose had "a baby girl, Marie Rose.

Joe worked for Northern Lights for 3 years, starting as a

cutter, then took the company training program tb become a skidder

After another year with Northern Lights, Joe tried to work as a

private contractor for the Great West Saw Mill Co" but had difficulty

making his job pay enough to buy equipment.



In 1967, Joeenrolled in a Manpower Training Prograth at

Feeney. A.year and a half later he received his grade 11

certificate.

Joe returned. to work as a m'll helper for that West Saw

Mill Co. but he is not satisfied with his job or pay. He can't

move into higher paying employment there and is looking for.a

better job.
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Lesson: 622lying,for a Job

Resume for Joe Letendre%.Mar...m...e..0.0.......T.11

NAME: Joseph Armand Letendre

ADDRESS: Deep Lake Saskatchewan

TELEPHONE: 68

DEPENDENTS: 3

SOCIAL INSURANCE NO.: 308L.665-223

HEIGHT 5' 1Q"

WEIGHT: 185

HEALTH: Good

AGE: 28

EDUCATIONAL RECORD:

LOcation:

Adult Upgrading Courses,
Feeney Technical School,
Feeney, Saskatchewan

MARITAL STATUS: Married

St. Joseph's School,
Deep Lake, Saskatchewan

iPLOYMEN'1' RECORD

Great West Saw Mill Co. Ltd.
Deep Lake, Saskatchewan
Position: private contractor for
skidder operations, mill helper

Northern Lights Saw Mill Co. Ltd.
Deep Lake, Saskatchewan
Position: cutter, skidder, operator

Pac...leat22act.

Vocational Grade 11 (1968)

Grade 8 (1960)

May 1966 - June 1967.

June 1969.

September 1962 Apri.1 1966



Armand Letendre,
Deep Lake, Saskatchewan,
Position:: fishing, trapping, cutting

LANGUAGES:

Spoken: French, English, Cree

'Written: English

June 1960 " August 196

HOBBIES AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES.

Big game hunting, duck hunting

Fiddle playing

Mr, Henry Jeanneau,
Cutter Foreman,
Northern Lights Saw Mill Co, Ltd.,
Deep Lake, Saskatchewan..

Mr, Mike Manning,
Mill Supervisor,
Great West Saw Mill Co. Ltd.,

Box 221,
Deep Lake, Saskatchewan.

Mr, Ed Richardson,
Educational Upgrading Instructor,
Feeney Technical School;
'Feeney, Saskatchewan.

Source: Life Skills Coapp)pg. Manual, pp .54943
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'Unit 312 After Hiah School What!

Enterin the World. of Work

AgEIYA91125...AtW

Ajectivel

To vrepareatudints with all the factual knmaledgelhicessary
for theloorld of work - how to write letters of application,
fill out a job applicatimform, prepare resumeS and conduct
oneself during an employment interview.

Preamble:

Applying for a lob is one of the most important eventsin
the average person's experience., for the obvious reason
that his attitude and techniques for job application; could
determine the entire ftiture of his life. Yet most employers
are continUally amaxed at the number of applicants .who.
drift into the lob interview, fill out application forms,
write letters of application, and resumes without any apparent
thought.orpreparation and only the vaguest idea of what
they want.

In the foregoing sectionatjeast one lessen should be spent d

On the following: (1)'howle write letters otaPplicatiOn anC.
fill out job application forms4.(2) *9.0. prepare.vresumeZ

. and (3) low to conduct oneself during an interview.

Counsellors could work with English and Business Education
teachers to integrate ttrim nection with thede subjects.

A Letters of

1. a) Ask the students to choose a job advertisement in
their local newspaper and bring the advertiseMent
to class. Distribute letters of application outlines
and sample letters to each student.

b) Explain points to consider in writing theletter.
The following could serve as a guideline for correct
Style and formula for content.

r
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1

69 Hanovet Avenue
Wipnipeg,'ManOoba
110 24 1973

Mr, I.J. MeMillaw2, ,1

Personnel Direct0,:
Canadian Manufacturing Company

14' St. 'James Street

Winnipeg, Manitoba (correct zone)

),
Use the name, if you know

Dear Mt, McMillan: it rather than "Dear Sir,'

1. Open paragraph 7 State why you are writing'the.letter,

the position forwhich you are applying; sn4

you hearf the Todition (want ad, friend),

Middle paragraph (a) r Explain Why yoW are'intereatO

in working for the employer and spepify your reasow.

fot desiring thia type of Workpint. oft your .

particular achievements,-experiences or:other

Use complete
title and
address

qualifications in this type of work. .

3. Middle paragraph,(b) .Refer t0,110Y enclOsUres StiCh

as a reSumei.portfolio.orother media..yod arewspl_.

to illustrate your training, experienOes and.interesOw

4. Closing paragraph.. PaVe.theWny for an interview:14

-.asking for an Appointmenti'by giving'your4hone::
number, or by offering Some.auggestion:whish could::

facilitatOA favourable reply...EndinkyOur letter'

with '4 questionnorMally oncouragWa'reply

Years sincerely,

Sign your letter 0, 409

(Miss). Beverly Rand

If there are enclosures
note here
Enclosure
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c). After the various points of the letter of application
have been reviewed, ask 'each student to write a
practice letter of application .for the job advertisement

-which they brought to class.
While the students are working at this assignment
the counsellor should move about the class offering
constructive criticism to the students. The letters
could be collected at the end of the class, evaluated
by the counsellor and-returned to the student during

the next guidance class.
. or

The studentS could work in pairs (time permitting) to
evaluate each other's letters.

or

The letters could be given to personnel officers,
employment agency counsellors, members' of the staff
or friends employed in the filld so that they could

evaluate the letters. This technique could prove to
be very effective.

Note: Provide students with a sample letter of
application.

The.Application Rift . .

1.' a) Discuss. with the students the do's and don'ts of
completing application forms... They could be listed
on the board. For example:

Do's

Read the entire form first
- Note any special instructions
Fill out the form as instructed
(some employers prefer type-
written responses, others-
printed in, block letters,
others in handwriting)
Answer every questiOn that
applies to you-lif a.question'
does not apply, you may write
"N.A." meaning not applicable
or draw aline through the
space to show that you did not
overlook the question.

- Spell correctly
.'Prepare in cadvance, notes

regarding special dates, such as
work experiences and schools attended
as well as addresses and so on.

a. Beprepared to-list several good references.
Ask permission of those you plan to list.

- Be honest.
- Be accurate
- Be neat

Don'ts-
- Fill out the.

application 'form

in pencil.
,- DO not write

down for a question
that asks you what
kind of work you can
do.

-Ilse a "nickname"-
when aigning the
application, form.
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b) Sample copies of application forMs are available
from local sources. Each student should be reqUired
to CompleWA sample form which could be marked by
someone in a pertonnel office, When a representative
of the business world eyaluates.the applicatiwforms
the exercise could be:more.meaningful to the student.

c) The evaluated application forms could provide &basis
for class discUssion. If possible, the employer who
marked the forms, should hp invited to.the class to
discuss, with the students, important factors
consider'in completing application forms as well as
etherjob search skills.

C The Resume (or Personal Data Sheet)

A resume is an individually designed, written summary of
personal, educational andexperience qualifications intended
to demonstrate fitness for a particular position or positions.
It focuses attention on the candidate's strongest qualifications
and develops them in the light of the particular demands of the
position for which he is applying.

a) Questions such as the following could.be asked at the
'beginning of the class:

1) What is a resume? What other terms are frequently
used to desCribe this digest of your qualifications
for A job?

2) How does airesume.dgfer from an. application form?
A letter of appliCat*on? A portfolid?..-

3) What could you omit from a resume which could'not be.
omitted from in sppIiCation form?

4) What could you include in a resume which might not
.be included in an application form?

5) Could you improve a resume by "slanting it"'tolthe
employer's needs? I0e0, how?,

6) Can a resume be prepared in quantity? If yes, how?
)

b) Have the students prepare a rough draft of their qUalifidations.
The following could serve as.guidelines,

1) Things they:have done well (studies, hobbies,
volunteer work, part-time paid work)..

2) Things they like to do (eg, reading, playing'tennis,
fixing cars, etc.).-

3) Skills they have acquired (eg. playing the piano,
driving a car, operating a tractor, swimming).

4) Things they'do not care to do,
5) Jobs that they have held(part,time or:volunteer 4obS),

t2t
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c) peas out sample copies of resumes to each student and al*
them to prepare a resume which should be "geared" to a
specific job. -.imaginary or real. Since the class period
will not be long enough to complete the resume, as the
students.to.complete their resume for the next guidance
class.

d) During the next guidance class, ask the Students to form
triads and compare their resumes. They should be
encouraged to give one,another feedback and suggestions.
Following this they should be encouraged to amend their
resumes and keep them for future reference.
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DEPARTMENT OF MANPOWER AND IMMIGRATION

RESUME OUTLINE

A Resume is sometimes called, a Qualification sheet, a:Data sheet, pr

liratt, sheet. MolOeOple are overly modest aboUt their personal
3ohlevementa and a well prepaIed resume enables them to put forth

to the prospective employer their best points in the first five

minutes of the job intarView.'

1. YOUR NAME - ADDRESS - TELEPHONE

V OBJECTIVE - TYPE OF POSITION DESIRED

3,f WORK EXPERIENCE - MONTH - YEAR. (START WITH MOST RECENT WORK
EXPERIENCE).

NAME OF COMPANY, ADDRESS, TELEPHONE

POSITION: (TITLE)

DUTIES: (GIVE DETAILED. DESCRIPTION OF WORK DONE)

EMPLOYEES SUPERVISED IF ANY: HOW MANY?

REFERENCE: (NAME OF SUPERVISOR, MANAGER

REASON FOR LEAVING:

4. WORK EXPERIENCE: SAME AS ABOVE

5. WORK EXPERIENCE: SAVE AS ABOVE

6. RELATED EXPERIENCE - LIST. IN SHORT SENTENCES RELATED EXPERIENCE

7. EQUIPMENT I CAN OPERATE (GROUP VARIOUS KINDS OF EQUIPMENT)

A. EDUCATION - RICH SCHOOL GRADUATE - COLLEGE - .DEGREES'-
SPECIAL COURSES, ETC.

9. MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION (IF PERTINENT) (optional)

10. PERSONAL DATA - /f,over 35 years oid, list your age at 30*,, 35

40' (legal fiction), etc.
List your height, weight, health, married, single

11. HOBBIES m LIST A FEW ONLY

12. REFERENCES - LIST THREE WORK AND/OR CHARACTER REFERENCES



Tel: 777-7777

------...

OBJECTIVE: Grocery Checker Salesclerk in a Bakery or Variety Store .

WORK-EXPERIENCE:

1958 to present

RELATED
EXPERIENCE:

.........4......11.....

Type of work: Restaurant and'saleswork.
Position: ' : Waitress; cocktail' waitresslcashier,

,hostess, bartender.
Duties:. Greeted restaurant patrons, directed
them to desigiLited tables, served meals and drinks,
cleared tables and received payment for the services
rendered by the establishMent, made change and
prepared charge slips, when necessary. Commenced
work in the restaurant trade as a waitress in food
services, progressed to cocktail waitress in order
to increase my income -from tips. After extensive

tr0,0410404 cgOri00900.0 a wAitX000, .%900

advanced' to thetosition of hostess:where I had the
added responsibility of'dsturing good perforMance
of work. on the part of the waitresses. Learned
bartending as-f,A means of increasing my-income and
worked for a period of time as a baitender. Even -

tually,tually, I was, selected for the jet, of cashier where
I. accepted payments in cash and accounted for them.
In:this latter position, I operated'hOth electric
and- manual cash registers.
References: Mi. LodieSwanson SeaVerton Elks

.Lodge 1889
:4464)116

(/(.. ,

Mrs. - Beverly McEnney C/olred Meyer inc,.
Tell 234-1553

Concurtent with my dutieses homemaker, I was also
employed in the salesfield, as a ranhioe DtteCtor
for Sara Coventry Jewelry; and saltegoman for-Baum
Plastic Toys. / booked and held sales partici in
homes for groups of married women. Maintained.my
own set of order and *accounting books.
Also worked in a grocery store - as a sales/stock
clerk where I: Stocked shelves: helped customers.
With their aeleCtionst operated cash togiateri
helped take inventory and prepared day to day
'deliveries. for. dispatch for hoMe delivery.

(Courtesy of Canada Manpower).

.4egromesapypormW vromiWaseolowwenrmier044444rMit~aq41Wert.1**WvolliTrf,r0i0"""Art""*"."Irlefree"lit.



7he.Job Interview

1.
Have a',:ctiasti discussion on the importance of thajob.

interview. Include thOollowing points:

ft
,

. a) Why is the interview the most importantpart of

loS'oamPaigO?
b) Are first impressions important? ,

c) is it necessary to (i): learn 'all you can aboutChe
company' before going for the interview; (ii) to know

why.you want to work for the firm; and (iii) what kind

of job you want?.

4) Is it important to know the interviewer's full name

(and how to pronounce it.)'before the interview/

e) Should you take;a.frienCalong with you when you go

for an interview?
.There are several things you ihoUld:teke with you when

.
you go for an interview. What are they? (pen or

- pencil, writing pad, social security card, resume,
birth certificate,' letters of recommendation optional),

g) That dhouid-yoU wear fot the intervieW?

h) What factors could cause an interview to be unsuccesefUl

for the applicant?..

i) What factors could make the interview a success? .

2. Divide the class into fourAtoups,. Ask two groups Wpreparer.

a list of questions which are frequently asked during

an interview; ask the other two groups to prepate,a list

of why people aren't hired, fotHAAob. Upon completion of

the assignment ask the four gro*leadere to write .their

lists on the hoard. The result could be recorded,
mimeographed and later distributed to the students,.

(sample on next page)

,

3, -Shot./ the filmstrip "Your Jqb Interview" (if it wasn't used

with the lame students earlier) availeblelrom the
Department of Education Yollow up with class

.

4. a) Bring.want ad sections-from ourrent newspapers and

journals to class. Rolempley interview eituatione
ask the students to apply for the lobs advertised in
the papers and journals. (See Unit 307 .;,'Launching

:put). The counsellor could be the employee end another
student volunteer could be the employer's secretary,.
The video tape would be an excellent learning toe].
for this exercise. ktee recorder would be a good
substitute,

i7

b). After the group haa role.played an interview situation,
the elaie could be encouraged to comment on the interview.
Correct and incorrect behaviour shown in the interview

could :be discussed. '
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Ihlestions Often Asked During
An Lnterview

-Why would you like.to work for
.this company?
-Are you looking for permanent
or temporary work?
-What job would -.ybUlike?
What de you want to be doing in
five years?

-Whit qualifications do you .

have for this job?
-What subjects inschoel did
you like best? Least?'

you prefer Working alone'
or with others?

-How do you feel about your
family ?'

-What do yOU do during your
Spare time?.
4haticindefliteratute' de

"', you -like to read?
*what are. your
Weaknesses?
-What jobshave you,. had? Why

did you leave?
-What salary do you expect?
-Hive you had any serious illnesses?
-How do you feel about working
overtime?
-How was your school attendance?
Punctuality?

.

.What-gtades did you receive in
your school work?
-When can you'begin:worki

.,

Why People Aren't Hired .

-Poor appearance.

.rOverbeating, overaggressive,
to express

yourself clearly,
»LaCk.of,,planning for a
career (lacks:purpose andgoals)

-Lack of interest and
enthusiasm.

-Nervene,-ill,st.!;ease.
4411ure, to participate
in aCtiVities.

- Overly interested in Money.
-UnWilling to start at the
bottom.'

'--Makestkuses.
-Leek*. maturity..
4Adk of courtesy.
Condemnation of'otbers.7
-Poor Social skills.
-Failure tOook interviewer
in the eye.

= Indecisive:

-Lazy.

-sluvOy application form.
»Wants job for short time..
-No interest in company.
- Intolerant.

Inability to take criticism.
rLate fbt interview'
without.good reason.
-Asks no questions about
the job.
-Indefinite response to
.questions.

4. c) The students could then Work.in triads Wpractise
interview situations (employerl'employee, secretary).-
Each student could have.a turn atbeinvan employer,
employee and secretary. They could examine and
criticize theit'actions.
or

Divide the students into traidp. The students could
take turns'role-playing an interview situation with
one student taking the part of the giptiloarj the
second, the aplinant and the third the observer.
The observer could evaluate the interview using a
ratiftp form such as the following:

e ,
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INTERVIEW RATING FORM.

Room

.

,

Ibrydood Good Average Fair Poor

'General First, Impression

Personal Appearance

Physical Appearance

Initiative in Conversation

. .

Ability to Expressimself

Potential.

SOISYYMMr=.440.1110m01.,44,. =w+Werwwwwwwwpwese
, .

Cheek Appropriate Characteristics

InteUiRent. MatUre

Timid, Hesitant ..:.:Arrogent

Quiet '
Confident- Sense of

homer

Friendly Nervous
Pe*iistan

Serious Awkward .

Industrious

Alert Responsible

ConperaWs..»
Passive

_ .

Ambitious

Loyalty Leadership qualities

Suggestions for Improvement

a a



Ask the otudents to work in groups to Aiscuss the cases
,

below.

a) :The Manitoba Company has an.opening for a clerk typist.
three girls have lust been interviewed for'thejOb.

1) Carole is.a cute girl. whollas apleasing persOne1ity.

She cau type'0 words a minute and took one year of
'shorthand at schooL Her grade 12 average is 6S.
She arrived fifteen minutes late for the interview
and chewed gum .throughoutjt.

. 2) Myrna was frightened at the idea of being interviewed,
l)ihe took her friend along for support. They
arrived tee minutes early,. AlthOugh.Myrna was
nervous, she was libat and well-dressed and
spoke well. She iYptk55 words a minute and
she.tookom.year ot bookkeeping ai-sohool.
Her grade 12 average is

3) Excited at the thought of being interviewed, iihyltiV.
arrived twenty.Minutes varl She chatted with the
employei's receptionist:While she was waiting to '

be interviewed. *ringtheAetervieW,: Phyllis ..
answered each-ouediiion accurately-andOleasaotiyi-
She can type 48 words a minute.',. She took one
year of. business law. 'Her grade 12 average is 53.

b) 1) If you were the eMployeri- who'wouldHyou hire? Mlle

.2) If you can't decide, what additional information
.would you require?

Ask aviembefOf each group. to advise. the Oleos of
their decisions..

Ariairmaparsiwouloresswfwevquorws,,W4P.antoverttsmoevo'
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DEPARTMENT OF MANPOWER AND /?MIGRATION

JOB INTERVIEW

Accumulate and assemble in an easily available order.all the
information and papers you will need to take with yout licenses,
union card, military records, proof of age if under 18-1 school
reCords and your resume or work records with names of employers
and date of employment.,

Learn all you can about the company: product:, or service, standing

in the industry, kinds of jobs available, and hiring polities
and practices.

Know what you have to offer; what training you have had, what you
have done, what you-can do, whet kind of job yoUyant.

.
. .

. ,

Know why you want to work for-,,the'firm

Pt prepared to furnish referencet (not family) by name, address,
and business affiliation. Ask them if yoU may use their names.

'References should be people who are acquainted with your work and
your character.

Never take anyone with you to the interview.

Allow far-as much Uninterrupted time tie the :interview may require.
(For example, do not park your car on _a limited time meter).-

Learn the area-salary scale for the job yOU are seeking.

o :Conservative dress, not too formal andtot too casual, is recommended
for shy job interview.

» Nosiness in grooming is essential.

MtWallI4v414t
..einksitomoNaNaletwour"'

0
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The employment interview'serves adual purpose. It provides the
employer opportunity to make a critical, appraisal of, your
qualifications, apPearance.and general fitnessfor his job
opening. .Additionally, and eqUally important, it providea'You
Opportunity toappraise the employer, the job, and the firM. It

enables you to decide if the employer and the firm are of the .

type and caliber you want to work for;ancilf the job meets your
career, needs and interests.

Since the interview is, imeffect, your showcase for. merchandiaing:
your talents, your primary'concern is to:present your qualifications
to the.best possible advantage. Although each interview will be
difficUlt and will require your personal theJollowing
suggestions may be helpful:

Be natural. When invited to sit down sit comfortably withOut
slouching. .

Be pleasant: and friendly but businesslike,

Let the employer control the interview. Give frank answerss
brief but complete, without rambling. 'Avoid dogmatic statements.

Stress your. lualificationswithoUt exaggeration. The eMployer's
queStions or statements will indicate the type of person he is
seeking. Use thesi-clues in presenting your qualifications.
For example, ifyou are being interviewed for an engineering job
and the employer mentions that his job will requite some
customer contact work,. use the clue to emphasize any"work or a
vocational experience or courses you have had in public contact
Or related work.

Present your resume, work record, references, personal data,
work samples., or other materials to support your statements
When the employer requesti them.

In discussing previous employment and work situations, avoid
,criticizing former employers, or fellow workers.

Keep your personal, domestic, or financial prohlems,out Of:the
conversation unless specifically asked about them.

Be prepared to state the salary you want, but not until the
employerlias introduced the subject. Be realistic in
discussing salaty

If the employer doetnot indicate when a further- contact will
bd made, ask when you may call to learnhis decision,

If the employer indicateil that you,are to call,or return for
another interview, make a written note of time, date, and place.

Thank the employer for the inter0.ew. If the employer
indicates that' hacannot use you ask him' to suggest another
employer.
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Resource Material:

Pamphlets and bopkth put out by banks, insurance coMpaniasi
department stores, Canada.Manpower and so on - (0g.
"How to. Get Your Job", "Your Job Interview ").

Source: Student Personnel Services;

Counsellor's Resource Book for

Small Oroupsin Guidance.

Unit 312, pp 14 - 28

.A ..41.0.4.4144,.thPViMrd/f0.4111#1,14
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Ob ective To provide an opportunity to study in depth the area

tentatively Chosen

Format of

Activities:

Activity I. Specific occupational research

Parnell, Dale at alSource:

Teacher's Guide to SUTOE

pp 137*43, pp 169-70

Adapted by L.M. Larson

Time: Noproximaiely 4 -.50 minute sessions

See Appendices A, B, 0

If fOrther exploration is needed, refer the student

to the kind of occupational exploration desired.

if the student has made an occupational choice, have

him/her go on to complete an in depth study of

the occupation.

If personal counselling/testing is required A refer to

counselling dept.

If, training on the Job is required, see the co-ordinator

responsible for Job placement..
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Related

Materials:

191121w;

Learning Resources Center. for books, magazines,

pamphlets on various occupations.

Canada Manpower Office - for details about occupation

Counselling'Dept.

Newspapers - for articles on various occupations and

specific information from the want ad,section;

Parnell bale et al. IgeglerlailideioSp........11E.



UNIT I.I I

ITEM A

Activity,

Me,,. Give each student a copy .01 B. raLerausuz,

Vocation and ask him/her to complete it as it relates

to the chosen occupational area.

Give each student a copy of Appendix 1.0. Meaningful.'!
1

occu 6tior.........esearch and ask them to complete it as if

"relates to their tentative occupational choice.

Allow time for discussion of the oompleted forms (small

group's of 2 - 3).

The students might wish' to contact the person they worked

with in industry and/or training ineltut-itn. They might

also find information in the library and/or counselling

dept.

1 th

4



ITEM

aggend

Note(' This form. is to be completed as amalijo4j,g,

is being done.

AsELLAIL,J,.. You and Your Vocation'

There are various steps which you may consider in choosing a
vocation, You will want to review the many vocations in 'the.

different major occupational clusters and in the different
Industries., You may do this by studying the Job leaflets in
your class, library, or counselling offices, field visits,
meeting peoplericareer days, and film,. Yourlibrarlan,
teacher or counsellor can be of help.

Another step is a comparison of your qualifications with job
requiremenis; and of your hopes, values and aspirations with
what specific jobs have to offer. .0n.the next page you will find
a check list which may be Useful i#3 you in making such oomparlionsi

Here is how a suggestion could be used:

I. After you have read or studied about the fields of
work, select one that you believe might be appropriate
for you and enter its name in the blank space et the
top of the page.

On the basis of what is learned about the field of
work by reading and from information you may have
from your own experiences, froM other people or from
observation, fill out the first part of the check
list to indicate how well you can meet the requirements
of the vocation.

Similarly, fill out ihe second part so you may have en
idea of how satisfying the work would be for you.

Repeat the process for other vocational fields, either,
by erasing whit you already have written or by copying
the form on separate sheets of paper.

Discuss the finished check lists with your parents,
yOur friends, your teachers or your guidance counselor,
Then try to arrive at a conclusion regarding what field
would seem best for you,

* Adapted from State of Hawaii, Department, of Education

1. k
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WHICH OMS APE BEST FOR ME?

(Study. the previous page carefully bef0e comPleting this one)

Would be a good.field of work for me?

- HOW- WELL CAN 1' MEET.. THE RE61REMEN1'S?--.'

Basic abilities (you list thorn)

Fairly
Well Well Poorly I don't know

1da vriews01,4PSOWMOMM/41.110
Personality charactertstiCs
Peu decideWhithAre.iMportAht

111......14/.......1100.41.06.11M0.00.

Necessary training

Physical requirements

Capital requirement&
.0-,, 1400404 vOW111.16. AdO4U61

HCW WELL WOULD. THE WORK SATISFY ME?

Duties involved

Amount of travel

Pay and other financial. benefits

Opportunity for advancement

Opportunity for recognition

rw
Opportunity for service

Mmiulk./.....Wrotwriiirseeeemi*awlraddetsworsa us. somr.....44..".A4roa mo..o.walw,

Security of employment

0.1040.06.Mi

Working conditions
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Career cluster

'Occupational 00010

Look for anu record the following information on your occupational choice'

'Description of the occupation

I. General nature of the work -" is it similar to 'the area

explored?

Who doei the worker deal with on the Job?

How does this influence non-job activities?

Provevis and. trends

I. Is the need for workers in this area increasing or decreasIng?

Immediate job opportunities
a) Total numbers needed

b) Turnover rate in this occupation -- low or high

Flexibility -- what other related Jobs could a worker

adapt to or from?

In what geographical regions are these. Jobs to be found?

a) Urban areas

b) Rural areal

What industries are using workers with these skills/

a) type of industry

b) size of industry

c), union / non union



Ill. ga111119EU911.2.

I, Personal factors

a) ago limits

b) male or female limitations

c) special tools, clothing or equipment needed

z. Educational needs

a) formal

I) general courses

ii.) required, courses

b) inforMal

: .

What specific training is needed 4 location, length of time,
cost, equipment

a) community college

b) apprenticeship training

c) in-plant training, formally organized

id) cm-job-training, under a supervisor

e) essential related work experiances

What skills are needed as determined by employer?

a) demonstration

b) job performance.

What temperament is needed for success on the Job?

Whet are the phys!cal demands for required activities?

a) physical requirements

b) physical capacity to meet the demands

l



What regulations apply?

a) government

b) union

c) industry

Working conditions (physical environment)

a) Inside, outside or both

b) extremes of temperature changes

i) cold

1:1) heat

noise .and .vibration

I) constant

ii) changing

d) hazards (risk of bodily injury)

e) fumes, odors, toxic

f) hours --.day, swing, nights, weekends, holidays, etc.

Obtaining the Job.

a) How it is found (initial' contacts)

1) Hearsay -- friends, relatives

II) classified ads

111) Employment offices Federal, provincial,
private, Institutional, union

lv ), Formal notice (as result of previous applications) ,

b) Applying for the Job

1) Personal application

II) Formal application

by appointment Interview
waiting in line

Letter and /or resume

Filithg out application forms



10. CompensaIlons in this work

a) Advancement possibilities

I) increased responsibilities (2.

II) Increased status and/or position

b) Financial rewards

I) Pay

ii) Security of the Job " steady income
seasonal characteristi
tenure - stability

II. Leisure time preparations

t .

NOVO

a) What hobbies or non-work activities could be helpful

towards entering ihis occupation?

b) What part-time work experience could be helpful ?.':

0 What reading material could be helpful?

cl) What other occupations are'similar?

e) What other occupations have similar entrance

requirements?

f) For what Other occupations would this training and
experience prepare me?

12. Recapitulate and evaluate this career for yourself'

a) Advantages (summarize in some dS41.11)

b) Disadvantages (summarize in some detail)

c) Tentative decision'regarding this career or occupational
cluster

1.



UNIT IV,

Assistance in implementing oGCU ational Choice

A niimber of educational institutions assume responsibility for

what happens to *their students when they complete their educational 'program.

Counselors and teachers in high schools assist students In enrolling at the

post-secondary institution of .their.choice, universities and colleges

operate placement services to assist graduates in getting employment and

many occupational teachers assist in'obtaining jobs for their students.

,Avommitment to assisting students in the occupational exploration program

to implement their occupational choice must be an integeal part of the

program. It is the responsibility of the people primarily Involved in the

program to assist the student to either obtain employment or enroll in the

occupational training program of his/her choice. This person could be an

occupational experience coordinator; a counselor or a teacher - the locale

and ihe situation will determine who should be responsible.

In assisting the student in enrolling in atraining institution,'

the following should be considered:

I) Arrangements for an interview at the institution

2) Filling in the application form

.3) Obtaining student aid

4) Finding accomodation

5) Obtaining transportation



if
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In assisting students in obtaining employment, either in a

direct or On-Job-Training situation, the following should be

considered:

1) identification of possible jobs

2) Arrangements for an. interview

3) Assistance of other agencies in job placement,
e.g. Health 4 Social Development, Canada Manpower,

Department of Indian Affairs

4) Accomodation, if necessary

5) Transportation, if necessary

6) Obtuining work clothing

It must-.be stressed that2the:asststance given must be supportive

n nature rattier than directive and controlang.
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PREFACE

This bOOtlt contains current course titles, descriptions, and
code numbers which have been categorized in the five broad occupational
fields; namely, AppIitcrBiOlOgiCal:and Agriculiural OCcutationd; Health
Occupations; Industrial Oriented Occupationtand Personal and Public'-
Service:Occupations, The: Technical Edudation,Oode ClassifiCations have
been listed with the most relevant occupational field as deterMined
descrittions. It shOUld be Observed that the Technical Education- Codei.
(160000) shoul&not.be related to secondary Students, but: used:. only for

:post-secondary anCiThr adult enrollees as is pertinent.

"Odcupational field" means a groUp of recognized, new, and emerging
occupatiohshaving substantial similarities common :to all ocCupations in
the group, e.g., similarity in' the work performed; similarity in the abil-.
ities and knowledge required of the ,:orker for successful job performance.;
similarity in the'tOols, machines, instruments,. and other equipment used;
and similarity in the basic, materials worked on or with.

"Recognized occupation" or "new and emerging occUpation"Hmeans:i-,
lelOUl:occupation thath40 been identifiedor:le employ-
ers, employee groups and governmental and nongovernmental agencies and
institutions concerned with the definitiortand classification of ocCU-
pations.

Persons in positions of supervision and administration as well as
vocational teachers will find such information useful in. program planning,
program operation, and pupil accounting.

The information contained herein is compiled from information supplied
by the U. S. Office of Education. The code system supersedes all previou0
coding systems and numbers and will be used for reporting all vocational-
technical student enrollments.

This booklet has been compiled by the Fiscal and Statistical Unit
of the Division of Vocational and Technical Education.

This booklet contains two indexes. Pages i through vi relate to
occupational area index. Pages vii through Xi relate to. alphabetical
listing of all areas.
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OFFICE OF EDUCATION
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APPLIED BIOLOGICAL AND AGRICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS
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0100306- Ag consruction & Maintenance
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01.0300 Ag Mechanics
01.0105 Ag Mechanics
01.0301 Ag Power & Machinery
01.0100 ''Jkg Production

Ag Products
01.0600' Ag Resources: (Conservation, etc.)

.ca.csce .Ag Structures & conveniences

01.0200 Ag Supplies & SerVices

1640102 Ag Technician
010101,. Animal Science
01.94o1 Dairy Products
01.0104 Farm,Business Winagement

01.0103 Farm Mechanics

01.0202 Feeds

01.0204 Fertilizers (Plant Food)

01.0502 Floriculture
01.0700. Forestry (Prod., Processing, Mgt., Mktg., & Services

16.0603 Forestry Technology

01.0601 Forest Conservationists
.-0140501 Greenhouse Operation & Management 6.

01.0504 Landscaping 6.

01.0703 Logging (Harvesting & Transporting)

01..0402. Nonfood ProduCts (Processing, Inspecting & Marketing) 5

01.0500 Ornamental HortiCulture Orod., Proc. mktg. & SerVices) .5

01.0102 Plant Science
.

2

01.0203 Seeds
01.0601 Soil (Ag Resources) Conservationist
01.0303 Soil, Management
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17.1000 ,Construction and Maintenance Trades
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17.1500 Electronics Occupations
16.0108 Electronic Technician
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17.2301 Foundry
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17.0102 Heating
17.1003 Heavy Equipment (Construction)
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16.0117 Scientific Data Processing 16
14.0702 Secretaries ,20

14.0503 Shipping & Receiving Clerks 19
14.0703 Stenographers 20
14.0700 Stenographic, Secretarial & Related Occupations 19
14.0800 Supervisory & Admin. Management Occupations 2o
14..0204 Systems. Analysts 15
14.0105 Tellers 14
04.1900 Transportation (Sales) 12
04.3100 Wholesale Trade & Sales 13

HEALTH OCCUPATIONS

07.0906 Community Health Aide 26
07.0100 Dental Assistant 23
07.0101 Dental Assisting 23
07.0102 Dental Hygiene (Assoc. Degree) 23
07.0103 Dental Laboratory Technician 24
07.0908 Food Service Supervisor 27
07.0900 Health Occupations Education 26
07.0202 Histologist 24
07.0903 Inhalation Therapy 26
07.0904 Medical Assistant (fisstt. in Physician's Office) 26
07.0203 Iedical Laboratory Assistant 24
07.0200. Medical Laboratory Technology 24

07.0801 Mental Health Technician 26
07.0909. Mortuary Science 27
07.0300 Nursing 24
07.0301 Nursing (Assoc. Degree) 24
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07.0303 Nursing Aide 25.
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BUSINESS, MARKETING AND MANAGEMENT OCCUPATIONS.

14.0101. Accountants
14.0100 Accounting and Computing Occupations
14.0801 Administrative Assistants
04.0100 Advertising Services
04.0300 Automotive (Sales)
14..0102 Bookkeepers
1.4.0200 Business Data Processing (Also introduction to)
14.0103 Cashiers
14.0803 Clerical & Office.Supervisors
1.4.0901 Clerk-TypittS,

.

14.0401 Communication Systems Clerks & Operators.,
14.0201 Computer & Console Operators

.

14.0203 Computer Programmers
-14.0402 Correspondence ,Clerks
14.0804 Data-Meth^ds & Systems Procedures Analysts
04.9900 Dist. Ed. Mktg. - General'
14.0301 Duplicating Machine Operators
14.0701 Executive Secretary
144602 Pile Clerks
14.0300 Filing, Office Machines, and Gmleral Office
04.0400 ,Finance and. Credit
04.0600 Food Distribution (Sales)
04.0700 Food Services (Sales) & Distribution
04,0800 General Merchandise (Sales)
14.0303 General Office Clerks
04.0900 Hardware, Building Mat., Farm & Garden (Sales)
04.1200 industrial Marketing (Sales)
14.0400 Information Communication Assistant
04.1300 insurance (Sales)
14.0602 Interviewers & Test Technicians
14.0202 Keypunch, Coding, & Peripheral Operators
14.0104 Machine Operators: Billing, Bookkeeping, and Computing
14.0500 .Materials Support Occupations (Trans,., Storing, Recording)
14.0405 Messengers and Office Boys and Girls
14.0805 Office Managers & Chief Clerks
16.0400 Office Technician
14,0603 Personnel Assistant
14.0600 Personnel Administrator
o4.1600. Petroleum (Sales)
14.0502 quality Control Clerks
04,1700 Real Estate (Sales)
14.0406 Receptionists & Information Clerks
04.2000 Retail Trade & Sales



16.Q114 Metallurgical Technician
17.3601 Millwork & Cabinet Making
17.1005 Painting & Decorating'
16.0116 Petroleum Technician
1740901 Photographic Lab4Se Darkroom 0ccupitio00'
17.1006 Plastering
17.1007- Plumbing & Pipefitting
17.1902 Printing press Operators
17.0703 Product Designer
17.3202 :Pumping:Plants .

17.1503 Radio/Television Repair
17.3000 Refrigeration'Maintenance & Repair
17.2305 Sheet Metal Worker
17,3402 shoe Repair
17.1905' Silk /Screen Making & Printing .

I7.3100.. Small Engine Repair, Internal Combustion
17.2307 Tool & Die Making
17.3500 1.1pholstering

17.2102 Watchmaking & Repair
17.2306 Welding & Cutting
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PERSONAL & PUBLIC SERVICE OCCUPATIONS

17.2901 Baker
17.2601 Barbering
09.0201 Care & Guidance of Children
09.0202 Clothing Management, Production, & Services Gainful)
17.2902 Cook/Chef
17.2602 Cosmetology
17.1100 Custodial Services
17.3301 Dressmaking
17.1601 Dry Cleaning
114.0601 Educational Assistants & Training Specialists
16.0110 Environmental Control Technology
17.1600 Fabric Maintenance Services
16.0602 Fire & Fire Safety Technology
17.2801 Fireman Training
09.0203 Food Management, Production, and Services
01.0601 Forest Conservationists
094204 Home Furnishing, Equipment and Services
04.1100 Hotel & Lodging Services
09.0205 institutional & Home Management & Supporting Services
17.0701 Interior Decorating
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17.1602 Laundering
17,280e Law Enforcement Training
17.2903 Meat Cutter
04,1500 Personal Service
16.0605 Police Science Technology
01,0602 Recreation. Director (Park Ranger - Manager)

04.1800 Recreation.& Tourism
17.3302 Tailoring
17,3300 Textile Production & Fabrication
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APPLIED BIOLOGICAL AND AGRICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

Applied Biological and Agricultural Occupations is comprised of the
group of related courses or units of subject matter,which are organiZed
for carrying on learning experiences concerned with preparation for or
upgrading in occupations requiring knouledge and skills in agriculture
subjects. The functions of 'agricultural produdtion, agricultural supplies,
agricultural mechanization, agricultural products, ornamental horticulture,
forestry, agricultural resources, and the services related thereto, are
emphasized in the instruction designed to provide opportunities for pupils
to prepare for or improve their. competencies in agricultural occupations.
An agricultural occupation may inclvde one or any combination of these
functions.

Technical education is concerned with that body of knowledge organized
in a planned sequence of classroom and laboratory experiences,,usually at
the post-secondary level. The program of instruction normally includes the
study of the underlying sciences and supporting mathematics inherent in'a
technology, as well as methods, skills, materials, and processes commonly
used and services performed in the technology. Technical education pre-
pares for the occupational area between the skilled craftsman and the prow
fessional person such as the doctor, the engineer, and the scientiet.

Included in thls subject matter area are the items of information
which identify various aspects of applied biologicaland agricultural occu-
pations.

01.0100 Agricultural Production -r Subject matter and learning activ-
ities which are concerned with the principles and processes
involved in the planning related to and the economic use of
facilities, land, water, machinery, chemicals, finance, and
labor, in the production of plant and animal. products. Activ-
ities inclUde classroom instruction and laboratory exper-
iences in. and out of school, including farms, ranches, and
other agriculturally related establishments.

01.0101 Animal Science -- Planned learning experiences which
are concerned with the study and operations dealing
with theories, principles, and practices involved
in producing (breeding, feeding, care, and housing)
animals and animal products for economic and other
uses.

Representative occupations are: Kennel Attendant,
Livestock Farmer, Kennel Manager, Specialty. Animal
Farmer, Herdsman, Trainer, Artificial Inseminator,
Veterinarian Aide, Farrier.
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01.0102 Plant Science -- Planned learning experiences which
are concerned with the study and operations dealing
with principles and practices involved in the culture
and production of agricultural plants.

Representative occupations are: Cereal Grain
Farmer, Fiber Crop Farmer, Forage Crop Farmer,
Oil Crop *rtrmer, Specialty Crop Farmer,
Vegetable Farmer, Fruit Farmer, Ornamental
Crop Farmer, Plant Disease Specialist.

01.0103 Farm Mechanics -- A combination of subject matter and
practical laboratory experience designed to develop
knowledge and skills in the care, repair, maintenance
and adjustment of farm production machinery.

Representative occupations are: Machine Operator,
Machinery & Equipment Repairman, Soil & Water
Manager, Construction Maintenance Man, Electri-
fication Technician, Herbicide Applicator.

0104 Farm Business Management -- Planned learning activities
MiTeraleForigH7edwith farm resource analysis,
acc'unting, production, financing, resource acquisition,
purchasing, farm inputs, performance records, contracts,
farm marketing and maintenance. The results of these
learning activities are applied to'formulating decisions
involved in managing a farm or ranch operation.

Representative occupations are: Farm Manager,
Farm Record Ahalyst, Farm Organiiation Specialist,
Farm Loan Specialist, Rural Real Estate Salesman,
Farm Loan Manager.

01

01.0200 A icultural Su ly & Service Subject matter and learning exper
ences concerned wi h preparing students for occupations involved

in providing consumable supplies used in the production phase of
agriculture, including processing, marketing, consulting and other

services.

01.0201 Agricultural Chemicals -- The study of a variety of
chemicals, drugs, and related products which are
associated with the production of animals and plant
products. Usually included for study are various
types of chemicals used to prevent, control, or cure
animal and plant diseases and to control pests

Representative occupations are: Pest exterminator,

Weed Inspector Salesman, Applicator.
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01.0202 Feeds -- The study. of the business of processing and

distributing feeds and feedstuffs.

Representative occupations are: Salesman, Mixer,

Custom Operator, Quality Control Technician..

01.0203 Seeds -- The study of the business of producing,

processing, and Mstributing seeds..

RepresentatiVe occupations are: Analyst, Inspector,

Salesman.

01.02011 Fertilizers (Plant Food) The study of the.prindiples

concerned with the analysis, sale, and application of
chemical elements known to be necessary for plant growth.

Representative occupations are: Salesman, Custom

Operator, Dealer.'

01.0300 Agricultural Mechanics -- A combination of subject matter and

activities designed to develop abilities'necessary.for assisting

with and/or performing the common and important operations or

processes concerned with the selection, operation, maintenance,

and use of agricultural power, agricultural machinery and equip.'

ment, structures and utilities, soil and water management, and

agricultural mechanics shop, including kindred sales and services.

01.0301 Al...E2.z1ttuiater tald Machinery A combination of

subject matter and experiences designed to develop

in pupils the abilities to (1) recognize and identify

the fundamental principles of selection, operation,

service maintenance, repair, and safety in agri-

cultural power - engines, electricity, and hydraulics

and (2) plan, install, service, assemble, adjust,

operate, and repair farm machinery.

Representative occupations are: Farm Equipment

Operator, Equipment Mechanic, Serviceman, Set.up

Man, Partsman, Salesman.

01.0302 Agricultural Structures and Conveniences -- Learning
activities designed to assist pupils in developing

the ability to plan, select materials for, and construct

and maintain agricultural structures and.conveniences.

Representative occupations are: Farmstead

Mechanization Serviceman, Service Supervisor,
Office Manager, Local Dealer.



01.0303. Soil Management »» A combination of subject matter
and practical experiences designed to develop
knowledge and skills concerned with surveying and
classifying soils; determining cropping systems
and fertilizer; conditioning; and cultural prac-
tices that will result in effibientagricultural
production.

Representative occupations are' Conservation
Technician, Conservationist, Agronomist.

01.0304 Water .. A combination of subject matter
and practical experiences designed to develop
knowledge and skills concerned with surveying,
planning, laying out, constructing, using, and
maintaining irrigation, drainage, water conservation,
runoff, and erosion control systems, and with main.
taining proper soil-water-plant relationships.

Representative occupations are: Conservation
Technician, Conservationist, Agronomist.

01.0305 Planned learning.
experiencee designed to develop skills, abilities,
and judgments necessary to select, use, and maintain
hand and power tools, arc and acetylene welders,
and to plan and establish home farm ahops.

Representative occupations are Machinery
Repairman, Service Manager.

01.0306 AiculturalConet Maintenance *- A..E........
combination of subject matter and experiences
designed to develop skills and abilities nee.
essary in the planning, layout, fabrication, and
maintenance of farm and other agricultural equip.
ment, especially small, custom -built devices.

Representative occupations are: Parmstead
Planner, tquipment Set-up Man, Deliveryman.

01.0307 A icultural Electrification A combination of
subject mat er and experiences designed to provide
opportunities for pupils to. gain the knowledge and
understanding necessary to make effective use 'of
electricity and electrical equipment on farms,
ranches, and other agricultural establishments.
Included for study are the principles of elec-
tricity, maintenance. and operation of equipment,
and safety factors related thereto

Representative occupations are: Service Co.
Representative, .Safety Technician, Installation
Serviceman.

. 4 .
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16.0102 Agricultural Technician -- Specialized classroom and
laboratory learning experiences in physical sciences,
mathematics, ansi specialty courses dealing with farm
machinery and equipment, farm structures and cone
veniences and/or rural electrification systems as
applied to planning, designing, estimating and/or
manufacturing to prepare the graduate to work in
direct support of the agricultural engineer.

°164° Agricultural Product s Processi.n Inspection and Marketin '"
A combination of sutject matter and learning experiences
designed to teach information, processes, scientific principles,
and management decisions concerned with agricultural competencies
in the food and nonfood technology occupations. The groups of
food products include (1) meat, fish, poultry, and eggs; (2) dairy
products; (3) fruits and vegetables; (4) cereal grains; and (5)
other foods and beverages. The nonfood products include cotton,
tobacco, and wool. Instruction may be provided in any or all
groups of these pro-?ucts.

01.0401 Dairy Prods -- A combination of subject matter
and experiences concerned with the information,
scientific principles and processes associated with
consumable agricultural products.

Representative occupations are: Laboratory
Technician, Buyer, Product Inspector, Product
Grader, Product Salesman, Quality Control Manager,.
State Inspector, Appraiser.

01.0402 Nonfood Products -- A eombination of subject matter.
and experiences concerned with the information,
scientific principles, processes and marketing
functions associated with nonfood products such as,
cotton, tobacco, and wool, as well as the industrial
nonfood uses of grains and oilseeds.

Representative Occupations are: Laboratory
.ITechnician, Buyer, ProdUct Inspector, Product
Grader, Product.Saleiman, Quality Control Manager,

'State Inspector, Appraiser.

01.0500 Ornamental Horticulture Production Processin Marketin and
Services -- Organized subject matter and practical experiences
concerned with the .culture of plants used principally for ornamental
or esthetic purposes. Instruction emphasized knowledge and under-
standing important to establishing, maintaining, and managing
ornamental horticulture enterprises.

01.0502 floriculture -- Organized subject matter and practical
experiences which are concerned with principles and
practices involved in field or greenhouse production
of flowers and the arrangement of such flowers for
ornamental purposes.
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Representative occupations are: Floral Designer,
Flower Shop Manager, Indoor Plant Manager, Retail
Florist.

01.0503 asenhouLtasati:aungjiaenteril....1-- Organized_
.subject matter and practical experiences which are

concerned with the principles. and practices involved
in producing plants.under glaSs and in. other
articificial.environments.

Representative occupations are ,Wholesale
Nursetyman,'Retail Nurseryman, Plant propagator,
Indoor Plant Installer, Shipping FOreman.

01.0504 Landscaping ... Organized subject matter and,practical
experiencet which are concerned With.the..principles'
and practices involved inlocating, 'planting, and.
maintaining turf) plants, shrubs, or devices for-the-.
beautification of home grounds and other areas of
human habitation and recreation.

Representative occupations are: Landscape
Gardener, Grounds Keeper, Landscape Designer,
Landscape Consultant, Landscape Contractor,
Pest Control Specialist, Landscape Foreman,
Parkway Supervisor.

01.0506 Turf .Management -- Organized subject matter and ;Tac-
tical experiences which are concerned with 'the prin .

ciples and practices involved in establishing, managing
and maintaining grassed areas for ornamental and/or
recreational purposes.

Representative occupations are: Turf Supply
Salesman, Turf Research Technician) Greenskeeper,
Turf.Consultant, Commercial Sod Grower, Sod
Cutter.

01.0600 Agricultural Resources Conservation Utilization and Bullets.) --
A combination of subject matter and planned learning experiences
concerned with the principles and processes involved in the con-
servation and/or improvement of natural resources such as air,
forests, soil, water, fish, plants, and wildlife for economic

and'recreational purposes. Instruction also emphasizes such
factors as the establishment) management, and operatidn of forest
lands for recreational purposes and a study of practices involved
in the pre6ervation and/or improvement, of a natural range lands.

01.0601 Forest Conservationists -- A combination of subject
matter and experiences concerned with forests as
living communities of plants and animals in which
trees are the dominant species. Emphasis is on the
multiple use of forest lands and resources.

Representative occupations are Crew Leader

Timber Scaler.



01.0603 Soil Conservationists .. A combination of subject
matter and practical experiences designed to provide
opportunities for gaining knowledge and undetstand-
ing concerning the principles and practices involved
in maintaining soil stability and productivity,
including the prevention of erosion, pollution,
waterlogging, exhaustiJi of plant nutrients, and the
accumulation of toxic salts.

Representative occupations are: Soil Con-
servationist, Range Manager, Water Control
Specialist, Industrial. Waste Inspector.

01.0604 1111111eludirLIgilme Farms and Hunting Areas) ..-
A study of the principle's and practices inVolved in:
the preservation. and /or improvement of wildlife such

as game, fowl, and fish.

Representative occupations are: Game Keeper,
Trapper, Guide, Fish Hatchery Operator, Fish
Farmer.

01.0700 Forestr Production Processin ManagerantjMarketings and

Services -- A combination of subject matter and experiences con
cerned with the multiple use of forest lands and resources, in»
eluding their management and protection.

rl

01.0703 glLigilLogiarvesaigandTrarjaoral.nl Study, including
observation and practical experiences concerned with the
initial calective activities involved in harvesting trees
as a crop and'in terms of not interfering with other desir-

able uses of the forest.

Representative occupations are: LOg Buyer,

Field Man, Logging Contractor, Chief Cruiser,.
Crew Manager, Timber BUyer, Log Scaler.

01.0704 Wood Utilization.-- OrganiZed subject matter and prae-
tical activities concerned with the many wood products
of the foredt. 'fthadis in instruction is on.the study
of production) selection, zrading, and marketing of
forest material (wood) for multiple uses in conversion
to consumer goods, e.g., paper, plywood, wallboard,
plastics, and preservative-treated wood products.

Representative occupations are: Pulpwood Buyer.,

Pulpwood Contractor, Pulpwood Grower, Forest
Chemist, Field Man) Yard Man.

16.0603 Forestry Technolo -- A sequence of classroom and
laboratory exper ences, including appropriate physical
and biological sciences, designed to prepare the student

to function as a technical specialist in the utilization

of our timber resources. The program is planned to
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enable, the student to. acquire competency in one or
more of such areas as; harVesting of timber, wherein
he surveys timberlands, draws topographical maps,
selects trees for cutting, and plans the transportation
of logs to mills'or loading sites, conducting or assisting
in research involving the preparation of wood for commer-
cial use, and the preservation and utilization of wood
and its by-products; developing, improving,:or:deterMining
methods of handling,. curing, shaping, and.treatingwoodiin
the course of manufacturing wooden productWinvestigating
and assisting in setting up chemical or mechanical process
for.converting wood into various commodities and testing
wood for suchproperties as strength.elasticity, and
endtrancel and_recommending proper. utilization.

01.9900 Agriculture Other (Specivy) »» Include here only.other organized
subject matter and experiences emphadized in agriculture which are
not listed or classifiable in one of the above categories.

Representative occupations are: Agricultural
Agent, Agricultural Occupations Instructor,
Biologist, Entomologist, Farm Commodity Market
Reporter, Product Researcher, Radio-TV Farm
Director, USDA Specialist.



BUSINESS MARKETING AND MANAGEMENT OCCUPATIONS

Business, Marketing and Management Occupations include, but are not,
limited to, those activities involved in the systematic distribution of
products and services to the consumer.

Adtivities include organizational supervision and management, sales,
distribution, communications, record keeping and others'needed to support
and evaluate thetle functions, excluding speculative and manipulative.
marketing practices. Sales-supporting functions.are buying, transporting,.
-storing, promotirig, -financing, marketing research and management. Emphasis
is on the'development of attitudes, skills, and understanding related to
marketing, merchandising, and management. Also included are a variety of .

activities, such as recording and retrieval of data, supervison and coOrdim'
nation of office activities, internal and external communications,, and the
reporting of information in the area of communications and record keeping.

These activities are foUnd in such areas of economic activity as
retail and wholesale trade; finance, insurance, real estate, services and
service trades, manaufacturing, transportation, utilities, and Commun-

ications.
.

Included in this subject matter area are the items of information which
identify various aspects of business, marketing and management occupations.

04.0100 Advertising Services -- Organized subject matter and learning
experiences related to planning, development, placement, and
evaluation tasks performed by distributive employees and
management personnel in demand creation and sales promotion
activities utilizing displays, merchandising aids, and mass
media in such enterpritas as advertising agencies, display
houses, retail and wholesale establishments; and pro
duction industries.

Representative occupations are: COpy Writer,

Advertising Layout Man, Advertising Production
Manager, Display Manager, Public Relationa.Men;
Account Executive, Media Buyer, Layout Man,
Mailer Specialist, Advertising Salesman, Sales

. Manager.

04.0300 Automotive -- Organized subject matter and learning experience
related to the Variety of sales and sales- supporting tasks

performed by distributive employees and management personnel
in retail, wholesale, and service establishments engaged in
selling, renting, storing or caring of cars and truck, and
in selling automotive parts, accessories and equipment.



Representative occupations are Automobile Sales-
man, Service Manager, Parts Manager, Field
Representative, Service-Management-Specialist,
Automobile Appraiser, Car Rental Clerk, Car Wash
Supervisor, Rental Car Manager, Parts Salesperson,
Parking Lot Attendant.

04.0400 Finance and Credit -- Organized subject matter and learning
experiences related to the tasks performed by distributive
employees and management personnel in institutions engaged
in deposit banking and related services, extending credit in
the form of loans, services allied with, the exchange of secur-
ities and commodities, or consumer credit and collections.

Representative occupations are: Bank Cashier,
Credit' Analyst, Financial Service Salesman,

Investment and Tax Counseling Service Salesman,
Brokerage Clerk, Broker's Floor Representative.

04.0600 Food Distribution -- Organized subject matter and learning
experiences related to a variety of sales and sales-supporting
tasks performed by distributive employees and management pee-.
sonnel in establishments 'primarily engaged in selling food,
for home preparation and consumption, or selling a general or .

commodity line of food products at wholesale:

Representative occupations are: Manager, CaShisrs
Livestock Commission Man, Checker, Salesman,
Salesperson, Buyer, Route Supervisor, Supermarket
Department Head, Cashier-Checker, Bagger.

04.0700 Food Services -- Organized' subject matter and learning exper-

iences related to the sales and sales-supporting-tasks per-
former by distributive employees and management personnel in
establishments serving prepared foods and drinks for consump-
tion on, their own premises or at a place designated by the
customer.

Representative occupations are: Food Concession
Manager, Catering-Manager, Restaurant Manager,
Food Checker, Salesman of Equipment and Supplies
for Food Services, Steward, Coin Vending Machine
Collector.

04,000 General Merchandise Organized subject matter and learning
experiences related to a variety of sales and sales-supporting
tasks performed by distributive employees and management per-
sonnel engaged primarily in selling various types of merchan-
dise at retail in department stores, junior department stores,
variety stores, general merchandise stores, discount stores,

and catalog houses.



Representative occupations are: Store Manager,

Merchandise Manager, Trainee Manager, Marker,.
Cashier, Collector, Adjustment Clerk, Salesperson,

.
.S.ales Clerk, Demonstrator, Buyer, New Account

Clerk, DepartmentManagervDeliveryman

04.0900 HardwamBuildir111219211s.a..zstrinandatranSt12213....esand
Equipment -- Organized subject matter and learning experiences
related to various salesand sales-supporting tasks performed
by .distributive employees and management personnel in establish-
ments engaged primnriIy in selling one or more of the following

product lines at-'retail,-:at wholesale, or to contractors:
hardware, paint, wallpaper, lumber', building materials, supplies
and equipmentifor home construction, or farm.and garden= supplies

and equipment

Representative occupations are: Service Department
Manager, Salesman of Building and Construction
Equipment and Supplies, Salesman of Hardware
Supplies, General Hardware Salesperson, Farm and
Garden Equipment Salesman, Contract Clerk.

04.1200 Industrial Marketing ---Organized subject matter and learning
experiences related to the tasks performed by sales and manage-
ment personnel in establishing market potentials and selling

goods and services to business and institutional buyers for

use in their operations.

Representative occupations are: Sales Manager,

Branch Manager, Industrial. Organization Manager,
Technical,Service Manager, Industrial Relations

Salesman, Salesman of Paper Products, Chemicals
and Drugs, Plastic Products, Rubber Goods, Foundry
and Machine Shop Products, Metals, Lubricating
Equipment, Safety Equipment, .Textile Machinery,
Welding Equipment, Printing Supplies and School
Equipment, Manuf'acturer's Representative.

04.1300 Insurance -- Organized subject matter and learning experiences
related to the tasks performed by sales and management per-
sonnel for insurance carriers of all types, or by agents repre-

senting carriers and brokers dealing in the sale or placement

of insurance contracts with carriers.

Representative occupations are: Special Agent,
Insurance Examiner, Estate Planner, Underwriter,

x.
Insurance Manager, Insurance Office Manager,
Investigator, Placer, Claim Adjuster, Hospital
Insurance Representative, Insurance SalesMan,
Claim Examiner, Life Examiner.

04.1600 Petroleum -- Organized subject matter and learning experiences

related to the variety of sales and sales -supporting tasks.

performed by distributive. employees and management personnel
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in retail or wholesale establishments engaged in the distribution
of petroleum products.

Representative occupations are: Contracts Manager,
'Field RepresentatiVel Bulk Plant Manager, Store
Manager, Leasing Manager, Oil Field Supplies and
Equipment Salesman, Oil Dispatcher, Automobile
Service StationAttendant, Leaseman.

64.1700 Real Estate -- Organized subject matter and learning experiences
related to tasks performed by persons who act for themselVes or.
as agents for others in real estate brokerages or other firms
engaged in buying, selling, appraising, renting, managing and
leasing of real. property.

Representative occupations are: Industrial
.Development Manager, Property Rental. Agent,
Real Estate Agent, ApartMent-HOuSe Manager,
Property.Manager, Building BUperintendent,
Business Broker, Right -of -Way Agent, Real
Estate Appraiser, Building Consultant, Real
Estate Salesman, Sales Representative.

04.1900 Transportation -- Organized subject matter and:learning experiences
related to the'phySical movement of people, personal-effects. and-::
products, and the sales, storing, and sales-supporting _taskaper-.
formed by distributive employees and management personnel in enter"!
.prites engaged in passenger and freight transportation, public
warehousing, and services incidental to transportation.-

Representative occupations are: District Sales
Representative, Manager of Operations, Regional
sManager, Airport Superintendent, Chief Dispatcher,
Station Manager, Terminal Manager, Traffic
Manager, Warehouse Manager, Salesman of Aircraft
Equipment, Salesman of Boats and.Nautical Equip.
ment, Salesman of Railroad Equipment and SupplieS.

04.2000 Retail Trade, Other (Specify) -- Include here other organized,
instructional programs and learning experiences, emphasized

. in sales and ,sales-supporting tasks performed by distributive
employees and management personnel in establishments engaged
in selling merchandise purchased for resale to customers for
personnel; household, business or farm use, which are not
listed above.

Representative occupations are: Solicitor,
Stores Laborer, House-to-House Salesman.
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04.3100 aholesarracielOtties,3eciparl .- Include here other instruc-

tiOnal programs and learning experiences emphasized in sales

and.salesmsUpporting tasks performed by distributive employees

and management personnel in places of business engaged primarily

in selling goods to retailers, Industrial, commercial, insti-

tutional and professional users, or bringing buyer and seller .

together, which are not listed above.

Representative occupations ate: Wholesaler,

Distribution Warehouse Manager, Fuel Salesman.

04.9900 DistribUtive education Other S eci -- Include here bther

organized instructional programs and learning experiences,

emphasized in marketing functions perforMed by employees,

managers and/or proprietors in establishments engaged in

selling products or providing services to individuals and

business establishments, which are not classifiable as

either retail or wholesale in nature and function.

Representative occupations are: Purchasing Agent,

-Sales Development Clerk, Contract Clerk, Public

Utilities Salesman, Soft Water ServiCe Salesman.

14.0100 Accounting. and Computing Occupations -- Planned learning exper»

iences which inciude a combination of courses and practical

experiences cencerned-with systematizing information about

transactions and activities into accounts and quantitative

records, and paying afiereceiving money.

14.0101 Accountants PrograMs concerned with the paray

professional duties supporting the accountant in

organizing, designing, and controlling numerical

anti firsIncial data.

Representative occupations are: Estimator,

Credit Analyst, Utility Accounts Director.

14.0102 ....11300112taga .. Programs concerned with computing,

classifying, and recording numerical data to, keep

financial records.

Representative occupations are: Account

Information Clerk, Insurance Clerk, Account
Classification Clerk, Audit Clerk, Bookkeeper,

Distribution Accounting Clerk, General Ledger

Bookkeeper, Commodity Loan Clerk, Fixed

Capital Clerk.

14.0103' Cashiers - Programs concerned with receiving and

disbursing money in establishments other than banks,

and usually involving the use of machines, including

cash registers and change makers.
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Representative occupations are: Cashier, Veller,
Money Counter, Cashiers Supervisor..

140104 lAtglIaJIMELLJ111110.L.P92A292111K, ancl.°°41Putini. ""
Programs concerned with operations and procedures utilizing
office machine's for billing, posting, calculating, adding,
listing, and mechanizing data (other than:busineei data
processing equipment).

Representative. occupations are: Billing Machine
Operator, Bookkeeping Machine Operator, Payroll
Clerk, Balance Clerk,.Adding Machine Operator, -

Audit Machine Operator, Calculating Machine/
Operator, Proof Machine Operator, Transit Clerk.

14.0105 Tel -- Programs concerned with disbursing and receiv-
ing money in a bank and recording the transactions.

Representative occupations are :,.. Teller, Collection
and Exchange Teller, Note Teller, Head Teller.

14.0200 I inllattluslaEinosystems Occupations -- Planned learning
activities which include a combination of courses and practical
experiences concerned with business data processing systems and
operations.

t

Representative occupations are: ,Project Director.
Business Data Processing, Manager Electronic Data
Processing, Machine Records Unit Supervisor.

14.0201 Com uter and Console Operators -- Programs concerned'
w th operat on, of an eleJEFFEc data processing computer
including reviewing ptogram instructions, determining
procedures for kspecitic run, 'readying equipment Tor
operatiOn, and manipulating and monitoring controls
during operation.

Representative occupations are: Computer COerations
upervisor,, Digital computer Operator.

x.4.0202 M41121LalingAN l'ettRheral.But°"-- ""
Programs concerned with operation ;of equipment which
is auxiliary' or peripheral to the operation of the
electronic data computer. inoludedare the operation
of alphabetic/numerical keypunch machines, card..to"
tape converters high speed printers and machines
that print, identification codes on Wire, tape and
other materials, and related equipment.

64' 1;,,k)
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Representative occupations are: Card-Tape-ConVerter
Operator, Computer-PeripheralmEquipment Operator,
High Speed Printer Operator, Keypunch Operator, Data
Typist, Verifier Operator, Tabulating Machine Operator,
Sorting Machine Operator.

14.0203 ....aomianamatuar......11.-- Programs concerned with converting

symbolic statements of busineSs problems to detailed
logical flow charts for coding into computer language.
Including analyzing all or part of a work flow *hart of
diagram representing a business problem by applying
knowledge of computer capabilities subject matter, algebra,
and symbolic to develop the sequence of program steps;
conferring with supervisorS and representatives of depart-
ments concerned with programs to resolve questions of
program intent, output requirements, input data acquisition:,
extent of qutomatic programming, coding and modification,
and inclusions of interval checks and controls;:writing
detailed' logical flow charts in.symboliclOrm to represent
work order of data to be processed by a computer system,
and to describe input, output, arithmetic, and logical
operationd involved;'concerning detailed logical flow
charts to language processable by computer; devising
sample input:data to provide testing ofIvrogram adequacy;
preparing block diagrams to specify equipment configur-.
ation; observing or operating a computer to test a coded.
program using actual or sample input data; correcting
program errors by such methods as altering prograt steps
and sequence; preparing written instructions (run book)
to guide operating personnel during production runs;
analyzing, revising, and rewriting programs to increase
operating efficiency or to adapt to new requirements;
compiling documentation of program development and
subsequent revisions; and specializing in some instances.
in writing programs for one make and type of computer.

Representative occupations are: Chief Programmer,

Business Programmer,.

14.0004 systems Analysts .. Programs concerned With analyzing
and designing commercial systems, data methods, systems
and procedures,. and processing business data 'Activities

include analysis of business problems such as the de-
velopment of integrated production, inventory control
and cost, and the formulation and refinement of an
analysis system for conversion to a programmable Om
for application to an electronic data processing
system,
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Activities frequently involve conferences with
(1) the project director of.business data processing
and department heads of units involved to ascertain
specific output requirements such as types of break-
outs, degree of data summarization, and formats for
management reports; and (2) management personnel 0
operating units to revise plans for obtaining and
standardizing ,input data.

Among other responsibilities of the system analyst
are: the study of current or the development of
new systems and procedures to devise workflow sequence;
the analysis of alternative means of deriving input
data to select the most feasible and economical
method; and the develoment of proceis flow chartS
in outlines and detailed form for programming, indicating
external verification point's such as trial audit print-
outs. Responsibilities may also include directing the
_preparation of programs, but does not include major reso
,sponsibilities for technical, scientific, or exotic
mathematics applications.

Representative occupation is: Business electronic
Data Processing Systems Analyst.

16.0117 Scientific Data Processing -- A combination of subject
matter and experiences:, inclUding scientific principled
and mathematical concepts, combined with specialty:.
courses and applied aboratory experiences necessary.
in preparing pupils to: convert scientific, engineering,
and other technical probleM formulationstoprocessible
forms.by computer; resolve symbolic formulations; .

pares logical flowcharts and block diagrams; encode
resolvent equations for processing by applying-knowledge -:
Of advanced mathematics, such as. differential, equatiOns
and numerical analysis; and gain understanding
computer capabilities and limitations,

The program is designed to provide in the pupil the.
capacity to perform such functions as: consulting
with engineering and other technical personnel to
resolve problems of intent, inaccuracy or feasibility
of computer processing; observing the computer during
testing or processing runs to analyze and correct pro-
gramming and coding errors; reviewing results of aoMputer
for determining necessary modifications and reruns; de-
veloping new subroutines or the extension of the applim.
cation of available programs; and the development of
scientific machine languages to simplify programming
statements and coding of future problems.



Representative Occupation is: Engineering and
Scientific Programmer,

14.0300 Filing Office Machines and General Office Clerical Occu tions
Planned learning experiences which include a combination of courses
and practical experiences concerned with the recording and retrieve,.
of data, including classifying, sorting and filing correspondence,
records, and other data.

14.0301 Ilumplicallayachlaasttarri -- Programs concerned
with reproducing handwritten or typewritten matter
by use of duplicating machines and devices.

Representative occupations are Duplicating
Machine Operator, Offset. uplicating Machine
Operator, Automatic Typewriter Operator, Copy
Operator, Chief Clerk, Print Shop,.

14.0302 File Clerks fir. Programs concerned with the recording
and retrieval of data, including-classifying, sorting,
and filing correspondence, records, and other data.

Representative occupations are: Classification.
Clerk, File Clerk, Record Clerk, Records Custodian.

1440303 General Office Clerks -- Programs concerned with per-
forming a variety of clerical duties utilizing knowledge
of systems and reports, including copying data, and
compiling records and reports; tabulating and posting
data in record books; providing information and con-
ducting interviews; operating office machines; and
handling mail and correspondence.

Representative occupations are: Account Analyst,
Actuarial Clerk, Billing Clerk, Budget Clerk,
Coding Clerk, Auditing Control Clerk, Data
Processing Control Clerk, Dispatcher Clerk,
Insurance Clerk, Letter of Credit Clerk, Sorting
Clerk, Statistical Clerk, Timekeeper, Traffic
Rate Clerk, Accounting Clerk, Cost Clerk, Reinsurance
Clerk, Posting Clerk, Hospital Ward Clerk.

14.0400 Information Communication Occu ations Learning experiences
which nclude a combine ion of courses and practical experiences
concerned with the distribution of information; e.g., by mail,
telephone, telegraph, and in person.

14.0401 Communication S stems Clerks and aerators -- Programa
concerne w opera ng e ep one sw c bards and
similar equipment for relaying,incoming and interoffice
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calls; establishing connections between subscribers;

supplying information; calculating charges; operating
telegraph and similar eqUipment for -transmitting and
receiving messages.

Representative occupations are: Central Office
Operator Supervisor, Route Clerk, Information
Operator, Switchboard Operator, Telephone Operator,
Telephone Answering Service Operator, Telegrapher,

Telegraphs; Agent.

14.0402 aummaamsava -- Programs concerned with com-
posing correspondence and related items for the purpose
of obtaining or giving information.

'Representative occupations are: Correspondence
Clerk, Correspondence Review Clerk, Sales
Correspondent, Policyholders' Information Clerk.

14.0405 MessmtndOfficeBofidGirls -- Programa cone
r:---'1nningerranccernedvitng and delivering

letters, packages, and messages -; furnishing workers

with clerital supplies; and performing similar routine

tasks in an office.

Represintative occupations are; Telegraph
.Messenger, Copy Boy, Messenger, Office. Boy,

Runner.

14.0406 Rece tionists and Information Clerks -- Programs

concerned, meeting the pliblic through (1) answer',

ing telephone and information requests; (g) locating

offices and employees; and (3') keeping records of
callers, making appointments, interviewing people
to secure required data, e.g., hospital admittance
data, insurance data, and similar information.

Representative Occupations are: Appointment
Clerk, Hospital Admitting Clerk, Information:

Clerk,. Receptionist, Registration Clerk, Out.

Patient Admitting Clerk, Medical. Records Clerk.

14.0500 Materials Su ort Occupations (Transporting, Storing and

Recording -- Planned learning activities which Include a tombina'

tion of courses and practical experiences concerned with .(1) re

ceiving, storing, issuing, shipping, requisitioning, and accounting

for atores of material or material in use; (2) assigning locations

and space to items, including verification of qtality, identificatiOn

condition, and value; (3) preparing or committing stocks for ship'

ment; (4).inventorying stock; (5) replenishing depleted items; and

(6) filling orders and issuing tools, equipment, or materials to

workers.
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14.0502 ua1it Cantral. Clerks -- Programs concerned with
verification of quality and quahtity specifications.

Representative occupations are: Claim Examiner,
File Room Custodian and Stability Program Clerk,
Metal Release Man.

14.0503 Shipping and Receiving Clerks -- Programs concerned
with assembling, packing, addressing, stamping or
receiving, unpacking, verifying, and recording
incoming merchandise or materials.

Representative occupations are: Rate Supervisor,
Shipping clerk, Receiving Clerk, Receipt Clerk,
Route Return Clerk, Receiving and Shipper Checker,
Sorter.

14.0600 Personnel,-Training and Related Occu ations -- Planned learning
experiences which include a combination of courses.and practical
experiences.concerned with personnel administration of an organ-
ization and the facilitating functions of scheduling and ;con's_
duction clerical work, management, and operations of organizations.

14.0602 Interviewers and Test Technicians . Programs concerned
with interviewing and administering tests to individuals
to determine their appropriateness for employment and/or
advancement. Also involved are the uses of appropriate
measuring devices, and the administratimscoring, and
analysis of individual and group progress.

Representative'occupations are: Job Analyst,
Position Classifier, Test Technician, Placement
Officer, Personnel Recruiter.

14.0603 Personnel Assistants »M programs concerned with formu-
lating policies relating to the personnel administration
of an organization. Emphasized are the conduct of pro-
grams of recruitment, selection, training, promotion,
welfare, safety, compensation, separation of employees,
and recreation involving personnel. A practical back-
ground in psychology is required for some occupations in
personnel research, and in the administration of testing
and counseling programs.

Representative occupations are: Benefits and
Service Records Supervisor, Employment Clerk,
Identification Clerk, Social Security Clerk.

14.0700 t3thd.1LIelatedOSteno:raihicSecretaritccuations .. Planned

vities of courses and
practical experiences concerned with making, classifying, and

. filing records, including written communications.
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14,0701 Executive Secretary -- Programs concerned with secretarial'
37017117177757diting, and facilitating functions of
the office for aiding the executive under his direction and
in a confidential relationship. (See also 14.0801 Admin-
istrative Assistants'under Supervisory and Administrative
Management Occupations.)

Representative occupation is: Administrative
Secretary.

14.0702 Secretaries -- Programs related to occupations concerned
with carrying out administrative and general office
duties, in addition to taking and transcribing dictation.

Representative occupations are: Social Secretary,.
Legal Secretary, Medical Secretary, Secretary.

14.0703 Stenographers -- PrograMs.concerned with.taking Shorthand
or special writing of notes by hand'or machines and,transcrib
ing them.

Representative occupations are: Court Reporter,
Stenographer, Stenotype Operator.

14.0800 __.p._.....LaLSu.4rvisozd.Adrninist._.2ageLmrative.Malt_Occtattions -- Learning

activities and experiendes concerned with various responsibilities
such as (1) Studying policies organizational structures, and
administrative practices of organizations suchias governmental units.
industrial firms, and nonprofit groups; (2) reviewing periodic
budgets submitted by operations personnel; (3) preparing reports
summarizing findings and recommending to line management changes in
policy, organization, and administration;'(4) consolidating .budget
estimates and preparing financial reports for comment; and (5) super-
vising and coordinating activities, determining work procedures,
and assigning duties.

14.0801 Administrative Assistants Programs c'vacerned with the
coordinating, expediting,' and facilitating functions of
the office for aiding the executive, under his direction
and in a confidential relationship, in the_discharge of
his duties as related to personnel, the budget, records
control, housekeeping, conducting studies and analyses',
reviewing reports, and other responsibilities. (See also

14.0701 Executive Secretary.)

Representative occupations are: Administrative
Assistant, Health Facilities. Manager.



14.08CB Clerical and Officejmervisors -- Programs concerned

.: with supervisbrY occupations involving the facilitating

function of an organization, rather than a scientific,

technical, or administrative_ specialty.

Representative occupation is: Clerical Supervisor.

14.0804 and programs

concerned withitUAYinijaielii;64iiiiiiitional structures,
and administrative practices of an organization for the

purpose of recommending and installing systems procedures

and methods improvement.

Representative occupations are: Clerical

Technician, File Service Worker.

14.0805 Office Managers and Chief Clerks -- Programs concerned

with the facilitating function76f the office involving

supervision of the budget and management analysis staff

of an office, scheduling and conducting work, 'and other

administrative specialization.

Representative occupations are: Chief Clerk, Office

Manager, Operations Officer, Credit Union Supervisor,

Disbursement Clerk.

16.0400 Office Technician -- That part of the offiee occupationsh

field which requires the application of scientific. knowledge'

and methods combined with technical skills in support of

office occupations. Persons prepared inthis technology

are a part of the office team which includes the skilled

worker, the technician, and administrative management

personnel.

Representative occupations are: Office Layout

Service Man, Space Analyst.

14.0901 Clerk- Typists -- Programs concerned with the performance

of general clerical work requiring the use of a typewriter

in a majority of the duties, including compiling anatyping

reports, application forms, shipping tickets, and other data

from clerical records. Activities also include filing

records and reports, posting information to records, sorting

and distributing mail, answering telephones, computing

with adding machines, and other similar duties.

Representative occupations are: Clerk - Typist,

Bordereau Clerk (insurance).
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HEALTH OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION.

Education for health occupations comprises the body of related subject
matter, or the body of related courses, and planned experiences designed, to
impart knowledge and develop understandings and skills required to support

the health professions. Instruction is organized to preT,",e pupils for occu-
pational objectives concerned with assisting qualified pt. 4onnel in providing .
diagnostic, therapeutic, preventive, restorative, and rehabilitative services
to people, including understandings and skills essential to provide care and
health services to patients.

Education for health workers usually is conducted by recognized education
agencies and appropriate health institutions and services that can make avail-
able the quality and kind of experiences needed by the trainee in developing
the competencies required for his occupational goal.

Instructional programs which prepare,persons for occupations,that render
health services directly-to patients provide planned instruction and experience

in appropriate clinical situations. For occupations that render health services
which do not involve direct services to patients, planned instruction and exper-
ience in laboratories and/or appropriate work situations are provided as an
integral part of the instructional program.

Included under the heading, Health Occupations Education, are items Of
information which describe selected aspects of education for health occupations.
In the following definitions the term "subject matter" includes theory that
may be given either in a school or in a clinical setting, and trig term "exper-
iences" includes the applied subject matter which is provided in a clinical

setting.

Included in this subject matter area are the items of information which

identify.various aspects of agriculture.

Licensors; Certification, and Registration

Techniques for the regulation of workers in health occupations have been.
developed and adminiitered, either by appropriate Professional organizations
or-by-legally constituted authority in the respective States, as a means to

safeguarding the public against unqualified and/or unscrupulous persons.
Therefore, regulatory procedures such as licensure, certification and/or

registration in certain of the health occupations have been established.

Licensure .- Under the authority of a State, laws are enacted'
setting forth the minimum qualifications for persons and the
standards to be met for practicing in an occupation. All
physicians, nurses, dental hygienists, and a'growing number
of paramedical personnel representing these groups have sought
and helped to establish State laws for licensing practitioners

in their fields. They have also found that mandatory regulations
of these occupations under State licensure lawS best serves the .

public interest. Employers, too, have come to rely upon the

legal licensing agency for assurance that a practitioner is qual-
ified in his field.
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In Illinois the regulatory agency for licensure is the State

Department of Registration and Education.

Certification -- Professional societies endeavor to improve the
quality of services provided by supportive personnel in health
fields through voluntary certification of individual workeri.

Standards pertaining to education, experience, and personal qual-
ifications are determined by the professional society, usually in
cooperation with the auxiliary group that is subject to the cer'-

tification procedure. Applicants wishing to become certified under
these standards must make application to the certifying board of
the association and comply with the certification of standards.

Registration -- The term registration is.used by certain occu-
pational groups interchangeably with either the term licensure

or certification. "Registered' nurse connotes a nurse who is

licensed to practice as a professional nurse or as a technicalp.

level nurse. eregistered' medical librarian is'certified by.and
registered with 'her professional association.- Registration may be
interpreted in specific instances by placing after it (1) when

"licensure" applies or (c) when "certification" applies.,

NOTE: In situations involving designation of "licensure,"

"certification," or "registration" for record and/or report

purposes as applicable to selected items in this subject-matter

area, the following symbols may be used: (L) for Licensure;

(C) for Certification; and (R) for Registration.

07.0100 Dental -- Included in this category are occupations concerned

with supportive services tothe dental profession:

07.0101 Dental Assistant -- A combination of subject matter

and experiences designed to prepare a person to
assist the dentist at the chairside in the dental
operatory, to perform reception and clerical
functions, and to carry out, selected dental labor-

atory work. This is the dental assistant.

07.0102 Dental. Hygiene (Associate Degree), -0. A combin-
ation of subject matter and experiences designed
to prepare a person to provide services to patients,

such as performing complete oral prophylaxis,
applying medication, and providing dental health
education, services, both for chairside patients
and in community health programs, under the
supervision of the dentist. This is the dental

hygienist.
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07.0103 zIwaxa.uaarunhasagz 7, A combinationiof
subject matter and experiences designed to prepare
a person to execute the work in producting restorative
appliances. required for the oral health of the patient

as authorized by the dentist. Some representative,
occupations are: Dental Ceramist, Contour Wire

Specialist, Dental Laboratory.Technician, Orthodontic,
Gold Bandmaker.

07.0200 Medical Laboratory Technology -- Planned subject matter and lab-
oratory experiences concerned with bacteriological, biological,
and chemical tests to provide data for use in diagnosis and
treatment of diseases -- using microscopes, micrometers,, and,
other instruments. 'Persons prepared in this area usually work
under the supervision of medical technologists, clinical pathol-
.ogists, or physicians.

.

07.0202 Histologist -- A combination of subject matter and
experiences designed to enable a person to prepare
section; -'and stain tissues for microscopidstudy,
usually by a pathologist or other clinical scientist.
A representative occupation is tissue technologigit.

07.0203 Medical Laboratory Assisting --A combination of
subject matter and experience designed to prepare
a person to work under the supervision of medical
technologists, clinical pathologists, or physicians:.
to perform routine clinical laboratory procedures. .

Some.. representative occupations are Biochemistry
Technologist, Medical Technologist, Microbiology
Technologist, Medical Laboratory Assistant Aide.

07.0300 Nursing -- A combination of. subject matter and clinical exper-
iences designed to prepare a person to provide nursing care to
patients in hospitals, sanitariums, clinics, or other instia
tutions by administering medications and treatments, assisting
the physician during treatment and examination of patients, or
performing related auxiliary services.

07.0e01 Nursing. -- A combination of
general and nursing education and clinical exper-
iences designed to prepare a person for general duty
nursing under the nurse supervisor or physician, or
with other members of the health team. Bone
representative occupations are: Nurse Anethetist,
General Duty Nurse, Private Duty Nurse, Industrial
Nurse.

07.0302 .1pItualaysmusglaua A combination of
subject matter and supervised clinical exnerienceS
designed to prepare a person to give dilka nursing
care under the supervision of a nurse or physician.
The represented occupation is Licensed Practical
Nurse.



07.0303 Nursing (Aid) A combination of subject matter
and experiences designed to prepare a person to
perform simple tasks involved in the personal,
care to individuals receiving nursing services.

These tasks are performed under the supervision
of a nurse. Som&representative occupations

are: Nurse Aide, Nurse Assistant, Cottage Parent,

Orderlies.

07.0305 Surgical Technician (Operation Room Technician) --
A combination of subject matter and experiences de-
signed to prepare a person to serve as a general
technical assistant on the surgical team in the

operating suite.

07.0400 Rehabilitation Assistant -- A combination of subject matter and
experienCgaMiriiaTirprepare a person to help those with
physical or mental disabilities, by directing their physical,
social, or daily living activities, under the supervision of a
physician, to repair or compensate for, the damage caused by

illness or accident.

07.0401 Occupational Therapist -- A combination of subject
matter and experiences designed to prepare a person .

to assist the occupational therapist in implementing
the plan of therapy for a patient as prescribed by a

physician. Some representative occupations are:

Occupational Therapy. Assistant,. Occupational Therapy.

Aide.

07.0402 Physical Therapist --11Combination of subject matter
and experiences designed to prepare a person to
assist the physical. therapist in implementing the
plan of therapy for a patient as prescribed by a

physician. Representative occupations are: Physical

Therapy. Aide, Phyaical Therapy Assistant.

07.0403 Prosthetics - A combination of subject matter and

experiences designed to prepare a person to Wits
specifications for and to make and fit artificial

limbs,, following the prescription of a qualified

medical practitioner. Instruction includes the

study of anatomy, biomechanics, engineering as
related to prosthetic appliances, and shop exper-

ience in prosthetic construction. This is 'the

Prosthetist.

07.0500 litU.c2L0.oic -- A combination of subject matter and experiences de-,

signed to prepare a person to apply roentgen rays and radio-

active substtIces to patients for diagnostic and therapeutic

purposes. Instruction may include the study of anatomy, physiology,

radiation physics radiographic techniques, chemistry or processing

and darkroom technique, radiation preilton, and equipment main*

tenance.
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07.0501 BagologE112211nology (X-ray) -- A combination of
subject matter and experiences designed to prepare
a person for the safe use of X-ray equipment in
clinical settings under the supervision of a
radiologist or other physician. A.representative
occupation is Radiologic Technologist.

07,0603 Optometrist Assistant -. A combination of subject
matter and experiences designed to prepare to assist
an optometrist in making tests to determine defects
in vision, preparing and fitting eyeglasses or contact
lenses, administering corrective eye exercise, or
other treatment that does not require drugs or surgery.

07.0801 Mental Health Technician -- A combination of subject
matter and experiences designed to prepare a person
to assist nursing and medical personnel in rehabil-
itating mentally ill patients through recreational
and occupational activities, training in new patterns
of living, physical care of patients, and giVing
prescribed medication. Some representative'
occupations: Mental Health Worker, Activities Aide.

07.0900 Miscellaneous Health Occupations Education -- Include here programs
not elsewhere classified which prepare a person to provide specified
medical and health services.

07.0903 Inhalation- Therapy preparation includes a combination
of subject matter and experiences designed to prepare a
person to perform procedures and operation.and maintain
equipment used in supporting respiratory functionis4 in-
eluding the administration of oxygen and other sustaining
gases,. as directed by a physician. Some representative
occupations are: Inhalation Therapist, Inhalation Therapy
Aide.

07.0904 Medical Assistant Assistant in Ph sician's Office A
combination of subject matter and. experiences designed
to prepare a person to perform fumtions and follow pro-
cedures concerned with diagnosis and treatment of patients
in a physician's office. Instruction includes physical
examinations, laboratory tests, x-rays, measurements, and
medications.

07.0906 Community Health Aid -- A combination of:subject matter
and experiences designed to prepare a person to serve
as liaison between professional. health workers and the
recipient8 of health services. Instruction emphasizes
basic understanding of biology, communicable diseaseS,
environmental health, personal hygiene) infante, mediw
tines, and family and community resources. Representative
occupations are: 'Community Aide, Urban Health Aide,'
Neighborhood Health Aide.
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07.0908 Food Service Supervisor, -- A combination of subject
matter and eiperiences designed to prepare 14 person
to understand the nature of nutritional diseases and
importance of controlled diets in the treatment of
patients with such diseases in a hospital or other
health institutions under the supervision of the.

dietitian. instruction includes inspection of special
diet trays and evaluation of patient's response to

diets.

07.0909 Mortuary'Science «» A combination of subject matter .

and experiences designed to prepare a person to

perform the sanitary and embalming preparations for
interment in conformity with legal requirements.
Some representative occupations are: Mortician

Investigator, Embalmer.

441..4 te)
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ZNAUSTRIAL ORIENTEP OCCUPATIONS

TOdustrialOriented 4oeupationsAs the branch of vocational education
which is ,Concerned with preparing persohs for initial employment, or for
upgrading or re raining workers in a wide rrige,of trade and industrial
occupations... 0Uch occupations are skilled or semi - skilled and are concerned

with layout designing, producing processing, assembling, testing, maintaining,
$ervi ins, or'repairing any product or.commodity Instruction is provided (1)
ini*Sic manipulative skills, safety judgment, and related occUPational in-
formation in mathematics,: drafting and science required to perform successfully
in the occupation, and (2) through a combination of shoi:vor laboratory exper-

iences simulating those found in induStry and d-clastroom learning. Included is
instruction for apprentides in apprenticeable occupations or for journeymen

already engaged int trade or,industrial oceupatipn. Also included is training
for certain semiprofessional occupations considered to be trade and industrial
in nature.

Opportunities are frequently provided both during and outside regular
class time for pupils to develop interests, skills, and knowledge in selected
aspects of industrial occupations as an integral part of the instructional
program.

Technical education is concerned with that body of knowledge organized
in a planned sequence of classroom and laboratory experiences, usually at
the post-secondary level. The program of instruction normally includes the

study of the underlying sciences and supporting mathematics inherent in
technoldgy, as well as methods, skills, materials, And processes commonly used

and services performed in the technology. Uchnical education prepares for
the occupational area between the skilled craftsman and, the professional

person such as the doctori the engineer, and the scientist.

The engineering technician will be capable of performing such duties as
assisting' in. the following engineering fUnctions: designing, developing,
testing, modifying of products and processes, production planning, writing
reports, and preparing estimates; analyzing and diagnosing technical problems
that involve independent decisions; and solving a wide range of technical
problems by applying his background in the technical specialties -- science,
mathematics, and communicative and citizenship skills.

Included in this subject matter area, are the items of information which

identify various aspects of industrial oriented occupations.

17.0100 Classroom and shop experiences which enable

the student to become proficient in the installation, repair and

maintenance of commercial and domestic air conditioning systems.
Included is instruction in the theory application of basic

principles involved in conditioning of air . Cooling, heating,
filtering, and controlling humidity; the operating characteristics
of various units and parts; blueprint reading; the use of tech.

nical reference manuals; the diagnosis of malfunctions, the
overhaul, repair, and adjustment of units and part's such as pumps,

compressors, valves, springs, and connections; and the repair of

electric and pneumatic control systems.



A representative occupation is: 'Air Conditioning
Mechanic, Commercial (any industrial).

17,0102 Heating Learning experiences specifically concerned
with the installation, operation, testing, and trouble-
shooting of various types of heaLing equipment in-

cluding the controls needed for.operation.

Some representative occupations are: Oil Burner
Installer and Serviceman; Gas Furnace Installer and
Repairman.

17.0200 A liance Re air --. Classroom and shop experiences concerned
with the.theory of electrical circuitry, simple gearing, link-
ages, and lubrication in the operation, maintenance, and re-
pair of components including relays, time switches, pumps, and
agitators Used in; appliances such as washers, dryers, vacuum
cleaners,Ytoasters, water heaters, and stoves. Related train-
ing is provided in the use of familiar tools, test equipment,
and service manuals, and in making cash estimates for repairs.

A representative occupation is: Household Appli.
ance Serviceman.

17.0201 Electrical Appliances .. Learning experiences specif-
`ically concerned with the repair, installation, and
servicing Of electrical appliances.

Some representative occupations are Electric,
Appliance Repairman; Small Appliance Repairman.

17.0300 Automotive Services Classroom and shop experiences which in.
MarERETErarill phases of automotive maintenance repair
work on all types of, automotive vehicles. Included is training

in the use of techniCal manuals and variety of hand and poWer

tools. Instruction and practice is provided in diagnosis of
malfUnctions, disassembly of units, parts inspection, and
repair or replacement of parts involving engine overhaul and
repair, ignition systems, carburetio4 brakes, transmission,
front end alignment, body and fender repair, and the installation

of a variety of accessories such as radios,. heaters mirrors and

windshield wipers.

Some representative occupations are: 'Muffler In-

staller; Brake Adjuster; Ignition System Analyzer;
Auto-Seat Cover . Convertible Top Upholsterer.

17,0301 Bo and Fender Specialized learning experiences
Concerned wi h all phases of the repair of damaged
bodies and fenders, including metal straightening by
hammering; smoothing areas by filing, grinding, or
sanding; condealment of imperfections; painting; and
replscement of body components, including trim.

-
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Some representative occupations are; Shop

Estimator; Auto Body Repairman and Finisher;
Auto Body Painter.

17.0302 Auto Mechanics .. Learning experiences concerned with
the components Of the vehicle, including engine, power
transmission, steering, brakes, and electrical systems.
Included is training in the use of diagnostic and testing
equipment and tools used in the repair process.

Some representative occupations are: Motor Rebuilder;

Tune-Up Man; Transmission Specialist.

16,01914 Automotive Technician -- A sequence of classroom and
laboratory experiences including the study of scientific

and mathematical principles which lead to understanding
of the 'design, development, and testing of internal
combustion engines and related component parts of the
motor vehicle, including transmissions, electrical
systems, and braking systems. This program is planned

to prepare the graduate to perform duties concerned with

designing, testing, and development in direct support

of the automotive engineer.

Same representative technical occupations are:

Automotive Technician; Diagnostic. Analyzer.

17. .0401 Aircraft Maintenance Air,Framele Tower Plqp211

Classroom and shop experiences concerned wiElithe in-
spection, repairp'servicing0. and overhauling of all
airplane parts,including engines, propellers, instruw
ments, airframes, fuel and oil tanks, control cables,
and hydraulic units. Learning the use of technical
manuals and various kinds of testing equipment also
is emphasized.

, 1

Some representative occupations are: Airframe

and Power Mechanic; AssemblyMechanic; Elec.
trice' Equipment Tester; Hydraulic Systems

Tester,

17.0402 Aircraft Operations Classroom, and practical exper»

iences concerned with the in-flight operation of corn'
mercial airplanes, including piloting, navigating, and
passenger services.

Some representative occupations are: Flight

Engineer Assistant; Tower Flight Control.
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17,0403 Grounetict:21 -- Classroom and practical exper-
iences concerned with the ground support of commer-
cial planes, including passenger service, aircraft
preflight service, and flight control,'

Some representative occupations are: Air Traffic
Coordinator; Airport Serviceman.

16,0601 Conlmerclapi.lotTraning -- A program of classroom
instruction and practical experience, including mathe-
matics and the appropriate physical sciences, designed
to prepare the student to pilot and eventually assume
command responsibility for aircraft carrying passengers
or freight. The program is planned to enable the stu-
dent to acquire competency and knowledge in such fields
as: aircraft structure, behavior, and operation, and
controls; radio communications as applied to aircraft;
meteorology; navigation; airways safety and traffic
regulations; and other aspects of a pilot's duties and
responsibilities. The student will be expected to be
come conversant with governmental rules and regulations
pertaining to piloting aircraft and will be expected to'
pass any tests prescribed .by the Federal Aviation Agency
for a Commercial Pilot's Certificate upon .satisfctory
completion of the designated sequence of courses.

A representative-technical occupation is:
Commercial Pilot.

17.0600 Business Machine Maintenance -- Classroom and shop experiences
-----Trconcernedwtnairnd repairing.a variety of office
machines such as typewriters, dictation machines) and calcu-
lators; data processing equipment used .for recording and pro.
ceasing data and duplicating and mailing machines. Instrc .
tion includes diagnostic techniques; understanding of mechanical
principles such as those involved in.gears, cams) levers and
power tools; soldering; mechanical drawing; principles of elec.
tricity and electronics; uses 'cif testing devices; and busineSO
procedures and customer relationg.

A representative occupation is: Office Machine
Serviceman.

17.0700 Commercial Art Occu tions wr organized specialized learning ex»
per ences which include theory, laboratory) and shopwork as they
relate to the design and execution of layouts and making illustram
tions for advertising, display, and instructional manuals. Instrucw
tion includes advertising theory and preparation of copy, lettering).
poster-design) fashion illustration) silk screen, air brush and
touch.up) inks and color dynamics, package and product design,
drawings for line and halftone reproduction) and other display
devices and exhibits.

2:11



Some representative occupations are: Airbtush

Artist; Commercial Designer; Sign Painter;,

Engrosser; Display Designer; Window Display.

17.0703 Product Designer Organized subject matter and exper-

lences, concerned with the application of knowledge of

commercial art to the desigh of commercial products for

the purpose of decorative,
aesthetic.effects and Current

styling consistent with utilizatien'valUe of such

products, Occupations in this area also require knowledge

of products and production methods.

Some representative occupations are: Industrial

Designer; Ornamental Metalwork Designer; Product

Designer,

17.0900 CommeralEtztolaurOccutationsL____. -- Organized specialized learn.%

ing exwiences which include theory, laboratory, and studio work

as each relates to all phases of camera uses and photographic

processing. Instruction includes composition and color dynamics,

contact printing, and enlarging; developing film; air brush and

cameras, meters and other photographic equipment; portrait Qom»

mercial, and industrial photography; and processes such as micro-

filming and preparing copy for other printing and graphic arts

processing. Instruction also emphasizes the development in

planning, developing, and producing in such ._areas as audiovisual

materials and telecasting.

Some representative occupations are: Photograph

Developer; Photostat Operator; Photographer Helper.

17.0901 Photogra hit Laboratory and Darkroom Occupations --

matterSubject mer.and learning concerned

primarily 7ith developing and printing photographic

still or Motion picture film; controlling' resultant

prints4, touch-up of negatives; and finishing, color*,

ing,Testorii1g, and copying prints.

Some. representative occupations are: Photograph

RetOuCher; Projection Printer; Print Washer; Copy.

f4.94Moramati; Photostat
Operator; Print Inspector.

17.1000 (kn8tructi'in and Maintenance Trades -- Classroom and shop ex-.:

periences concerned with the erection, installation, maintenance,

/Ind repair of 11W14ini4s4 highways, airports, missile sites,

al", Ind other stvuctures using assorted materials such as

metal, ',rood, ston, brc, glass, concrete, or composition sub-

stances. Instruction is provided in a variety or activities

such. as cost estimatinr; cutting, fitting, fastening), and finishik,

ing vartots materials: the uses of a variety of hand and power

tools: and hawp-int, reading and following technical Specifictoo

tions. rnowledcfl Motncerning the physical properties of materials

also is enphanized,

t.);
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Some representative occupations are: House

Repairman; House Builder; Bridge Builder;
Maintenance Man, Building.

17.1001 Carpentry -- Classroom and shop experiences involving
layout,. fabrication, assembly, installation, and re-'

pair of structural units. Emphasized in instruction
are the care and use of hand and power tools, equip-
ment, and materials; common systems of frame con.
struction and the principles involved; and drafting,
blueprint reading,. applied mathematics, and materials
estimating.

Some representative occupations are: Finish

Carpenter; Rought Carpenter; Cabinet Maker;
Maintenance Carpenter; Form Builder; Shipwright;
Carpenter Helper; Laborer, Carpenter.

17.1002 Electrician -- Classroom and shop experiences concerned
wi.617t=yout, assembly, installation, testing, and
maintenance of electrical fixtures, apparatus, and
wiring used in electrical systems. Instruction is pro-

vided in the readi4, interpretation, and industrial
wiring based on controlling electrical codes.

Some representative occupations are: Electrician,

Constructional and Industrial; Electrician Helpet,

17.1003 Equipment and Operation') Class.

room and practical work experiences concerned With the
operation, maintenance, and repair of heavy-duty equip-
ment such as bulldozers, cranes, graders, tractors,
concrete mixers, crawler- mounted shovels, trailer-
mounted compressors, and the gasoline or diesel engines

. powering the equipment.

Some representative occupations are: Heavy Equip-

ment Maintenance; Equipmeht Oiler; Construction
Equipment Mechanic; Bulldoter Operator; Drag Line
Operator; Motor. Grader Operator; Dredge Operator;
Concrete Paving Machine Operator; Asphalt Plant
Operator; Stone Crusher Operator; Earth Boring
Machine Operator; Pile Driver Operator; Truck -Crane
Operator; Hoisting Engineer.

17.1004 Masonry: Specialized classroom and shop experiences
concerned with the cutting, chipping, and fixing in
position. of concrete blocks, brick, and glass blocks
Using bonding materials and handtools. Included is

training in reading architectural plans, planning,
and eitimating.



Some representative occupations are: Brick Layer;

Stone Mason; Ceramic Tile Setter; Block Layer;

Marble Setter.

.17.1005 Painting and Decorating -- Specialized classroom and
shop experiences concerned with the preparation and

finishing of exterior and interior surfaces by the
application of protective' or decorative coating ma-

terials Such as lacquer, paint, and wallpaper. In-

struction includeS experiences in scraping, burning,

or sanding surfaces; making, mixing, and matching

paints and colors; and applying Coating with brUsh,

roller or spray gun, or by cutting, pasting, and

hanging wallpaper.

Some representatiVe occupations are: Painter;

Paperhanger; Painter Helper.

17.1006 Plastering Specialized classroom and shop experiences
concerned with the application of plaster, stucco, and

similar materials to. interior and exterior surfaCes of

structures. Instruction includes the preparation. of

suraced and the smoothing and finishing of them.

Some representative occupatiOns are: Stucco Mason;

Jermastone Dres.W1 Plasterer Helper.

17.1007 Plumbing and pipefitting Specialited Classroom-ana'
shop.experiences concerned with payout, assembly, in

sitaling, altering and'repairing piping systems, in-
eluding related fixtures.and fittings Wstructures by

use of pipecutting, bending.and threading tools; weld-

ing, soldering and brazing equipten
l

; and other hand-

and power tools and equipment.

Some representative occupations are: Plumbing;

Pipefitting; Sprinkler Fitter; Steam, Fitter.

17.100 Glazing -. Organized learning experiences concerned with

preparing, fittin6 and installing glass li strudtures

and other openings of buildings such ae_windovis, doors,

and partitions or in objects such as display cases and

table tops.

Some representative occupations are: Glazier;

Glees Installer (Auto,:Commercial Buildings),

17.1200 rieselyechanic.-- OlasSroom and shop experiences con-

cerned with all phases of repair work on diesel engines

used to power buses, ships, trucks, railroad trains, elec-

trical generators, construction machinery, and similar



equipment. Instruction and'practice is provided in

diagnosis of malfunction; disassembly of engihes

and examination of parts; reconditioning and replace-

ment of parts; repair and adjustment of fuel injection

,systems, oil and water pumps, generators, governors,
auxiliary and accompanying power units, controls, and

transmissions. The uses of technical manuals, of a
variety of hand and power tools, and of testing and

diagnostic equipment also are studied.

Some representative occupations are: Diesel

Mechanic; Fuel Injection Serviceman; Diesel
Mechanic Helper.

17.1300 ,Drafting Organized specialized learning experiences which em-

phasize theory,' use of the drafting room and laboratory and shop-

work as each relates to gathering and translating of data or

specifications, including the aspects of planning, preparing,

and interpreting mechanical, architectural, structural, pneumatic,

marine, electrical/electronic, topographical, and other drawings,

and sketches. Instruction is designed to provide experiences in

drawing; the use of reproduction materials, equipment, and processes;

the preparation of reports and data sheets for writing specifications;

the development of plan and process charts and drawings; and the de-

velopment of models. Instruction emphasizes the development of

skills and knowledgi'essential for employment in ancillary capacities.

(See also 16.0103 Architectural Technician and 16.0106 Civil

Technician)

Some representative occupations are:. Architectural

Draftsman; Aeronautical Draftsman; Marine Draftsman;

Sheet Metal Draftsman; Electronic Draftsman; Struc-

tural Draftsman; Piping Draftsman; Auto Body Design-

er; Tool and Die Designer; Machine Draftsman; Civil

, Draftsman; etc.

16.0103 Architectural Technician -- A

program of instruction designed to provide the pupil

with knowledge and understanding of scientific princi-

pies, mathematical concepts, and communicative and.

technical skills combined with laboratory experiences

including creative, design, testing, and model building

which will enable him to be supportive to the architect

and the architectural engineer. The subject matter is

concerned with design estimating, inspection, super'.

Vision, and contracts and specifications -- primarily

in the field of building construction -- with emphasis

on the art of form.



Some representative technical occupations are :.
Model Maker; Specifications Writer; Structural
Designer.

16.0106 civil Technician -- A planned program of classroom and
laboratory experiences including the study of physical
selencesi:mathematics, surveying, strength of materials,
and other specialty courses leading to preparation for
designing, testing, and supervising the-constructiOn
of highways, railroads, airports, bridges and harborsi,
irrigation works, sanitary plantsl'and other structures.
The graduate works in direct support of the civil
engineer,

Some representative technical occupations are:
Map Maker; Highway and Bridge Designer; Highway
and Field Surveyor.

17.1401 Industrial Electrician .- Specialized classroom and
practical inEURIMUrrelated to, the maintenance and
.repair of .a variety of industrial machinery driven by
electric motors or which are electrically contralled.

Some representative occupations are: Maintenance
Electricians; Meter Repairman; Electrical Control-
ler Installer; Electrical Controller. Repairman;

Powerhouse House Electrician; Street Light Service.
man; Traffic Light Serviceman.

17.1402 Lineman Specialized classroom and practical exper-
iences concerned with. the installation, operation and
maintenance of local, long distance and rural lined)
including pole-and-tower line erection and construe,
tion.

Some representative occupations. are: Lineman;
Cable Repairman; Cable Splicer; Line Repairman..

16.0107 Electrical. tralAaa -- An organization of subject
matter and laboratory experience's designed_to provide
preparation in specialty courses, physical sciences,'
mathematics, and general education as applied to, the
design, development, and testing of electrical cir-
cuits, devices, and systems for generating electricity,
and the distribution and utilization of electrical
power. These electrical systems incorporate and rew
quire knowledge about the application of electronic
and instrumentation devices.

The program is deisigned to develop in the individual
the capacity to perform in such areas as: model and
prototype development and testing; systems Maly-sits



and integration including, design, selection, in-
stallation, calibration, and testing; development of
corrective and preventive maintenance techniques;
application of engineering data; and the preparation
of reports and test results in support of the
electrical engineer.

Some representative technical occupations are:
Electrical Technician; Cable Layout Man; Power
And Load-Use Dispatcher.

17,1500 Electronics Occupations Organized specialized learning ex-
,

periences which include theory, laboratory, and shopwork as each
is related to planning,* producing, testing, assembling, in-
stalling, and maintaining electronic communications equipment
such'as radio, radar, and television; industrial electronic equip. .

ment, including digital computers; new electronic systems, com
ponents, and .equipment; and control devices. Emphasis is on

solid-state deVices and components, electron tube characteristics,
low frequency amplifiers, LC and RC oscillators, transistors, and
amplitude and frequency modulation: Instructionis designed to
develop knowledge, understanding, and skills essential form employ-
ment in communications, industrial electronics, radio/television,
andA6ther electronics occupations.. (See also 16.0108 Electronic
Technician and 16.0109 Electromechanical Technician)

Some representative occupations are :-Eleetionic

Systems Inspector; Instrument Inspector;. Industrial

Electronics Technician.

17.1501 Communications.-r Specialized classroom and practical
experiences concerned with the assembly, installation,
operation, maintenance,, and repair of 'communications
equipment and systems of all types, e.g. industrial
and entertainment sound Systems, data processing,
telephone dial.systems, two4tay radio, central circuits,
hearing'aids, and high-fidelity-receiving sets.

Some representative occupations are: Instrument

Technician; Communications Mal; Sound Technician;
Equipment Installer; Hearing4id Repairman;
Protective Signal Repairman; Telephone Serviceman.

17.1502 Industrial Electronics -al Specialized classroom, lab-
oratory, and practical experiences concerned with the
basic eleMents of vacuum tubes and circuitry; using
and servicing testing equipment, and troubleshooting.
circuits; the study of end experience in repairing
photoelectric Controls, timerd, selector switches,
counters, recorders, and transducers; and the study of
the characteristics and intricacies of equipment and

-
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component8 used in industry and research centers.
More advanced instruction includeS study, analysis, and
repair of magnetic amplifiers, motors, motor controls,
electronic heating, saturable reactors, servomechanisms,
pulse circuits, computers, and test instruments --
including basic principles and servicing procedures.
Field trips are taken frequently.

'Some representative occupations are: Instrument

Mechanic; Audio-Video Repairman; Production Repair-
manN

17.1503 Radio Television -- Specialized theory and practice
which are concerned with the construction, maintenance,

and repair.of radios and television sets. Training
also prepares students to diagnose troubles and make
repairs on other electronic products such as high-
fidelity sound equipment, phonographs, and tape recorders.'

some representative occupations are Radio Repair-

van; Television Services and Repairman.

16.0108 Eloctronic Technician Subject matter and laboratory
experiences or;anized to provide praparation in the
specialty courses, physical science, mathematics, and
general education concerned with the design, develop-

ment, modification; and testing of electronic air.

cats, devices and systems. Subject matter incorporates

solid state and' microminiaturization devices and repre-
sentativ- systems such as microwave systems, computers,

and controls.

The program is designed to develop in the individual

the capacity to perform in such areas as: practical

circuit feasibility; prototype development and testing;

developmr' of maintenance techniques; systems analysis
including design, selection, installation, calibratton,

and testing: and the application of engineering data

and preparation of reports'and test results in support

of the professional personnel in the electronics field.

Some representative technical occupations are:

Supervisor, Electronic Maintenance; Engineering.
Development Technician; Electromedical Equipment
Repairman; Master Control Engineer; Transmitter
Operator.
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16.0109 Electromechanical Technician A selection and integra-
tfon of specialized classroOm and laboratory learning
experiehces in both the mechanical and electrical fields.
Instruction is planned to provide preparation for re-
Sponsibilities concerned with the design, development,
and testing of eledtromechanical devices and systems
such as automatic control systems and-servo-mechanisms,
including vendihg machines, elevator controls, missile
controls, tape-control machines, and auxiliary computer
equipment.

The program of instruction is designed to develop
understanding, knowledge, and skills which will provide
the capacity to perform effectively in such areas as
feasibility testing of engineering concepts; systems
analysis including design, selectior4 and testing applie
cation of engineering data; and the preparation of
written reports and test results in support of-mechanical
and electrical engineerii,

Some representative technical occupations are:.
Standards Laboratory Technician; Medical. Apparatus
Model Maker; Experimental Mechanic, Electrical.

17.1700 .Foremanship) Supervision and Management Development.rr Planned
learning experiences designed to assist the supervisor in
effectively utilizing the men, machinefi, and materials under his
supervision by broadening his background knowledge and develop-

ing his. leadership abilitied. Included is the study of human.
behavior; organization and- management;,oral communication; labor
laws; personnel procedures; job analysis; work simplificationr
employee utilization; the .development of Writing techniques as''`
Applied to the preparation of letters, memos, and technical
reports; speed reading; and safety and first-aid practices.,

No D.O.T. relationship shown because this instructional pro-
gram applies to the development of-for-omen and supervisors over
a broad range of crafts, trades,. and induitrial functions. In

most instances occupations reqUire a combination of-knowledge of
supervision and knowledge-ofa.craft,, manufacturing process or
operations of an industry.

17.1901 Composition, Makeup and.Typesetting -- Organized
learning experiences concerned with layout, Oompow
sition, makeup and hand and machine typesetting
and typecadting.

Some representative occupations are: Linotype
Operator; Photo Typesetter Operator; Compositor;

Job Printer,



17.1902 printing Organized learning ex-
periences concerned.with making ready, operating, and
maintaining printing presses.

Some representative occupations are: 'Cylinder
Press Min; Offset Press Operator; Engraving Press
Operator;. Printer Helper.

17.1903 Lithography) Photography and Platemaking - -Organized
learning experiences concerned with lithography, lith-
ographic photography, stripping, and related plate -
making processes.

Some representative occupations are: Plate
Finisher; Photographer; Print Maker; Photo.
lithographer.

17.1905 Silk Screen Making and Printing u'- Organized learning
experiences concerned with the preparation of silk
screens and the operations of silk screen printing.

Some representative occupations are: Screen
Maker;. Silk Screen Machine Operator; Screen
Painter; Sign Writer; Silk Screen Printer.

16.0112 Instrumentation Technician -- A sequence of classroom
and laboratory experiences, supported by physical
sciences and mathematics, concerned with providing an
understanding in the fields of electricity, electronics,
mechanics, pneumatics, Plid hydraulics as they pertain
to applicationd of the principles of control and re-
cording systems and automated devices. The instructional
program is planned to prepare the pupil to design, develop
prototypes, and test and evaluate control systems of auto-
mated systems and to prepare graphs, written reports and
test results in support of the professional personnel
working in the field of instrumentation.

Some representative technical occupations are:
Systems Testing Laboratory Technician; Instru-
mentation Technician.

17.2102 Watchmaking and Repair -- Classroom, laboratory, and
practical experiences concerned with making,maintain-
ing, and repairing clocks, watches, chronometers, and
similar types of time-measuring devices. Instruction
includes training in diagnosing malfunctions; disassem-
bling and repairing or replacing faulty parts; clean,.
ing, assembling, and adjusting parts; estimating-repair
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costs; replacing straps and bands,: crystalii crownvand
hands. The various kinds and uses' of special watch«
maker'S bench and hand tools, e.g., lathe) staking'tool,
ioupe, pliers, truing calipers, poising tool,',timing
machine; tweezers, soldering deVidesi pallet warmer for
burniShing, and grinding; drilling, and polishing tools

and deviCes are included iOnstruction_Cleaningand
performing,other 4drations are emphasized as wellAs
thetypei'in&U.Ies of various materials
metalsplastics,' chemicals, ,oilpv,Waxes and abrasive
powder's.

SoMe representative occupations are: Watch and
ClOoltRepairmanMdatch Maker; Assembler (Watch
and.Olock)-.

17.2301 Foundry -- Specialized classroom and shop experiences
designed to provide knowledge of the theory and appli-
cations of foundry,practice in ferrous and nonftrrous
foundries'. instruction' emphasizes fOundry equipment,
various sands and refractories, sand and.machine molding,
foundry chemistry,and:metallurgy, coremaking, chipping,

and grinding:

Some representative occupations are Molder;

nrnace,Operator; Cupola Tapper; Casting Machine
Operator; Foundry Worker..

Machine Shop -- Specialized classrooM and shop exper-

iences concerned with all aspects of shaping metal
parts. Instruction involves making computations re-
lating to work dimencionu; tooling, feeds, and speeds

of machining. Also emphasized are: work on the bench

and on lathes, shapers; milling machines, grinders,
and drills; Ines of precision measuring instruments
such as layout tools, micrometers, and gages; methods
of machining and heat treatment of various metals;
:blueprint reading; and the layout of machine parts.
Instruction prepares the pupil to operate and repair

all machines.

Some representative occupations are: Machinist;

Patternmaker, Metal; Production Machine Operator;

Machinist Helper.

EIEWILLMILAWAIAI Mw "Specialized learning exper-

.

iences to prepare a semiskilled worker to run only
one machine; e.g., lathe, grinder; drill press,
milling machine, or shaper.



Some representative occupations are; Gear

Cutting Machine Operator; Grinder Operator;

Screw Machine Operator; Milling Machine

Operator;-TurretPunch:Press 'Operator.

17.2304 Metal Trades -Combined SpeCialized learning ex-

periences desired to an all-round metalworker

capable of fabricatingandASSembling a variety of

products. in many'industrip6 Instruction includes

layoUt-,SeqUence of operations; setting up and operating

.0bricating madhinesLpositianing, alining, fitting,
and Welding parts; and designing and construction

.:templates and fixturps'.'

Some representative occupations aret:::Kick:Press

Operator; Bending Machine Operator; Ornamental,

Metal Worker; Riveter, Hydraulic

17.2395. Sheet Metal Worker -- Specialized ClassroOm'and.shop-ex
FM4esi'Concerned with the layout, fabrication,,

erection or installation., and maintenance of:items:Made
of steel, copper, stainless steel, andaluminUm,, such

avventilating, airCOnditioningand heating dUctAl.

'kitchen equipment, Sighs,-1Urniture, and skylights

InstructiOn includes the useellandtool$ and

such,As the-corniee.brakeorming,rolls$ and squaring'

iiihearsj drafting; and blueprint reading.

Some repreeentAtiVe occupations are; ,Sheet

Metal Worker;Sheet Metal Layout. Man; porminv

Machine tperator.

17.2306 Cutting
spetiauzed.

classroom_and*op'experiences 'concerned with all types

of metal welding, brating, and flame tUtting,

tion emphasiOs properties oftletal4t1Ueprint;Teading,

electrical principles welding'sYMbols, and mechanical

drawing.

ScimA.repreSenitOtiVe ocoUpations,atel':,Gas Braiina:
FlamA:CutteriaMe Cutter Machine Operator; Spot
Welder .Arc Wilder; Mig and Tig:Welder,.Prodction.

17.2307 Tool and Die Making --Organized classrooM and shop ex-
-"

periences concerned with analyzing specifications, lay.

ing out metal stock, setting up and operating machine

tools, and fitting and assembling parts to make and re-

pair Metalworking dies, cutting tools, jigs fixturei,

gages, and machinists' handtools, including instruction



in the application of tool and die designs and con-

struction, shop mathematics, metal properties, and

layout, machining, and assembly procedures.

Some representative occupations are: Tool Maker;
Tool and Die Maker; Jig and FiXtUre Maker; Die
Finisher; Tool and Die Maker Helper.

;7.2306 Die Sinking Organized classrooM and shOp experiences

concerned with laying,Out, MaChiningl'andliniahing:
impression .cavities in die blocks to produeeforging*
dies, including:instruction in. the use of blueprints

and methods. of die sinking.

some representative occupations are: Die Sinker;

Edger Man; Die Sinker, Benchman.

17i2309 Metal Patternmaking -7. Organized classroom and shop
experiences. concerned with fitting, assembling, and
handfinishing castings and parts in making metal
foundry patterns, including instruction in the use

of handtools an0 analysis of speCifications according

to patternmaking methods.

Some representative occupations are: Wal
Patternmaker, Bench; Mttal Patternmaker, Foundry.

16,0114 Metallurgical Technician -- An organization of subject
WiTer, and laboratory experiences including specialtr
courses, physical sciences; mathematics, and general

education concerned with the production, research,
and/or quality control, of metals. 'The instructional
program is.deolaoua to prepare pupils for performing
duties in such areas as: conducting tests on the

properties of metals, pilot and production plant

design and development, the devalopment, operation,

and alteration of test procedUres and equipment; and

the 'collection and analysis of data and preparation
of camprehensive and detailed reports in support.of

professional personnel in the metallurgical field.

.Some representative occupations are: 'Metallurgical

Assistant; Spectroscopist and Tester.

17.3000 Refrigeration -- Classroom and shop experiences concerned with

commercial chilling and freezing systems, including theory,

application, And operating of compressors, expansion and float

valves, thermostats, and pressure controls; diagnosing over-

hauling, and testing methods and procedures; charging and

discharging systems with refrigerants; and testing hermetic

units, relays, and overload devicwm
,41
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Some representative occupations are: Refrigeration
Engineer; Refrigeration Machine Operator.

17.3100 Small Engine_ELs:Rei4_21112EnaLamliupIlon »M Classroom and shop
experiences concerned with maintaining and repairing a variety
:i17 small engines used pn.portable power equipment, taiga,

lawnmowera, outboard motorsj chain saws, and rotary tillers.'
Instruction'includes principles of internal combustion ;engine
operation, reading technical manuals,' and customer relations.

Some representative occupations are: Outboard
Motor Mechanic; Gasoline Engine RePairman;
Motorcycle Repairman.

17.3202 Pumping- Plants :Organized learning experiences
concerned:with the installation, operation, and
maintenance of pumping:installations handling liqUid4:
gases, or solids for remote delivery.through pipelines
or for local use. PuMps are Commonly driven by
electric motors, diesel engines,. or gas turbines.
Instruction includes theory, operation, and:Maintenance
of pumps, pipelines, motors, engines, and gas turbined
as well as instrumentation and ContrOh

SOme representative oCcupatiOna are: Oil Pumper;.

'ComprestiOr thgineet4 PUnti. StationIngineerl"

Sewage Plant Operator.

17.342 Shoe Repair Organized claisroom-and thOp experienees
concerned with the repair of all types.of'footwear
Indtruction emphasizes types and care of-shoes;
kinds and uses of tools and machineWshoe constructioril
shoe repairingl'including replacement of worn parts
such as heels and soles, and.sewing parts that need
mending; orthopedic shoemaking. and repair; leather:,
refinishing and dyeing; salegmanship and simple book-.
keeping, Repairing of other leather articlet,- such
as handbags, luggage and belts may be included in
:instruction.

SoMe representative occupations are: Shde Repair.
man; Shop Repairman Helper.

17.3500, Upholstering -- Classroom and shop experiences concerned with all
aspects.of upholsterin6 inclUding.furnitUrej automobile Seats,
caskets, mattresses, and bedsprings, Instruction includes history

and styles of furniture; installing, repairing, arranging and
securing springs, filler, padding, and covering material; pattern..
making;cutting, sewing-,-and trimming; outside coverings; cushion
filling; styling and designing; tufting and buttoning; and wood

refinishing, -

«



Some representative occupations are;. Upholsterer;
Seat Cover Installer; Box Spring Maker; Automobile
Upholsterer; Mattress Maker.

17.3601 Millwork and Cabinet Making -- Specialized class and
practical work experiences concerned with mass production
of products such as window:frames, moldings, trims, :and
'PanelS; and with taking such prodUCtsras furniture, 'store
fiXturee, kitchen cabinets, and office. equipment. In.
struction include6 training in cutting, shaping, and
assembling parts by means. of handtools, woodworking
Machines; refinishing furniture; installing hardware,
e.g., hinges, catches, and drawer: pulls; planning
layouts; blueprint reading; drafting; and features of
various kinds of woods.

Some representative..occupations are: Cabinetmaker;
Mortising Machine Operator; Sticker Machine Operator;
Patternmaker, Wood.; Cooper; Mobile Home Installer.

.16,oloo 'EngineeringEpltamswAt--; That.part of the engineering
field which requires the application of scientific and engineering
knowledge and methods combined.with technical skills necessary in
the support of'engineering activities. Persons prepared in this
technology are a part of the engineering manpower team which

in014des the.sk ll.ed Pra#44411.0 t4e_ech41.Pianl.arld the erigi400r,
and work as technicians in close support of the engineer,

16.0105 Chemical Technology A program of instruction designed
to provide thpupil with knowledge of scientific
ciples, mathe4atical conceptivand communicative and
technical skills. combined with the appropriate laboratory
experiences whiCh will enable him to be Supportive to
professional personnal in the chemical field. The subject
matter emphasites.qualitative, quantitative and analytical
analyses in general and organic chemistry. In the unit':

oppration laboratoryf'hp studies material handling, crush.
ing, grinding, and sizing, By pilot -plant operation, he

studies the machinery and Methods used in extraction,
distillation, evaporation, drying, absorption, and heat

tranPfPrA14-chemical:technology. He designs,

14;ind opeitietil pilot plants for chemical manufacturing
Propesses,

Some reitreseiltative technical occupations are:
Analytical, IlepearcOe'ohnician, Chemical Laboratory
:technic3e,n, Color' Man (paper and pulp); Chemist'

160111' kprogram of instruction designed

to dove]. p oWledwand, tinderstanding of scientific
. ,



principles, mathematical conceptS, and communicative

and technical skills, combined with appropriate

laboratory. experiences, which will prepare the pupil.

to be supportive to the industrial engineer in

production and planning. The subject matter emphasizes

the design and installation of integrated systems of

materials,-machinery, equipment, and personnel.

Some representative technical occupations are ;.

Material Scheduler; Production Planner; Process
Description Writer; Maintenance Technician;
Industrial Engineering. Technician.

16.0113' Mechanical Technician .- A program of instruction dew

signed to develop knowledge and understanding concerning

scientific principles, mathematical. concepts, and ooMmune

icative skills, combined with appropriate labotatOry ex-

periences which will prepare a pupil to become Supportive

to the mechanical:engineer.

Some representative technical ocCupations are:

Mechanical Engineer Technician; Automated Equip-

ment Engineer.4echniciani

16.0116 Petroleum Technician A planned programofclissrOom'
ti.11d'laboratOry-experiences-which include mathematicit,

chemistry,_physics, petrologyl sedimentationi and'

geophysiCS as'apPlied to the recovery and use of

Oil and gas. 'Instruction leads to Preparation fOrt

oil field explOration;. supervision of rig construction:

drilling, oil field sex vices, petrole*prodUction,
and petroleum refining; and Work indirect SuppOrt Of

`:the engineers and geologists in the oil industry.

Some representative technical occupations are:

Core Analyst; Computer, Seismograph; Oil Well

Surveyor; ForMation Testing:Operator; Field

Specialist.:

191;
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PERSONAL AND PUBLIC SERVICE OCCUPATIONS

Personal. and Public Service OccUpations are derived from many of the

traditionally recognized vocational education disci71,ines. There is in

addition a social science, . public service oriented knowledge ,needed to

.perform successfully in public service. Therefore,' the vocational educa-

tion system presently in operation, with.some- revisioniand adjustment in

its goalS and operation which reflects the additional requirements for

employment:inthe public sector, is ideal for the preparation of people

for the Personal-10/1,011c Service Occupations..

There are basipally two broad classifications of Personal and Public

SerVice Occupations based Upon the nature Of, the service performed. The

:first clasSification, personal services, includes all thoSe public service:

activities involved with meeting the needs of the individual for 'his own

-betterment as a member of society. The second classification, public

services, includes all.those public service occupations inVolving.gUardian-

ship, maintenance, and improvement of. the public domain for the general

welfare of society.

Training is presently being done on the secondary, post-secondary

and adult levels and will continue in this fashion. However, it appears

there will be a'significant increase in the amount of training for public

service at the post-secondary level. This will be particularly true for

the preparation of the technician and paraprofessional-level personnel.

Formalized related and supervised work experience will continue and in-

crease in importance for the preparation of persons in the personal and

Public Service Occupations.

Personal and .Public Service Occupations'include, but are not limited

to, those occupations which proVide services desired and needed by the

consumer in the management of his home and possessions in addition to his,

dapito-day living. In the complex society of today, such services may

include those related to governient, education, health, welfare, safetyi

recreation, beautification,:and others. Entry-level Werkers,'selff.

employed or otherwise, will find themselves in relatively direct contact

with the consumer using such servides.

Included in this subject matter area are the items of information'

which identify, various aspects of personal:and public service. occupations.

01.0601 Forest Conservationists .-- A combin of subject matter and

experiences concerned with forests as:living communitieS of

plants and animals in which trees are dominant species. Emphasis

is on the multiple use of forest lands and resources.

Representative occupationb are Fire Lookout,

Fire Warden, Forest Aide, Fire Patrolman,

Forest Fire Fighter, Jumpmaster, Suppression

Crew Leader,



01,0602 liesreatilrectoziEtaltRa...L,prl -. The study of
recreation as one of the multiple uses of land, includ's
Ing emphasis of the principles of conservation.: InclUded
in instruction are examples of recreation activities
which can be established,. maintained and managed, such .

as fishing, picnicking, hunting, damping, and native

study,

Representative occupations are: Park Ranger)

Fish and Game Warden, Park Caretaker, Camp
Ground caretaker, Park Worker,. Park Manager,
HUnting-and Fishing Guide.

01,0605 Water Conservationist -- A combination of subject matter

and practical experiences concerned with water conservation
praatices such as prevention of'sOil erObioni sedimentatiOr4
other pollution, seepage,. and evaporation, flood control;
'aquatic week control; and the development, conservation,
and manageMent of water supplies for agricultural, domestic,
industria, and recreational purposes.

A representative occupation is: Industrial

Waste Inspector.

.044100 Hotel and Lodging -- Organized sUbject'Matter and loathing eXper
iences s-related to the taskslierformed by distributive employees
and management personnel in establishments which'proVidelodgingo.
lodging and meals, convention facilities, and other services on

a year-round or seasonal basis to the general, public or to an

organization's membership.
.

Representative occupations are: Desk Clerk

Hotel Clerk, Travel Clerk, Bell Captain, Doorman,
Porter, Room Service Clerk, Check Room, Attendant,

Elevator. Operator.

04.1500 Personal, Services..-- Organized subject matter and learning,

experiences related to the tasks performed by, sales and.
management personnel in establishments primarily engaged in

ITOviding services. Generally, these services are concerned
with perbonal'improvement and the care of a person or: his.

apparel. Included in this category are laundries and dry
cleaning establishments, shoe repair shops, funeral homes,

photographic studios., and dance or art studios.

Representative occupations are: yBarber Shop
Manager,. BeautyShot_Manager,'Cemetery manager,
Laundry Superintendent, Branch Store Manager for

Dry Cleaning Establishments, Manager of Photo-

graph Studio, Service Establishment Attendant.



04.1800 Recreation and TourisM -- Organized subject matter and learning

experiendes related to the variety of sales, counseling, And

sales.-supporting tasks performed by distributive employees and

management personnel in establishments primarily engaged in

providing amusement, recreation, entertainment, recreational

supplies and equipment, or travel services. This instructional

program is also designed for employees and management personnel

engaged in .other travel serving businesses who assume-responsi-

bilities.for stimulating'the local economy through tourism.

Representative occupations are: Golf Club Manager,

Theatre Manager Hobby Shop Director, Booking Agent,

Business Agent, Tourist Director, Recreation Center

Directorl Bowling Floor Deskman, RecreatiOn.

Facility Attendant, Recreational Aides,' Life Guard,

Crafts Director.

04.1900 Transportation -- Organized subject matter and learning exper-

iences related to the physical movement of people, personal

effects and products, and the sales, storing, and sales-.

supporting tasks performed by distributive employees'and

management personnel in enterprises engaged4n passenger and

freight transportation, public warehousing, and services

incidental to transportation.

Representativl occupations are: Airplane Stewarde04

Pullman Porter, MI; HOstess,-Train HOstessl-Baggage-

man, Railway'ExpreSs Agent, Baggage-and-Mail Agent,

Reservation Clerk, Documentation Supervisorplus

Driver, Road Supervisor, Bus Dispatcher, Tranaporta

tinn Agent, Airplane Dispatch Clerk, Truck Driver,

height Handler, Dock Supervisor, Truck Loaders,

Warehouse Manager, Warehouse Worker.

09.0201 .Cate and Guidance of Children.- Preparation:for

ve7riousdITET=nployment-related to child care

centers and young children, e.g., assisting directord

of child day care centers or nurseryschools, assisting

with activities on playgrounda ancLin reereation

centers, and caring for children in hoMes and in such

.
public places as stores, playgrounds, recreation

centers,-and transportation terminals. Included as

16.0501 Child Care Center Assistant, 16.0502 Hospital.

Children's Division Assistant and 16.0503 Teacher'S

Assistant at the Preprimary Level under Technicl.

Education.

Representative occupations are: Nursemaid,

Foster Mother, Child Care Attendant, Child'Care

Assistant, School Child Care Attendant, Nursery

School Assistant.
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09,0202 Clothing. Management Production and Services --
Preparation for employment concerned with clothing, and

textiles, e.g.; fitting and altering ready-made garments,

.custom tailoring and dressmaking, laundry-drycleaning

.work, demonstration work, and technical work in

:businesa and industry..

Representative occupations are: Laundress,

'Clothing Maintenance specialist,' Wardrobe.
Speciality Worker, Wardrobe Mistress, Wardrobe
Attendant, Dressmaker, Seamstress, Garment.
Examiner, Garment Inspeatot; Costumer,
Alterationist.'

09.0203 Food Management, Production, and-Services --
Preparation for various kinds of employment related

to institutional and commercial food services.

Representative occupations are: Caterer,

School LILA Program Director, Cafeteria
Manager, ?ood Products Tester, Plant Hostess,
Cook. Baker, Chef, Kitchen Supervisor, Food
Service Socrvisor, Caterer Helper.

09.0e04 Home Purnish:.ngs, Equipment, and Services -- Preparation

for various kinds of employment related to home fUrnish-

ings and/or equipment. it includes assisting purchasers

in the selection of suitable home furnishings and/or

equipment:, assisting interior decorators, and,custom-
making of curtains, draperies, slip covers, and sim-

ilar items.

Represente.tir, occupations are: Home Lighting
Demonstratc- CupOrvis_or, Home, SerVice Repre-

sentative Home' Lighting Adviser, Slip Cover

Cutter, iir,rd :Sewer, Drapery Operator, Slip:

Cover Seamstress, AUffler-Madhine Operator, .

Drapery and/or Curtain SeaMstress, Furniture

Upholsterer.

09.0205 Institutional and time. Management and Supporting

Services -- Preparation for various kinds of employment

related to institutional and home Management ;service's.

These include institutional housekeeping,, executive

housekeeping; and hotel and motel housekeeping.

Representative Occul)ati!ms are: House Mother,

Executive Housekeeper, Management Aides, Home

qouSekeeper, inspectress, Maid, Hospital Maid

Home Ltealt,h Aide, Aide to the Elderly.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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14.0601 Educational Assistants and Training Specialists -a Programs
concerned with the training of personnel in he facilitating
functions of an organization, dealing with personnel such as
teacher aides in education, training specialists in :ndustry,
and others.

Representative occupations are: Teacher Aide,.
Safety Director in Education, Playground Aide,
School Security Aide,,General School Aide,
Counselor's Aide.

16.0110 Environmental Control Technolo Other -- Include here other
organized subject matter and experiences emphasized in
environmental-control technology which are not listed above.

Representative occupations are: Air Analyst,

Smoke Tester.

16.0602 .Fire and Fire Safety Technology -- A planned sequence of clase-
room instruction (including the appropriate sciences such as
chemistry) and practical experiences designed to prepare the.:
student to function as a fire control and fire safety specialist.
The program is planned to enable the student to acquire compe-
tency and knOwledge in one or more of such diveiselields as:
structural design and materials; meteorological factors im-
pinging upon fire situations; fire fighting and control, wherein.
he inspects equipment and advises as to itsproper usage based
upon an understanding of the chemistry of combustion and the i;

most modern techniques for coping with fires; the handling of ,f

hazardous materials'(such as petroleum products, and other
volatile, explosive, or corrosive materials; either routinely.
or in an-accident situation; the inspection of publid and
private property to evaluate fire and fire safety conditions,
wherein he makes recommendations for correction of unsafe
conditions; advising local governmehtsvprivate industries, and
individual citizens:concerning thelrevention of accidents and
fires; conducting educational activities, through regular school
programs or special campaigna to promote fire safetrand the
prevention of accidents and firea.

:16.0605 Police (Law Enforcement and Corrections) Science Technology --
A planned sequence of classroom instruction and laboratory
experiences designed to prepare a student to function as one
or more of the following: (1) a generalist in any law enforce-
ment agency Concerned with patrol and investigative activities,
traffid controlOnitial contact.with the public such as ob-
taining information, preparing reports, 'and testifying in
court; (2) an evidence technician operating in a'crime
laboratory or mobile unit concerned with,the connection,
preparation, and.transportation of physical evidence---
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including the use of skills in photography and report writing

and (3) a technician primarily concerned with delinquency

or crime prevention -- who may be employed by a police agency,

juvenile court, or correctional institution to (a) carry out

responsibilities which may include investigation and referral

of dependent-neglected children as well as delinquent and youth-

ful offenders, (b) supervise persons on probation, or (c)

provide rehabilitative services to offenders.

17.0701 Interior Decorating -- Organized learning experiences concerned

with the application of art principles to the design, selection,

and arrangement of materials and objects in interiors or

residential and commercial structures, aid in Ships and aircraft

to achieve aesthetic effects or as a media for conveying ideas.

Representative occupations are: Interior Designer
and Decorator, Visual Informat$on Specialist,
Sketcher, Stage Scenery Designer.

17.1100 CustodiaLimaats -. Classroom and shop experiences concerned

with all phases of the care and cleaning of buildings, fixtures,

and furnishings, including all types of building interiors such-

as linoleum, plastic, terrazzo, tile and wood floors; rugs; and

plastic, wood panel, paint and synthetic wall coverings.

Skills are taught in the use and care of hand and power tools

for such operations as dusting, dust mopping, wet mopping, scrub
bingo waxing, and refinishing, and the cleaning of toilet rooms,

windows, and walls. Additional emphasis is pn (L) character- . .

istics of various cleaning agents and protee*ive\coatings -- and

procedures for applying them; (2.) sanitation and ,disinfectants;

(3) scheduling work; and (4) purchasing custodial supplies.

SoMe:representative occupations are:.Janitor,
Potter, Floor Waxer, Window Washer, Wp,11 Washer.

17.100 Faber Maintenance Services Classroom and laboratory experi-

encesconCerned,with all phases of maintenance service on all

types of fabrics. Instruction emphasizesJ.dentifing, marking
and-entering, sorting, assembling, wrapping, and Ipagging clothing

and other fabrics; a wide range of information dealing with

dry cleaning'and spotting agents; detergents, bleaches and dyeS;

effects of heat on various fabrics; skills involVed in the-use

of handtools and power equipment such as power prerises for flat

work, r roller presses, washers, txtractors.,And dryers; and

alteration and repair of fabrics.

R :presentative occupations are: Machine Presser,

Hand Presser, Form Presser, Glove Former, Stretcher.
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Drier Operators'Assembler, Checker, Umpector,
Launderette Attendant, Tumbler Operator, Marker,
Seamstress, Garment Folder.

17:1601 Dry Cleaning *Classroom and practical experiences
concerned with theory and knowledge in dry cleaning
plant management and processes. Instruction includes
receiving garments, inspecting, dry and wet cleaning,
identifying spots and spotting, pressing, dyeing,
sorting and wrapping wearing apparel, household
furnishings, and other articles of textile construction

or leather. Also emphasized are experiences concerned
with various'cleaning agents, kinds oflabrics, alters;
tion and repair of articles, and uses of hand and power
tools and equipment.

Representative occupations are: Spotter, Dry
Cleaner Apprentice, Hand Dry Cleaner, Fur Cleaner,

Hand Fur Cleaner, Furniture Cleaner, Leather
Cleaner, Hat Cleaner, Steamer, Silk Finisher,
Blocker, All-Around Presser, Rug Measurer, Vault
Custodian, Rug Inspector, Cleaner and Presser,
Hatter, Rug Conveyor Operator, Spot Cleaner, Dry
Cleaner.

17.1602 Laundering -- Classroom and practical experiences
concerned with theory and knowledge in laundering
plant management and processes. instruction includes
receiving garments, inspecting, washing fabrics,
spotting, ironing. and poessing, dyeing, bleaching,
sorting, and folding and wrapping wearing apparel and
household and other articles of textile construction.
Also emphasized are experiences concerned with various
cleaning agents (including detergents), types of
fabrics, and uses of hand and power tools and equip-
ment.

Representative occupations are: Laundry Foreman,
Ticket Girl, Ilatwork Tier, Classifier, Machine Rug
Cleaner, Hand. Laundryman, Conditioner-Tumbler
09erator, Laundryman, Starcher, Patching Machine
Operator, Machine Washer, Laundry Laborer, Press
Operator, Shirt Presser, Laundry Operator, Folding
Machine Operator, Extractor Operator.

17.2601 Barbering. -- Classroom and practical experiences ,

concerned with hair cutting and styling, shaving,
shampooing and massaging. Emphasis is on hygiene,

skin and scalp diseases, and sterilization of instru-
ments and utensils. Instruction is designed to Waite
pupils for licensing examinations.
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Representative occupations are :, Barber, Scalp

Treatment Operator, Hair Stylist.

17.2602 Cosmetology -- Classroom and practical experiences

concerned.. with a variety of beauty treatments, including

the care and: beautification of the,hair,:complexion,'

and hands. Instruction includes training in giving

shampoos, rinses, and scalp treatments; hair styling,

settinglautting, dyeing,, tinting, and bleaching;

permanent waving; facials; maniduring and hand:and_

arm massaging Bacteriology, anatomy, hygiene,

sanitation, salon manageMent (including.keeping

records), and customer relations also are emphaSized.

Instruction is deSigned to qualify pupils. for the

licensing examination.

Representative occUpations are: Manicurist,.

Make-Up SuperVitor, Coimetologist, Apprentice

Cosmetologist, Wig'Dresser, Body Make-Up WOman,

Make -Up Man; Hair Stylist,

17'.2801 Fireman Training, .Specialized classroom and Practical2experienCes

concerned with the practices and techniques of firefighting. In-

struction treats the-organization of a community fire: department;

the chemistry of-firethe liseof-water and other materials in:

fighting fires; the various kinds of materials'in lighting fires;

;4,1110-various kinds of firefighting equipment and aids and theit'Use0i

such as extinguishers, puMps.-hose, rope, ladders,. gas masks,.

hydrants, and standpipe' and Sprinkler systems; methods of entry;

rescue principles, practiced, and- equipment; selvage equipment

and work; fire and arson investigation; inspection technique0;_

and radiation hazardo.

Representative occupations are: Fire Chief,'

Battalion Chief,' Fire Prevention Bureau Captain,

Fire Captain, Vire Chief, Fire:Inspector, Fire

Marshal, Fire righter.

17.2802 Law Enforcement Training -.7 Specialized classroom.and practical

experiences designed to supplement the training provided by

officially designated lair enforcement agencies. Instruction

includes acquiring and maintaining the uniform; patrolling on

foot 'or in an automobile during the day or at night; dealing with

misdemeanors, felonies, traffic violations and accidents; making

arrests; and testifying in court.

Representative occupations are; Police Chief, Desk

Officer, Chief Desk Officer, Hoticide Commanding

Officer, Investigation Commanding Officer, Harbor

Police Commanding ,Officer, Motor Equipment



Commanding Officer, Motorcycle squad Commanding
Officer, Detective Chief, Harbor Master, Head
Matron, Highway Patrol Pilot, PrecinCt Police,
Captain; Precinct' Police Lieutenant, Precinct
Police Sergeant, Traffic Lieutenant, Traffic
Sergeant, Police Academy Instructor, Detective,
Accident-Prevention Squad, NarcoticS InVestigator,
Patrol Conductor, Patrolman, Police Inspector,
Polieewoman, State Highway Patrolman, Fingerprint
Classifier, &Matron, Shopping Investigator, Floor
man, House Officer, Store Detective, Bailiff,
Deputy Sheriff.,

17.2901 Baker -- Specialized classroom and practical work experiences
associated with the preparation of bread, crackers, cakes, pies,
pastries and other bakery product's for retail distribution or for
consumption in a commercial food service establishment. /nstruc»

tion includes making, 'freezing, and handling of 'bake products;
decorating; counter display; and packaging of 'merchandise. Train-
ing prepares the pupil as an all-arotind baker, although he may be
employed in'the production of any one type of goode.such as
pastries.

17.2902

, Representative occupations are Head Baker, Pizza
Baker, Pastry Cook, ,Baker, Pie Maker, Baker Helper,
poi* Mixer, Dough-Mixer Operator, Cake Decorator,
(:Depositing - Machine Operator, Batter Scaler, Oven-

Man.

Cook/Chef-- Specialized classroom and practical work experiences
concerned with the preparation and cooking of a variety of foods.
Included is study of the use and care of equipment; food .

Standards such as the selection and preparation of food and the
determination of size of,servings; sanitation procedures, in-
eluding food handling; cooking methods such as broiling and
steaming; and the preparation of special dishes such as soups,
salads, garnishes, souffles, and meringues, -Although the pupil
.qualifies as an all-around worker,.he may, 'depending on the size
of the establishment, specialize in the preparation of specific

types, of foods, e.g., vegetables meats, or sauces.

Representative occupations are: Chef, Pastry Chef,

Executive Chef, Cook, Garde Manager,' Short Order
Cook, Specialty Cook, Combination Man, Second Cook
and Baker, Pantryman, Sandwich Man, Cook Helper,

Packer,
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1742993 Meat cuttdr spedialized classroom ,and practical_ work exper-

iencec, cot:oerned w.4,th to cutting, trthming, and preparation

of car-Azses and consumer-size portions for sale by wholesale

ox)re41:%ii establishments., or for cooking in a food service

establishment. InRtructlxn is provided in the use of certain
meateutting ton1S, identification of and techniques used in

putti-;; different cuts of Meats., dressing'poultry, processing

fish, counter:display, and, refrigeration of meats, poultry,

.and fish.

R.ePrecntative occUpations are:: Meat Butcher,

;7arrerea4 flutter, Meat Cutter Apprentice.

17.2904 Waiter/aitress Specialized classroom-and practical work
eXpeiienceintable preparation, food handling .and serving...

TnstrUction #:Trovided,in'personal lleanliness,and, appearaneei

sanitary of food and equipment, setting a table,,. re.;,(

ceiVing and seatiig6Uest-taking orders and interpreting the
menu, carrying the tray and dishes, placing orders in the

kitchen, serving procedures,..making out checks, accepting money

and making. change fbi-checks, and proper telationwith fellow

employ' es and c,:zstomers.'

Representative-occupations are.. COUnterSupervI4Or
Wait6r-captain.'Head Waiter, Bus Boy0:4atHop,
Steam TableCook,-Cafeteria CounterManli Crib;
pperator Buffet Waiter,Dining carlIa#er, Fgrme1
Vai*.er, Ntside DeliverY Waiter, Roon Service
.WHai.ter Camp' Waitress, FoodandeVerage Order

lituntain-Man,- Head WaitrOlaiter, Waitress.

T,rnscluct!on -- Classroom and shop°experiencev

"P7r;:70. With P 11. i'. isec s. of r,he-,Paiorication of text4da'ant

eM11haSizestheifabrication and

ni)4 c :-Arm,F,Li*conStrwted of cotton; wbA, synthetic fibers,

cr,f:trE4 apparel acct,Issbriesc handbags, belts, shoes, .and

1;iiiteg0O(4'-tInaz:s;;ets and pillowcase0- and

lu.en.$ing0Alich'',1 covers, drapes, and curtains.
. .

riepresentatiVe occupations are: Sample Stitcher,'

ORrment Alteration examiner.

17.33x1 pressmakin Specialized' classroom and laboratory 02t.,

..poi fences concerned with the construction,.. alteration,

and .fitting c!f women's, apparel, such .as dresses, cats,
and suits. .instruction includes sketching style, line,

and. "color in fashion design; patternmaking4-cutting,

fabric to4atterns; draping; Machine and handstitchihg;

,altering finished garments, including'cleaning'and
pressing; :.and classification, identifiCation, and

selection,of fabrics.
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Representative occupations are: Women's .Garment

Alterations Seamstress, Women's Garment Fitter,
Seamstress or Dressmaker.

17.3302 Tailoring --'Specialized learning experiences concerned
with the fabrication and alteration) by hand and machine,
of all types of men's, womees,:and children's outer
garments.. Instruction includes taking measurements; pre-
paring patterns; cutting, sewing, and fitting; hand
and powered machine sewing; hand and machine preseing;
and making repairs and alterations, framfstart to
finish, according to patterns and designer's spec-
ifications,.

Representative occupations are Linilig Finisher

Master Tailor, Meration Tailor, Men's Garment;'
Fitter, Shoii'Tailorl).
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VILE CLEiltS

. OFFICE MACH, & GIVERAL OFFICE ,CLERICAL
rIANCE & C.RL4DIT'
V/RE AND FIRE SAFETY: TECHNOLOGY
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17.2801
01.0502

04.0600
0960203

04.0700

07.0908
17,1700
01,0700
16.0603
01.0601
17.2301

04.0800
14.0303
17.1009
01.0503

04.0900
07.0900
17.0102

17.1003
07.0202
09.0204
04,1100
17.140.
17.1502
014.1200
16.0111
14.0400
07. 0903
09.0205
16.0112
04,1300
17,0701
14.0602
14.0202
01 0504
174602.
17.2802
17,11402
1.7.1903
01 0703
14.0104
17.2302
17 2303
17.1001
14.0500
1762903
16.0113
07.0904

07.0203

Page

FIREMAN 'TRAINING 54
FLORICULTURE'
FOOD DISTRIBUTION ( SALES ) 3,0
FOOD MANAGni Nn Tp PROD. &SERVICES 50 ,

FOOD SERVICES. ,( SALES) I DIST. 10
FOOD SERVICE SUPERVISOR 27
FOREMANSHIP, SUPERVISION, & MNGT. DEVELOPMENT . 39-..
FORESTRY ( PROD . , PROCESSING, MGT . , MKTG., & SERVICES) 7
FORESTRY ''TECHNOLOGY

7
.

FOREST CONSERVATIONISTS 6
FOUNDRY

GENERAL MERCHANDISE (SALES)
.GENERAL'OFFICE CLERKS ,

GLAZING
GREENHOUSE OPERATION & MNGT.
HARDWARE,. BLDG. MAT.,-FARM & GARDEN (SALES)

HEALTH.00CUPATIONS.EDUCATICH

HEATING -

HEAVY EQUIEMENT.(CONSTRUCTION)
HISTOLOGIST .. 14
HOME FURNISHINGS, EQUIP., & SERVICES --

. HOTEL &, LODGING ,. 3.-
INDUSTRIAL: ELECTRICIAN 36
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS -37..
INDUSTRIAL MARKETING (SALM ) .. 13,
INDUSTRIAL: TECHNICIAN. 45
INFORMATION C OMMUNICATiON ASSISTANT .:- 17

INI1ALATION THERAPY " ' 26''
INSTITUTIONAL & HOME MNGT. SUPPORTING': SERVICES 50
INSTRUMENTATION TECHNICIAN 40
INSURANCE ( SALES ) 11
INTERIOR DECORATING 52
INTERVIEWERS & TEST TECHNICIANS itKEYPUNCH CODING & PERIPHERAL OPERATORS;.,

LANDSCAPING 6

LAUNDERING '53
LAW. ENFORCEMENT TRAINING 54 .-
LINEMAN 36
LITHOGRAPHY, PHOTOGRAPHY & PrATEMAKING 40
LOGGING (HARVESTING & TRANSPORTING) 7
MACHINE OPERATORS ( BILLING I, BOOKKEEPING & COMPUTING) ;.14
MACHINE SHOP . 41

MACHINE TOOL OPERATIONS 43.

MASONRY , 33'
MATERIALS SUPPORT ( OCOUP ( TRS Pi G. STORING, REG 'DINO ) 18
MEAT CUTTER :56-
MECHANICAL TECHNIC IAN 146 .

MEDICAL ASST. (ASST . IN PHYSICIANS OFFICE) 26
.MEDICAL LABORATORY ASSISTANT. . 24';

5
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!:11,

.1.44

0;7,0200

07.0901
14.0405
17,2N9
17..2304

16..0114

.17.3601
(.:7;00c9
014,1L72

07.C300
ct:..o3r4,
07.('302

07.030'3

07.0401
14.0805

16.0400
07.0603

01.0500
17.1005
04.1500..

14.0603
11+.0600
04.160o
16.0116
17. 01
07 02
01.0102
17.1006
17,1007
16.0605
17.1902
17.0703
07.0403
.17.3202
1.4.0502
17.1503
04.1700
1440406
01.0602

17.3000
07.0400
04,2000
16.0117
14.0702

.034203
14.0503
17.2305
17.3402

MED:CAL LABORATORY. TECHNOLOGY

MENTAL HEALTH TECHNICIAN
?msSENGER & OFFICE BOYS AND GIRLS

MT AL PATTERNMAKING
METAL TRAMS; CoM3INED
ETALLUKICAL TECHNICIAN
MILLWORK Se.CABIrT MAKING
MOFTT.ARY r...CTENCE
rginop tplytr:r.v!. 'PROCESSING INSPEC & micirG.)

an;1741-
.:71R" 1G (ASSOG. DEGREE )

NURSING, rRACTIaAL {VOCATIONAL)

NURSINO AIDE
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST
OFFICE.MANAGERS & CHIEF CLERKS

OFFICE. TECHNICIAN

OPTOMETRIST ASST.
ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE (PROD. PROC. MKTG. & SER.)

PAINTIV1 % DECORATING
PERSONAL SERVICES SALES

FEPSCNNEL ASST.
PERSONNEL, ADMINISTRATOR
PETROLEUM (SALE")
PETROLEUM TECHNICIAN
PHOTOGRAPHIC LAB. & DARKROOM OCCUPATIONS

PHYSICAL THERAPIST
PLANT SCIENCE
PLASTERING
PLUMBING & PIPEFITTING

POLICE (LAW ENFItCEMENT & CORR.) SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY, .

PRINTING PRESS' OPERATORS

PRODUCT DESIGNER
PROSTHET7cS
PUMPING PLANTS
qUALITY CONTROL 'CLERKS

RADIO TELEVISION REPAIR
REAL ESTATE (SALES) .

RECEPTIONISM& INFORMATION CLERKS

RECREATION DIRECTOR (PK. RANGER - MGR.)

'RECREATION & TOURISM (SALES)

REFRIGERATION MAINTENANCE .& REPAIR

REHABILITATION ASSISTANT.
RETAIL TRAM - SALES
SCIENTIM DATA PROCESSING
SECRETARIES
"EEDS (AG RESOURCES)
,SHIPPING & LECEIVING CLERKS
''SHEET METAL WORKER

SHOE REPAIR
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19
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46

25
32
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40
53.

32
25
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17.1905 SILK /SCREEN MAKING & PRINTING ho

17.3100 SMALL ENGINE REPAIR, INTERNAL, COMBUSTION 44
01.0603 SOIL (AG RESOURCES) CONSERVATIONIST 7
01.0303 SOIL MANAGEMENT 4
14.0703 STENOGRAPHERS 20
14.0700 STENOGRAPHIC, SECRETARIAL & RELATED OCCUPATIONS .19

14.0800 SUPERVISORY & ADMINISTRATIVE MNGT. OCCUPATIONS 20
07.0305 SURGICAL TECHNICIAN (OPERATING ROOM TECH.) 25
14.o204 SYSTEMS ANALYSTS 15
17.3302 TAILORING 57
14.0105 TELLERS 14
17.3300 TEXTILE PROD. & FABRICATION 56
17.2307 TOOL & DIE MAKING
o4.1900 TRANSPORTATION SERVICES & SALES
01.0506 TURF MANAGEMENT
17.3500 UPHOLSTERING
17.2102 WATCHMAKING & REPAIR
17.2904 WAITER/WAITRESS
01.0605 WATER (AG RESOURCES) CONSERVATIONIST
01.0304 WATER MANAGEMENT
17.2306 WELDING & CUTTING
04.3100 WHOLESALE TRADES & SALES
01.0604 WILDLIFE (INCLUDING GAME FARMS & HUNTING AREAS

CONSERVATIONIST
01.0704 WOOD UTILIZATION
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12
6

44
4o
56
48

42
13
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